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Introduction 

These notes are the result of a course in dynamical systems given at Orsay 
during the 1976-77 academic year. I had given a similar course at the Gradu
ate Center of the City University of New York the previous year and came to 
France equipped with the class notes of two of my students there, Carol 
Hurwitz and Michael Maller. My goal was to present Smale's n-Stability 
Theorem as completely and compactly as possible and in such a way that 
the students would have easy access to the literature. I was not confident that 
I could do all this in lectures in French, so I decided to distribute lecture 
notes. I wrote these notes in English and Remi Langevin translated them 
into French. His work involved much more than translation. He consistently 
corrected for style, clarity, and accuracy. Albert Fathi got involved in reading 
the manuscript. His role quickly expanded to extensive rewriting and writing. 
Fathi wrote (5.1) and (5.2) and rewrote Theorem 7.8 when I was in despair of 
ever getting it right with all the details. He kept me honest at all points and 
played a large role in the final form of the manuscript. He also did the main 
work in getting the manuscript ready when I had left France and Langevin 
was unfortunately unavailable. I ran out of steam by the time it came to 
Chapter 10. M. Yoccoz wrote this chapter based on a preliminary version of 
class notes by M. Lebasque. 

The original English notes have disappeared. Anyway much writing and 
revising was done directly in French. Joe Christy undertook to translate the 
French book into English. I have used the opportunity to correct some small 
errors and sloppiness that made certain points of the French original seem 
"extraterrestrial." I have also added some appendices concerning the C center, 
center unstable, and strong unstable manifolds. These theorems have gained 
currency in recent years, but it is not ea·sy to find clear presentations of them 
in the literature. The stable manifold theorem was written to make generaliza-
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tion easy and these new appendices are written with references back to the 
chapters on stable manifolds. Indeed, the entire approach is taken from 
Hirsch, Pugh, and Shub, Invariant Manifolds, Springer Lecture Notes, No. 
583, and lends itself easily to the theory of normally hyperbolic invariant 
manifolds as carried out there. 

The chapters are meant to be read in order except that the appendices and 
Chapter 9 may be omitted. There is a commentary and a bibliography for 
each chapter. These commentaries are subjective-they reflect how I learned 
the subject, and do not pretend in any way to provide a historical account of 
its development. Certain notions may be introduced in the commentary of 
some chapter which will only be justified in the commentary of a later chapter. 
Reference [i.j] is the jth reference in the bibliography of Chapter i. The 
chapters themselves are narrowly focused on the mathematical results. The 
commentaries sometimes give some perspective in which to view these results 
and should be read together with, or just after, the corresponding chapter. 

Translator's Note 

I would like to thank, first of all, Mary Ann Finnerty for typing the manuscript 
and devoting countless hours to typesetting and producing this book. My 
debt to her is immeasurable, as it is to Mike Shub; to them my gratitude is 
boundless. I should also like to thank Kristen Harber for the lovely pictures 
of the solenoid and Paul Blanchard, Pat McSwiggen, Alec Norton, and Jose 
Pedrozo for their help in proofreading. 



CHAPTER 1 

Generalities 

Let M be a smooth compact manifold, and f: M --+ M a diffeomorphism. Our 
goal is to study the structure of the orbits of f, where the orbit of a point x is 
the set {r(x)lnEZ}. We seek to describe the "history" of points of M; i.e., to 
follow them as we repeat f many times. First, the points with the simplest 
histories. 

A fixed point of f is a point x such that f(x) = x; a periodic point is a fixed 
point for an iterate of f; that is, there exists a strictly positive n such that 
r(x) = x. 

We now study some notions of recurrence which are weaker than periodi
city; just as with periodicity they will make sense in the larger category of 
topological spaces and continuous mappings. 

Definition 1.0. Let X be a topological space and f: X --+ X a continuous map. 
A point x of X is wandering if it has a neighborhood U such that fk(U) n U 
is empty for all positive k. A point x is non wandering if the above does not 
hold; that is, if for all neighborhoods U of x, there is a positive k such that 
fk(U) n U is nonempty. We denote by o.(f) the set of nonwandering points; 
when there is no fear of confusion we simply write 0. for this set. 

Proposition 1.1. 0. is closed and f(o.) is contained in 0.. Moreover, if f is a 
homeomorphism, f(o.) = 0. and a point is nonwandering for f if and only if it is 
non wandering for f- 1 . 

PROOF. By definition the set of wandering points is open; thus its complement, 
0., is closed. 

If x belongs to 0. and U is a neighborhood of f(x), then f- 1(U) is a 
neighborhood ofx. Therefore, there is a k such thatfk(f-l(U» nj-l(U) #- 0; 
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the image of this intersection under fis contained infk(U) n U, which is thus 
nonempty. 

If f is a homeomorphism and x is in O(f), then for every neighborhood U 
of x, there is a positive k such that fk(U) n U # O. The f- k image of this 
intersection is contained in Un f-k( U), which is nonempty, so x is in 0(f-1). 

Finally, if f is a homeomorphism: 

0= f(f-1(0)) c f(O) c 0, so f(O) = o. o 

Since 0 is closed and a periodic point is clearly non wandering, the closure 
of the set of periodic points, denoted Per(f), is contained in the non wandering 
set: Per(f) c O(f). 

Definition 1.2. Letf: X --+ X be a continuous map and x an element of X. The 
w-limit set of x, wAx), is defined by 

wf(x) = {y E X 13 a sequence ni --+ + <Xl such that f"i(X) --+ y}. 

If f is a homeomorphism, we define the a-limit set of x similarly: 

af(x) = {y E X 13 a sequence ni --+ - <Xl such that f"i(X) --+ y}. 

Further, we set L+(f) = UXEXWf(X), L_(f) = UxExaAx) and L(f) = 
L+ (f) u L_ (f). 

Proposition t.3. L(f) is contained in O(f). 

PROOF. Let y be a point of w(f) and U a neighborhood of y. Then there are 
integers m > n > 0 such that fm(x) and f"(x) are in U. Therefore,fm-n(U) n U 
is nonempty so y is non wandering. A similar argument applies to the set of 
a limit points and f-1. 0 

Corollary 1.4. Suppose X is sequentially compact and let U be a neighborhood 
of O(f). Then for any x in X, there is an N > 0 such that for all n z N, f"(x) 
belongs to U. 

PROOF. Otherwise there would be w limit points of x outside of U, away from 
L+(f). 0 

Definition 1.5. Suppose X is endowed with a metric d. Given f: X --+ X and a 
positive real number e, a sequence ~ = {xilp < i < q; - 00 ~ p ~ q - 2 ~ <Xl} 

is an e-pseudo-orbit for f if d(f(x;), xi+d < e for p < i < q - 1. An e-pseudo
orbit x is e-pseudoperiodic ifthere is an n, 0 < n ~ q - p - 2, such that Xi = Xi+n 
for all i with both Xi and Xi+n in~. We say that a point x in X is e-pseudoperiodic 
if it is the first term of a finite e-pseudoperiodic e-pseudo-orbit. 

Intuitively e-pseudo-orbits are sequences of points which one would take 
to be orbits if the positions of points were only known with a finite accuracy e. 
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Definition 1.6. Let X be a metric space and J: X -+ X. A point x in X is chain 
recurrent if it is s-pseudoperiodic for all positive s. We denote by R(f) or even 
R the set of chain-recurrent points. 

We leave it as an exercise for the reader to show that R(f) is closed. 

Proposition 1.7. Let X be a metric space and J: X -+ X a continuous map. Then 
fl(f) is contained in R(f). 

PROOF. Let x be in fl and s be positive. We will show x is s-pseudoperiodic. 
Choose J < s/2 such that 

s 
d(x, y) < J => d(f(x), J(y)) < 2' 

Let U be a neighborhood of x contained in the ball of radius J about x. Since 
x is nonwandering, we can find an n such that j"(U) n U #- O. If n = 1, {x, x} 
is an s-pseudoperiodic orbit; if n > 1, we can find a y in U with j"(y) in U and 
thus {x, J(y), ... ,j"-1 (y), x} is an s-pseudoperiodic orbit. 0 

To recapitulate 
Per(f) c L(f) c fl(f) c R(f), 

and it is a good exercise to find various!'s where the inclusions are strict (see 
Figure 1.1) 

One might ask if the inclusions are strict for "most" mappings, f. One way 
to make this precise is to put a topology on the space of diffeomorphisms so 
that we can talk about residual sets and generic properties. 

If X is a compact metric space, we can put two metrics on Hom(X), the set 
of homeomorphisms of X onto X: 

do(f, g) = sup d(f(x), g(x)), 
XEX 

ddJ, g) = sup [d(f(x), g(x)), d(f-1(X), g-l(X))]' 
XEX 

a) b) 

Figure 1.1. In (a) the arrows indicate the direction from x to f(x). The marked points 
are fixed. Here Per(f) = L(f) = fl(f) = the two marked points, while R(f) is the 
entire circle. In (b) f is a rotation through an irrational angle. Per(f) is empty, but 
L(f) = fl(f) = R(f) = the entire circle. 
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the image of this intersection under f is contained in fk( U) n U, which is thus 
nonempty. 

If f is a homeomorphism and x is in 0(1), then for every neighborhood U 
of x, there is a positive k such that fk( U) n U # o. The f- k image of this 
intersection is contained in Un f-k( U), which is nonempty, so x is in O(f-l). 

Finally, if f is a homeomorphism: 

0= f(f-l(O)) c f(O) c 0, so f(O) = o. D 

Since a is closed and a periodic point is clearly nonwandering, the closure 
of the set of periodic points, denoted Per (f), is contained in the nonwandering 
set: Per(f) c O(f). 

Definition 1.2. Let f: X ~ X be a continuous map and x an element of X. The 
w-limit set of x, wJ(x), is defined by 

wJ(x) = {YEXI3 a sequence ni ~ +00 such thatf"i(x) ~ y}. 

If f is a homeomorphism, we define the IX-limit set of x similarly: 

IXJ(X) = {YEXI3 a sequence ni ~ -00 such that f"i(X) ~ y}. 

Further, we set L+(f) = UXEXwJ(x), L_(f) = UxExIXx(X) and L(I) = 
L+ (f) u L_ (f). 

Proposition 1.3. L(f) is contained in O(f). 

PROOF. Let y be a point of w(f) and U a neighborhood of y. Then there are 
integers m > n > 0 such that fm(x) and f"(x) are in U. Therefore,fm-n(U) n U 
is nonempty so y is non wandering. A similar argument applies to the set of 
IX limit points and f-1. D 

Corollary 1.4. Suppose X is sequentially compact and let U be a neighborhood 
of O(f). Then for any x in X, there is an N > 0 such that for all n ~ N, f"(x) 
belongs to U. 

PROOF. Otherwise there would be w limit points of x outside of U, away from 
L+(f). D 

Definition 1.5. Suppose X is endowed with a metric d. Given f: X ~ X and a 
positive real number t:, a sequence ~ = {x;lp < i < q; - 00 ~ p ~ q - 2 ~ oo} 
is an t:-pseudo-orbit for f if d(f(x;), xi+d < t: for p < i < q - 1. An t:-pseudo
orbit x is t:-pseudoperiodic ifthere is an n, 0 < n ~ q - p - 2, such that Xi = Xi+n 

for all i with both Xi and Xi+n in,!. We say that a point x in X is t:-pseudoperiodic 
if it is the first term of a finite t:-pseudoperiodic t:-pseudo-orbit. 

Intuitively e-pseudo-orbits are sequences of points which one would take 
to be orbits if the positions of points were only known with a finite accuracy t:. 
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Definition 1.6. Let X be a metric space and f: X ~ X. A point x in X is chain 
recurrent ifit is e-pseudoperiodic for all positive e. We denote by R(f) or even 
R the set of chain-recurrent points. 

We leave it as an exercise for the reader to show that R(f) is closed. 

Proposition 1.7. Let X be a metric space and f: X ~ X a continuous map. Then 
Q(f) is contained in R(f). 

PROOF. Let x be in Q and e be positive. We will show x is e-pseudoperiodic. 
Choose <5 < e/2 such that 

e 
d(x, y) < <5 = d(f(x), f(y)) < 2' 

Let U be a neighborhood of x contained in the ball of radius <5 about x. Since 
x is nonwandering, we can find an n such that j"( U) (') U # O. If n = 1, {x, x} 
is an e-pseudoperiodic orbit; if n > 1, we can find a y in U with j"(y) in U and 
thus {x, f(y), ... ,j"-l(y), x} is an e-pseudoperiodic orbit. D 

To recapitulate 
Per(f) c L(f) c n(f) c R(f), 

and it is a good exercise to find various 1's where the inclusions are strict (see 
Figure 1.1) 

One might ask if the inclusions are strict for "most" mappings, f. One way 
to make this precise is to put a topology on the space of diffeomorphisms so 
that we can talk about residual sets and generic properties. 

If X is a compact metric space, we can put two metrics on Hom(X), the set 
of homeomorphisms of X onto X: 

do(f, g) = sup d(f(x), g(x)), 
XEX 

ddf, g) = sup [d(f(x), g(x)), d(f-l(X), g-l(X))]' 
XEX 

a) b) 

Figure 1.1. In (a) the arrows indicate the direction from x to f(x). The marked points 
are fixed. Here Per(f) = L(f) = Q(f) = the two marked points, while R(f) is the 
entire circle. In (b) f is a rotation through an irrational angle. Per(f) is empty, but 
L(f) = Q(f) = R(f) = the entire circle. 
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Figure 1.2. 

These two metrics generate the same topology, since by compactness, all the 
mappings in question are uniformly continuous. Hom(X) is complete with the 
metric de. 

If M is a compact C manifold, I :-:; r < 00, we give the space of C diffeo
morphisms, Diff'(M), a topology by specifying the convergent sequences: a 
sequence f" converges C when all the derivatives of f" of order less than or 
equal to r converge uniformly. This definition extends to the case r = 0 by 
putting DiffO(M) = Hom(M) as above. 

The most natural way to make this definition precise is by introducing 
the bundle of r-jets, but perhaps it is simpler to define a neighborhood basis 
for Diff'(M) at f by means of charts. Choose a finite cover of M by charts. 
Every point x of M is contained in a ball of radius rx , which is contained in 
one chart. The balls B(x, rx/2) cover M, and we may take a finite subcover 
B(Xl' rxj2), ... , B(xn' rxj2). Let (j = inf(rxj2). We can now be sure that if two 
functions f and g satisfy do(f, g) < (j, then for every x in M there is a chart 
containing both f(x) and g(x) (see Figure 1.2). We can now calculate the C 
distance between f and g in a chart by calculating the maximum difference 
between corresponding derivatives of f and g expressed in the same chart. 
Recall that for a complete metric space we have the Baire property: a count
able intersection of open dense sets is dense. We say that a set is residual or 
generic if it contains a countable intersection of open dense sets; a property 
which holds on a residual set is said to be generic. 

We can now reformulate two questions of utmost importance: 

(I) Does Per(f) = Q(f) generically in Diff'(M)? 
(2) Does R(f) = Q(f) generically in Diff'(M)? 

A difficult partial result in this direction is the Closing Lemma: 

Theorem 1.8 (Pugh). Per(f) = Q(f) generically in Diff 1 (M). 

We also know that generically, for homeomorphisms ofa compact smooth 
manifold, a(f) = Per (f) = R(f). On the other hand, the necessary perturba-
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tion theory is as yet unavailable in the case r > 1, because it is difficult to keep 
control of the higher derivatives. 

Until now, by a homeomorphism (resp. diffeomorphism) of M we have 
meant a surjective mapping with a continuous (resp. differentiable) inverse, 
but this hypothesis of surjectivity is not really necessary. All our definitions 
still make sense when j is no longer surjective; it suffices simply not to consider 
j-l(X) for x not in the image of f For example, nn~of"(M) is a closed 
invariant set in M and 

Per(f) c L+(f) c Q(f) c R(f) c n f"(M). 
n~O 

L_ (f) is always the set of limit points of sequence j-n(x), where all the terms 
of the sequence are defined; L(f) c nn~of"(M). 

From now on, for the sake of simplicity, unless otherwise stated we will 
assume that M is compact, connected, and without boundary. 

It is often useful to permit M to have a boundary, even though we will not 
check the corresponding versions of our theorems for this case. When M has 
a boundary we must assume that j is an embedding of M in its interior. For 
example, M might be a bounded region in a Euclidean space with smooth 
boundary. The reader who is unfamiliar with smooth manifolds may think of 
the case of bounded regions in Euclidean space. 

EXERCISE 1.1. Show that if x belongs to n, and U is a neighborhood of x, there is a 
sequence of integers ni tending to infinity such that the intersection fn,(U) n U is 
nonempty. 

Commentary 

We think of a diffeomorphism j: M -+ M as a dynamical system, that is, as a 
differentiable action of the group 7L. on M. In general, for a Lie group G, a 
dynamical system of class e" is a group homeomorphism <1>: G -+ Diff'(M) 
such that the natural map G x M -+ M, (g, m)f---+<1>(g)(m) has continuous 
partial derivatives of all orders up to s with respect to the variables of G, and 
up to r with respect to M; moreover, we require that the mixed partials of 
order up to p = min(r, s) be continuous as well. Such a map G x M -+ M is 
CP, each restriction to G x {m} is e, each restriction to {g} x M is C. Often 
rand s differ. In this case we speak of the action as being CPo The fundamental 
examples come from the theory of ordinary differential equations on mani
folds. Recall that an ordinary differential equation on a closed manifold 
(compact, no boundary) is given by a vector field V: M -+ TM, that is a section 
of the tangent bundle. A solution of the equation passing through the point 
Xo of M is an M-valued function cp(xo, t) defined for t in some open neighbor
hood of 0 in ~, satisfying cp(xo, 0) = X o and V(cp(xo, u» = (dcp(xo, t)/dt)t=u' If 
V is C' for some r 2': 1, then there is a unique solution cp(xo, t) defined for all 
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tin IR, which has the additional property that qJ(qJ(xo, t), S) = qJ(xo, t + s) for 
all t and s. Moreover, the map <1>: IR -> Diffr(M), defined by <1>(t)(x) = qJ(x, t) 
is a c+ 1,r dynamical system, that is a C'+1,r action of IR on M, which is also 
called a C'+l.r flow, or more usually, a C flow. [1.1] and [1.7] are two excellent 
elementary texts on ordinary differential equations. We attempt to make a 
qualitative study of the asymptotic behavior of the orbits of the actions and 
to link these asymptotic behaviors to stability. By asymptotic behavior of the 
orbit <1>(t)(x), we mean the behavior as t tends to ± 00 when the group is 7L or 
R When G is an arbitrary Lie group, we mean by this the behavior of 
sequences <1>(gJ(x), where (gJ is a sequence which eventually leaves every 
compact subset of G. This approach is only meaningful when G is noncompact. 
The case where G is a compact Lie group is the object of study in compact 
differential geometry; in this context there is a strong stability theorem [1.18]. 
Asymptotic methods essentially permit us to understand the two cases of 
continuous time (G = IR) and discrete time (G = 7L). These two cases have 
numerous similarities. I will limit myself to the case where G = 7L, that is to 
the study of diffeomorphisms of M. The action of groups other than IR or 7L 
are studied in [1.3], [1.6], [1.13], and [1.14]. 

My point of view comes from [1.16]. In fact, the first four chapters recapitu
late [1.16], the work through which I discovered the subject. 

The concepts introduced in this first chapter all come from [1.16], with the 
exception of the concept of e-pseudo-orbits which is found in [1.4] and [1.2] 
and that of the chain-recurrent set, first defined in [1.4] and developed in [1.5] 
and [1.19]. The generic point of view first appeared in the study of dynamical 
systems with the theorems of Peixoto on the openness and density of struc
turally stable flows on surfaces [Lll] and Kupka and Smale on the genericity 
of what are now called Kupka-Smale diffeomorphisms [1.8] and [1.17]. 
Along the same lines we have the proof of Pugh's Theorem in [1.12]. 

There is another way of relating flows and difeomorphisms-the suspen
sion construction. Given a diffeomorphism f: M -> M, we define a map 
t/ls: M x IR -> M x IR by t/ls(m, t) = (m, t + s); t/I is a flow on M x IR. The 
quotient of M x IR by the relations (m, t) ~ (f(m), t + 1) is compact. This 
quotient space M = M x IRj ~ is a bundle over Sl with fiber diffeomorphic 
to M. The flow t/ls induces a flow '¥s on M. The dynamics of '¥s and fare 
intimately linked. 

Some good references on dynamical systems are [1.2], [1.9], and [LlO]. I 
have borrowed broadly from these works. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Filtrations 

One way to understand the recurrence of a homeomorphism is to try to build 
up the underlying manifold from simpler pieces, each of which isolates and 
asymptotically specifies an invariant set. With this in mind we make several 
definitions. Given a homeomorphism f, of M, a filtration M adapted to f is 
a nested sequence 0 = Mo C M1 C ... C Mk = M of smooth, compact codi
mension 0 submanifolds with boundary of M, such that f(M;}, c Int Mi' We 
denote by M-1 the filtration 

o = M - Mk C M - Mk- 1 C ... c M - Mo = M 

which is adapted to f- 1• 

For a filtration M adapted to f, 

K~(M) = n r(M" - M,,-l) 
"EI 

is compact and is the maximal f-invariant subset of M" - M,,-l' When no 
confusion looms, we will often suppress reference to f. Now, for the sake of 
comparison, we let KJ(M) = U~=l K~(M) and set 

Q" and R" are contained in K,,(M), so Q c K(M) and, consequently, 
L c K(M). 

Now we seek to determine which closed invariant sets are of the form K (M), 
for some filtration M adapted to f. 

Definition 2.1. For a subset B of M, the stable and unstable sets W S and WU of 
Bare 

WS(B) = {y E Mld(j"(y),f"(B» -+ 0 as n -+ +oo}, 

WU(B) = {YEMld(j"(y), r(B» -+ 0 as n -+ -oo}. 
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Consider a disjoint union A = Al U'" U Ar of closed f-invariant sets, such 
that L(f) c A. 

Lemma 2.2. M is a disjoint union of the WS(A;)'s and also of the WU(AJ's. 

PROOF. Choose open neighborhoods Vi of Ai' such that f(Vi) n Vj = 0 for 
i =f j. For any x in M, fk(x) is contained in U~=l Vi' for large k, since the 
sequence f"(x) cannot accumulate in the complement M - U~=l Vi; which is 
compact. Moreover, the sequence fn(x) is eventually contained in one particu
lar Vk> since f(VJ n Vj = 0, for i =f j. Choosing V/s arbitrarily close to the 
A;'s we see x E WS(Ak) for some k. 0 

We may define a preorder », on the A/s by 

We say the preorder has an r-cycle if there is a sequence Ai! » ... » Air+! = 
Ai!' If » has no cycles, it may be extended to a total ordering >; that is, for 
all i andj either Ai < Aj, Ai = Aj, or Ai> Aj . Where the first inequality holds 
there is no sequence Ai » ... » Aj . Note that in this case we may reindex so 
that Ai > A j iff i > j; we call such an ordering of the A/s a filtration ordering. 

Theorem 2.3. Given a homeomorphism f of M, and disjoint union A = 
Al U'" U Ar of closed invariant sets with L(f) c A; in order that Ai = Ki(M) 
for i = i, ... , r, for some filtration M adapted to f, it is necessary and sufficient 
that the A;'s have no cycles and the ordering by indices be a filtration ordering. 

PROOF. We first demonstrate necessity. Observe that if M is adapted to f, then 
f(Mi) is contained in the interior of Mi, so WU(Ki(M)) is contained in Mi, and 
WS(Ki(M)) is contained in M - MH . Thus we cannot have Kj(M) » ... » 
Ki(M) if j < i. Since Ki(M) = nnezf"(Mi - Mi-d, the observation above 
also shows, since WU and W S are evidently f invariant, that WU(Ki(M)) n 
WS(Ki(M)) = Ki(M). Thus we cannot have Ki(M) » Ki(M) either. 0 

To demonstrate sufficiency we need a series of lemmas. 

Lemma 2.4. If WU(Ai) intersects WU(A) then it intersects A j . 

PROOF. Since WU(AJ is a closed f-invariant set, all the limit points of f"(y) for 
yin WU(AJ n WU(Aj ) must be in WU(AJ, but the IX limit points of an orbit in 
WU(A j ) must actually be in Aj. By compactness such IX limit points of {fn(y)} 
exist so WU(Ai) n Aj =f 0. 0 

Lemma 2.5. If WU(Ai) intersects A j , for i =f j, then it intersects WS(A j ) - A j • 

PROOF. Choose small compact sets V k which contain the Ak'S in their interior 
with the property that f(Vt ) n Vm = 0 for k =f m. Now choose a sequence of 
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points of distinct orbits Xn in WU(AJ converging to A j; by compactness of U j 

it is no loss of generality to choose them in Int(UJ Now the definition of 
WU(A;) allows us to find, for each x n , a least positive integer kn , with the 
property that f-kn(x n) is not in the interior of U j . Let x be a limit point of the 
sequence f-kn(xn ) and notice x E WU(AJ Since Xn --> Aj as n --> 00, kn --> 00. 

Finally, we claim that fm(x) is in Int(U j ) for all positive m; since U j is small, 
yet x is not in Int(U) we see x is also in WS(A j) - Aj and the conclusion 
follows. If there were a positive m with fm(x) in M - Int(U j), then there would 
be an Xn near x with kn > m and we would have f-(kn-m)(xn ) in M - U j 

contrary to the minimality of kn • 0 

Lemma 2.6. If WU(AJ intersects A j , for i =1= j, then i is greater thanj. 

PROOF. By Lemma 2.5 we can find an x in WU(A;) n (WS(A) - Aj) and from 
Lemma 2.2. we can find an ml , with AmI> Aj and x E WU(Aml ). Therefore, by 
Lemma 2.4, WU(A;) n AmI is nonempty. Repeating this reasoning we construct 
a sequence··· > Amr > ... > AmI> A j, where WU(A;) n Amr is nonempty. 
Since there are no cycles and only a finite number of distinct Ak's we eventually 
find an r such that Amr = Ai· 0 

PROOF. Let x be in WU(AJ By Lemma 2.2, x is in WU(Ai), for some j, and 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 guarantee i ~ j. 0 

Lemma 2.S. Uj:O;i WS(A j ) is an open neighborhood of UjSi WU(A). 

PROOF. Applying Lemma 2.7 to f- I and remembering that this interchanges 
WU and W S and reverses the order, we see UjSi WS(A j ) is open and contains 
UjSi WU(Aj). 0 

Lemma 2.9. Let X be a compact metric space and f: X --> X a homeomorphism 
onto its image. Consider a compact invariant set P of the form P = nn~o.f"(Q), 
where Q is a compact set containing P in its interior. If f is open on a neighbor
hood of P then there exists a compact neighborhood U of P, contained in Q, 
which is mapped into its interior by.f. 

PROOF. Set A, = n~=ofn(Q). The A;s are a nested sequence of compact sets 
converging to P; in particular, A, c Int(Q} for large r. Choose an intermediate 
set U where f is open such that P c Int(U) cUe Q and also f(U) c Q, for 
instance U = Q n f- I (Q). Fix an r large enough that A, is in the interior of U 
and note that f(A,} c f(U) c Q so f(A,} c A,. Since A, is a neighborhood of 
P, there is an n so large that fn(A,} is contained in the interior of A,. If n = 1, 
we are done; if not we can judiciously choose a slightly larger compact 
neighborhood £ which is mapped into its interior. To see this we assume n ~ 2 
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and construct an E mapped into its interior by f"-I; E is produced by descent. 
Choose a small compact neighborhood W of A, with A, c Int W c U and 
f"(W) c Int A,. Let E = f"-I(W) u A,;f"-I(A,) c Int(f·-l(W» c Int E and 
f"-I(f.-l(W» c f"-2(f'(W» c f"-2(1nt A,) c Int A, c Int E, so E is as 
claimed. D 

We now finish the proof of the theorem by constructing the desired filtration. 
First notice that if K is a compact subset of U}=1 W'(Ai) then 

p 

n f"(K) c U WU(Ai). 
'20 j=1 

For if XEn'20f"(K), then f-'(X)EK, for all positive n so L_(x) c K, and 
consequently x E WU(Ad for some k. Thus Ak intersects U}=1 W'(Ai) and so 
must be one of the Ai'S. 

We will construct Ml and continue the construction stepwise as follows: 

(1) Al is at the bottom of the order so W'(A 1 ) is a neighborhood of AI' 
Choose a compact neighborhood Q of Al contained in W'(Ad. We then 
have Al = nn20f"(Q), so, by Lemma 2.9, there's a compact neighbor
hood VI of Al mapped into its interior. Now choose a smooth, non
negative function 9 such that VI = {xlg(x) = O}; for small enough c, Ml = 
g-1 [0, c] is a smooth manifold with boundary with f(Md c Int(Md. 

(2) Lemma 2.8 tells us that W'(A2) u W'(A 1) is an open neighborhood of 
W U(A 2) u WU(Ad. Then W U(A 2) u W'(Ad = n.20f"(Q2)' so Lemma 
2.9 again allows us to find a compact neighborhood V2 mapped into its 
interior and, approximating V2 u Ml as in (1), to produce a submanifold 
Ml containing V2 u Ml which is also mapped into its interior. Proceeding 
inductively we produce a filtration M, adapted to f 

(3) Finally, we check that Aj = nnezf"(Mj - Mj-d. By construction we 
have 

n f"(MJ = U WU(A;) 
n~O i~j 

and 

U WU(A;) C Mj - 1 

i<j 

so 

n f"(Mj - Mj-d c WU(Aj). 
n~O 

On the other hand, by considering M-l, we have nn,;,of"(Mj - Mj- 1 ) c 
W'(Aj ). WU(A) n W'(A) = Aj so we are done. D 

Filtrations can tell us a lot about stability; they are robust and indicate the 
persistence of certain invariant sets. 
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Proposition 2.10. Let M be a filtration adapted to f and V be a neighborhood 
of Kf(M). There is a neighborhood V of fin Hom(M) such that M is adapted 
to all g in V and K9(M) is in V. Furthermore, V may be chosen so that K~(M) 
is contained in Va = (Ma - Ma-d n U. 

PROOF. Since f(Ma) is contained in the interior of Ma the same holds for any 
CO close map g. Similarly, since Va is a neighborhood of K~(M) so there is 
an N such that n~NP(Ma - Int Ma- 1 ) C Va, we also have n~Ngi(Ma
Int Ma- 1 ) C Va for 9 CO close to f. D 

Commentary 

Smale [1.16] uses filtrations to control the growth of the nonwandering set 
under perturbations. The order conditions were used by Smale [2.7] when he 
established the Morse inequalities for what are now known as Morse-Smale 
diffeomorphisms. Rosenberg [2.4] has generalized these conditions to define 
the no-cycle property and extend the Morse inequalities. Palis [2.3] defined 
filtrations which allowed him to show that the Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms 
of a manifold are open, and lowe to him the sequence of lemmas used to 
prove Theorem 2.3. He described them to me when we were both working 
under the direction of Smale at Berkeley between 1964 and 1967. Theorem 
2.3 and Proposition 2.10 come essentially from [1.16] and have been restated 
in more recent works. 

Newhouse [2.1] has studied filtrations in a more general context than 
Smale, while purusing his study of limit sets and filtration orderings. 

These ideas are systematized in [2.6], [2.5], and [2.2]. 
Conley, [1.4] and [1.5], has considered sequences of filtrations in the 

topological case and had the idea to apply them to the study of the chain
recurrent set. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Sequences of Filtrations 

Definition 3.0. Let M: 0 = Mo C ... C Mk = M and N: 0 = No coo. c 

N, = M be two filtrations of M. We say that N refines M if and only if for all 
i = 0, ... , I - I, there is aj, 0 .::;, j .::;, k - 1 such that(N;+1 - N;) c (Mj +1 - Mj ). 

If M and N are two filtrations adapted to the same homeomorphism f of 
M and N refines M, K f (N) is clearly contained in K f (M). This is the utility 
of sequences of filtrations; even when it is impossible, given a closed invariant 
set A, to find a filtration M with Kf(M) = A, one can often find a sequence 
ofM;'s with Kf(M;) converging to A. 

Definition 3.1. M 1 , M 2 , ... is a sequence of filtrations if M; refines M;-l for all 
i. Let K {MJ = n; K(M;). If A is a closed invariant set for f and if M is a 
filtration adapted to f such that K(M) = A we say that M is a filtration for 
A. If {M;} is a sequence of filtrations adapted to f such that K {M;} = A, we 
say that {MJ is a sequence of filtrations for A. A filtration for n is called a 
fine filtration. A sequence of filtrations for n is called a fine sequence of 
filtrations. 

We will prove that there is always a sequence of filtrations for R(f), after 
first giving some supplemental technical properties of filtrations. 

The following refines Theorem 2.3. 

Proposition 3.2. Suppose that A = Al U··· U Ak is a disjoint union of closed 
invariant sets for f which contain L(f) and, moreover, that the A;'s have no 
cycles. Let N be a filtration adapted to f such that, for every i, there is an 
IX such that A; is contained in Kt(N). Then there is a filtration for A which 
refines N. 
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PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, if Ai is contained in N. - N._I' we 
can construct a new Mi containing N._I and contained in N". We can thus 
1ns~rt t~el'J;s in the sequence of M;'s and the resulting filtration will clearly 
~mN 0 

Let A be a closed invariant set for a homeomorphism f, and let WI' ... , WK 

be pairwise disjoint open sets covering A: A c Uf=1 J.t;. Now we can define 
B(J.t;) = U":2:of-"(J.t;) and F(J.t;) = U":2:of"(J.t;), the backwards and for
wards of J.t;. Let Ki = n"e.l'f"(J.t;) be the maximal f invariant set in J.t;, and 
define a preorder » in J.t; by 

{
i =F j and 

W»W 
I J i = j and 

F(J.t;)nB(aj) =F 0, 
B(J.t;) - J.t; n F(J.t;) - J.t; =F 0· 

The set of J.t;'s contains an r-cycle ifthere is a sequence J.t;, » ... » J.t;r+' = J.t;" 
As usual, if the J.t;'s have no cycles, we say that the order of indices is a filtra
tion ordering if whenever j is greater than i there is no sequence J.t; » ... » aj. 

Proposition 3.3. Let A be a closed invariant set for a homeomorphism f of M, 
and assume that A contains L(f). Let WI' ... , ~ be a pairwise disjoint open 
cover of A which has no cycles and whose indices induce a filtration ordering. 
Then the sets Ki defined above are disjoint closed invariant sets for f and have 
no cycles. Moreover, L(f) is contained in the union of the K;'s. 

PROOF. First we show that the K;'s are closed. Let x be a point in the closure 
of K i . Since w(x) c L(f) cAe U~=I J.t;, there is an integer N so large that 
for n greater than or equal to N, f"(x) belongs to U~=I J.t;. Furthermore, since 
the J.t;'s have no cycles we can find j and N' such that for all n ~ N', f"(x) 
belongs to a particular aj. We must also have j = i; since aj and f-"(aj) are 
open, if f-"(aj) contains a point of I?;, it must also contain points in K i. 

Now check the inclusion of L(f) in the union of the K;'s. Since there are 
no 1 cycles, when x is in Ki so is f"(x), for all n. For arbitrary x in M, since 
w(x) is in A, f"(x) must be in one of the J.t;'s, aj, say, for sufficiently large n. 
Thus the w-limit points of f"(x) and hence of x must be in Kj • D 

Theorem 3.4. For any homeomorphism f there are sequences of filtrations for 
R(f). 

PROOF. Let e > 0 and take 0 < rx < e/2 so small that d(x, y) < rx implies 
d(f(x),j(y)) < e/2. Cover n by open balls of radius rx/2, centered at points ofn 
and extract a finite subcover {Bi = B(xi, rx/2), i = 1, ... , k}. Define a preorder 
on the B;'s by Bi » Bj whenever there is a nonnegative n such that f"(B;) n Bj 

is nonempty. We say that two balls are equivalent if they belong to the same 
cycle for this pre order. Now regroup the equivalence classes of B;'s into open 
sets ll.iU = 1, ... , q) and let J.j = F(ll.i) n B(ll.i). The J.j's form a pairwise disjoint 
open cover of n with no cycles. 

Notice that all the points in one V; belong to the same e-pseudo-orbit. This 
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is because if x is in Bi and y is in an equivalent Bj , we can find an n such that 
r(B i ) n Bj is nonempty and we have two simple cases: 

(1) n> O. Choose a z in Bi with I"(z) also in Bj ; then {x,f(z), ... ,r-1(z),y} 
is an e-pseudo-orbit by our choice of oc. 

(2) n = O. Since Xi is in n we can find an n ?: 2 such that I"(BJ intersects Bi . 

Choose z in Bi with I"(z) in Bi. The sequence {x,f(z), ... ,r-I(z),y} IS 

the e-pseudo-orbit we seek. 

From this it also follows that any point in V; is e-pseudoperiodic. 
Now if we define sets Ki = nn~zl"(V;) as above, every point in a Ki is also 

e-pseudoperiodic. There is an obvious filtration for the K = U{~I Ki which 
implies, letting e tend to 0, that R(f) is contained in K. After wiggling the V;'s 
a little we may suppose their closures are disjoint and that Ui V; is a neighbor
hood of n. Now let enbe a sequence of positive numbers tending to 0 and for 
each en construct v;n, K7, and Kn as above. Taking care to choose the sequence 
en so that the neighborhood (Ui V;"+I) ofn is contained in (Ui V;"), for all n, 
we see that each K7+ 1 is contained in some KJ, since each v;n+1 is contained 
in a Jjn (otherwise there is a cycle of en+1 balls not contained in a v;n and hence 
a cycle in the v;n,s). 

Proposition 3.2 allows us to refine the filtration for the K'(s to one for the 
K7+ I 's. The Kn's thus consist of en-pseudoperiodic points and each contains 
R(f); therefore, nn:;>o K n = R(f). 0 

Consider a filtration M = M z :::J MI :::J Mo = 0 adapted to a homeo
morphism f We can easily construct a continuous nonnegative function cp 
such that 

cp = 1 on K 2; cp = 0 on K 1 , 

cp(f(x» < cp(x) for x rt K. 

To do this we define cp on UndJn(oMd by 

Inl 
cp(x) = ! - sign(n) L r(i+1) if x Ef"(oM). 

i~1 

The Tietze extension theorem then allows us to extend to a positive continu
ous function with level sets as shown in Figure 3.1. 

Now consider a filtration with more than two elements, for example three: 
M = M3 :::J M2 :::J MI ::::> Mo = 0. Then M = M3 :::J M2 :::J Mo = 0 and M = 
M3 :::J MI :::J Mo = 0 are filtrations to which the above construction applies, 
and, by adding the functions it yields, we can find a function that is 2 on K 2 , 

1 on K 1,0 on K o, and decreases along orbits off K. This clearly works for any 
finite filtration, and by properly scaling and taking limits we get a continuous 
function decreasing along orbits off K {Md for any sequence of filtrations 
{Mi} adapted to f. In fact, with more work than we will do here, one can find 
smooth functions cp as above. 

Together, this construction gives us: 
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Figure 3.1. 

Proposition 3.5. Let M be a filtration (resp. {M;} a sequence of filtrations) 
adapted to f. Then there is a continuous function <p: M -+ IR, decreasing along 
orbits of f not in K (M) (resp. K {MJ ), 

x ~ K(M)(resp. K {MJ) = <p(f(x» < <p(x). 

In particular, there is a function <p decreasing along orbits of f not in R(f). 

Proposition 3.6. For any homeomorphism f of M we have R(fIR(f» = R(f). 
This is not as ridiculous as it seems. The restriction of f to R(f) sends R(f) 

into R(f), but it is not obvious that all pseudo-orbits starting in R(f) can 
be made to stay in R(f). Moreover, we can have fl(fIQ(f) # fl(f), as in 
Figure 3.2. 

PROOF. The existence of a continuous <p decreasing along orbits off of R shows 
that for small a, a-pseudo-orbits starting in R do not stray too far from R. In 
order to find an e-pseudoperiodic orbit contained in R, we can first find an a 
so small that any a-pseudoperiodic orbit starting from R lies in an e/2 neigh
borhood of R. We then simply push it into R; the details are left to the reader. 

o 

• 

• 
Figure 3.2. Here o.(f) is the center and the outer circle and o.(fIO(f» are the three 
marked points. 
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Proposition 3.7. If U is a neighborhood of R(f) there is a neighborhood V of f 
in Hom(M) such that R(g) is contained in U for all g in V. 

PROOF. Take a sequence of filtrations for R(f). For large enoughj, K(Mj ) is 
contained in U and we can use Proposition 2.4 to find V. 0 

Proposition 3.8. A homeomorphism f of M has a fine sequence of filtrations if 
and only if n(f) = R(f). 

PROOF. If n(f) = R(f), we are done by Theorem 3.4. On the other hand, if n 
has a sequence of filtrations {Md, we have R(f) c:: K {Md = n(f), and we 
know n(f) is always contained in R(f). 0 

Definition 3.9. We say a homeomorphism f of M has no CO n explosions if 
given a neighborhood U of n(f) we can find a neighborhood V of g with 
neg) c:: U for all g in V. 

Proposition 3.10. If f has a fine sequence of filtrations, f does not have any CO 
n explosions. 

PROOF. This follows immediately from Propositions 3.7 and 3.8. 0 

The converse is also true: 

Theorem 3.11. For a homeomorphism f of M the following are equivalent: 

(1) f has a fine sequence of filtrations; 
(2) f does not have any CO n explosions; 
(3) n(f) = R(f). 

All that is left to show is that (2) implies (3). We give a proof for manifolds 
of dimension 2 or greater. It depends on the following result from differential 
topology: 

Proposition 3.12. Let I: > 0 and let M be a smooth manifold of dimension greater 
than or equal to 2. Let (Xi' yJ be pairs of points in M with d(xi> yJ > 1:. Suppose 
that the x/s are pairwise distinct, as are the y/s. Then there is a diffeomorphism 
g of M taking Xi to Yi' which is 71: - CO close to the identity. 0 

PROOF OF THEOREM FOR dim M ~ 2. If n(f) is different from R(f), there is a 
neighborhood U of n(f) which does not contain all of R(f). Choose I: > 0 
an x in R(f) outside of U. Then x is 1:/7-pseudoperiodic so there is a sequence 
tf = {x = xO,x1, ... ,Xk = xo} of length k such that d(f(xi),xi+d < 1:/7. We 
may take the Xi' and hence their images, to be distinct. 

Let g be the diffeomorphism of Proposition 3.12 with g(f(Xi» = Xi+l; 
o :s; i :s; k - 1; and d(g, id) < 1:. The point x is now an honest periodic point 
of go f Thus x is in neg 0 f) and, since I: was arbitrary, also in g(f). 0 
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The vector field case is similar and the results simpler to formulate. We will 
quickly give some of the corresponding definitions and theorems. 

Definition 3.13. If X is a vector field on M and A c M is a set invariant under 
the flow <I> induced by X, a smooth function L: M --+ R is a Lyapunov function 
for (X, A) if A is the critical set of L and the derivative X (L) of L along X is 
negative on M - A. 

Let <5 and T be positive; we say that a point m of M is (<5, T)-recurrent or 
that the point m belongs to R d, T if there exist points Yi in M and numbers Sj' 

o sj s k such that 

The chain-recurrent set of X is 

Xo = m; 

Rx = n Rd,T' 
d. T 

Yk = m, 

Lyapunov functions for Rx correspond to fine sequences of filtrations for 
R(f). 

Theorem 3.14. If X is a CO vector field with unique integral curves, there is a 
eX) Lyapunov function for (X, Rx)· . 0 

Given a manifold N and a map <p: N --+ x'(M), the C vector fields on M, 
one hopes to find a map IX: N --+ COO(M) such that for every n E N, lX(n) is a 
Lyapunov function for (<p(n), R<p(n» and such that IX is continuous or even 
smooth, on a large subset of N. 

No one has yet attempted to give a general bifurcation or catastrophe 
theory appropriate for functions IX which are Lyapunov functions for chain
recurrent sets of vector fields. 

EXERCISE 3.1. Let I be a homeomorphism of a compact manifold -M and A = 
Al V'" V Ak a disjoint union of closed invariant sets for f. Theorem 2.3 gives necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the Ai to be of the form Kt(M) for a filtration M adapted 
to f. The conditions are that A contain L(f) and that there are no cycles among the 
A;'s. Often I\. will only contain one or the other of L+ (f) or L_ (f). We wish to 
generalize 2.3 to this case as well; of course, we cannot hope to find a filtration M with 
Kf(M) = 1\., since Kf(M) contains all of L(f). 

We will tackle the case where L (f) c 1\.; the case where L+ (f) c I\. follows by 
replacing I with I-I. 

Notice that the proof of Lemma 2.1 readily shows that M is the disjoint union of 
the W"(I\.;)'s. On the other hand, we cannot say that M is the union of the WS(I\.;)'s. 

Define a pre order >1 by I\.i >ll\.j if i i= j and W"(I\.;) n WS(I\.) i= 0. Notice that 
by the first lemma in the proof of 2.3 we hav~ _ 

W"(l\.i) n W"(I\.) = 0 = W"(Ai) n I\.j i= 0. 

Suppose that the preorder >1 has no cycles. We can then extend it to a total order of 
the I\.;'s; after permuting the indices, one can assume that the total order coincides with 
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that induced by the order of the indices. In this case also, we say that the order of the 
indices is a filtration ordering. 

(1) Show that Uj<;i WU(!\;) is closed. 
(2) Let F be a closed set which misses Uk;?:i+1 Ak • Show that nn;?:of"(F) c 

Uj<;i WU(AJ 
(3) Show that there is a closed neighborhood Q of Uj<;i WU(A j ) such that 

nn;?:of"(Q) = Uj<;i WU(AJ 
(4) Prove the following theorem: 

Theorem 2.3 bis. Let A = Al U'" U Ak be a disjoint union of closed invariant sets for 
a homeomorphism f. Assume that L_ (f) c A; the following two conditions are equivalent: 

(i) There is a filtration M: 0 = Mo c ... C Mk C M adapted to f such that 

n f"(M;) = U WU(A j ) for all i = 1, ... , k. 
n~O j$i 

(ii) The A;'s have no cycles for the preorder >1 and the ordering of indices is a filtration 
ordering. 

Commentary 

Sequences of filtrations are used in [2.6] and [2.2], as well as [1.4] and [1.5], 
for the topolu;,'"ical case; Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 3.5 and 3.6 were 
formulated in [1.5~, Theorem 3.11 in [2.6]. There is a proof of Proposition 
3.12 in [2.2] for surfaces and in [2.6] for higher dimensions. Theorem 3.14 
does not appear as stated here anywhere in the literature; however, the 
topological case is treated in [1.4], and in [2.6] one can find the techniques 
necessary to prove the theorem, but not its statement. The essential ingredient 
is the smoothing technique in [3.2]. My first contact with these techniques in 
this setting was [3.1], in which there is a version of Theorem 3.2, stated in 
terms of flows, which uses Theorem 3.14 and the results of [2.2]. 

The exercise comes from [2.1]. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Hyperbolic Sets 

Definition 4.1. Let A be an invariant set for a C diffeomorphism f of a 
manifold M. We say that A is a hyperbolic set for f if there is a continuous 
splitting of the tangent bundle of M restricted to A, TM", which is Tf 
invariant: 

TM" = ES EB EU
; Tf(P) = P; Tf(P) = P; 

and for which there are constants c and A, c > ° and 0< A < 1, such that 

II Tf"lp II < d n, 

II Tj-nlE" II < d n, 

n ~ 0, 

n ~ 0. 

REMARK. This condition is independent of the metric on M, since if II 111 and 
II 112 are two equivalent norms of TMx , there are strictly positive constants 
c~ and c; such that 

If M is compact we can make a similar estimate globally on TM: 

3c 1 >0, c2 >0 such that clil 112:0:; II 111:0:; czll 112· 

Now the independence of the notion ofhyperbolicity from the choice of metric 
follows since 

VEE" n ~ 0, 

implies 

VEE" n ~ 0, 

so 

VEES, n ~ 0, 
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and we have, finally, 

Proposition 4.2. Suppose that A c M is a hyperbolic set for a C diffeomorphism 
f of M. Then there is a cro metric on M and a constant (J, 0 < (J < 1 such that: 

PROOF. Take an arbitrary metric VI--> lvi, v E TM, on M. We know that we can 
find constants 0 < c, 0 < A, < 1 such that 

k ~ O. 

Choose an n so large that (dn ) is much less than 1 and define a new metric 
on E' by 

n-I 
IIvl1 2 = L I(Tf)j(v)12, VEES • 

j=O 
We construct an analogous metric on EU using Tf- I instead of Tf and put 
the orthogonal sum metric on TMA ; then we extend this any way we choose 
to all of TM. This is not yet a cro metric because the function II 112: TM --+ IR 
is not necessarily C'Xl since EU and E' need only be continuous sub bundles. 
Nevertheless, II II is a norm on each fiber of TM and II 112: TM --+ IR is 
continuous. 

For all v in ES , we have 

n-I n-I 
II Tf(v) II 2 = L I Tfj(Tf(v)W = L ITJi+I(v)12 

j=O j=O 
n n-1 

= L I Tfj(vW = L ITJi(vW + I Tf"(vW -lvI2. 
j=1 j=O 

However, since I Tf"(v) I is less than or equal to d n lvi, we have 

II Tf(v) II 2 =s; IIvll2 -lvI2(1 - (dn)2). 

We can assume that c is greater than or equal to 1 (otherwise there would 
have been nothing to prove). We then have 

and thus 

n-I 
IIvl1 2 = L I TJi(v) 12 =s; Ivl2 + c2A,21v12 + ... +c2"i2(n-I)lvI2 

j=O 

IIvl1 2 =s; c2 nlvl 2 so (IIvI1 2/c2 n) =s; Iv1 2 • 

From this we get the inequalities 

II Tf(v) II 2 ::; IIvllz - (1Ivll z/c2 n)(1 - (dnf) 

and thus 
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Therefore, setting a = )1 - (1 - (dn )2)jc2n, we have 

II Tf(v)11 S a, with 0 < a < 1. 

The same proof applies' to Tf-11E"' To conclude we need only approximate 
by a COO metric on TM, so closely that TflE' and TflE" remain close in 
norm. o 
Example 4.3 (A Hyperbolic Fixed Point). Suppose that A reduces to a point 
P; we have f(p) = p and Tpf is a linear isomorphism of TpM onto itself. There 
will be a hyperbolic splitting of TpM in this case if and only if all the eigenvalues 
of Tpf have modulus different from 1. 

PROOF. Exercise; let E' be the generalized eigenspace corresponding to the 
eigenvalues of modulus less than 1 and E U the generalized eigenspace corre
sponding to those of modulus greater than 1. D 

When M is of dimension 2, we have the three families of pictures shown in 
Figure 4.1. 

a) b) c) 

Figure 4.1. In (a) we have a source; both eigenvalues are outside the unit circle 
and EU = [R2, E' = {O}. In (b) we have a sink; both eigenvalues are inside the unit circle 
and E" = {O}, ES = [R2. In (c) we have a saddle; one eigenvalue inside and one outside 
the unit circle. Here ES is the x axis and EU the y axis. Note that every orbit not 
contained in EU is asymptotic to ES so that these orbits are truly "hyperbolic". 

Example 4.4 (A Hyperbolic Periodic Orbit). Suppose that A is a periodic orbit; 
A = {Pl, ... ,pd;f(p;) = Pi+l (mod k). Then we have: 

TM/\ = (Tp, M u'" u TpkM). 

A hyperbolic splitting of TM/\ is thus a Tf invariant splitting of the tangent 
of M over points in the orbit A: 

~,M = E~, EEl E~, 

Tf(E~) = E~", (mod k); Tf(E~) = E~", (mod k). 

REMARKS. (1) Tfk is an automorphism of each Tp,M. 
(2) There is a hyperbolic splitting of TM", if and only if each Pi is a 

hyperbolic fixed point of fk. 
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Definition 4.5. We say that a C 1 diffeomorphism f of Mis Anosov if M is a 
hyperbolic set for f. 

Example 4.6. Let A be the integral matrix [~ ~ J. The determinant of 

A is 1, which implies that A is an automorphism of the lattice 1L 2 c [R2. The 
matrix A thus acts on the quotient torus T2 = [R211L 2 so the following diagram 
commutes: 

Moreover, since the eigenvalues of A are (3 ± )5)/2, T2 is hyperbolic for f. 
More generally, a matrix A in SLn(lL) gives rise to an automorphism of the 

torus T" = [Rn 11Ln. T" is a hyperbolic invariant set for A if and only if A has no 
eigenvalues of modulus 1. In this case A is an Anosov diffeomorphism of T". 

Example 4.7 (Smale's Horseshoe). In order to construct a diffeomorphism of 
the sphere S2 (or any other surface) having a nontrival infinite non wandering 
set, we first construct a mapping of the square I x I into the plane and 
determine its nonwandering set. 

We begin by stretching the square R into a bar (Figure 4.2) by means of a 
linear map, then bending this pliant bar into a horseshoe and placing it back 
on R. We assume that the restrictions of f to Band D are affine maps which 
stretch vertically and contract horizontally. We now extend this to a mapping 
of the disc D2 into itself by adding two half-discs to R above. and below, as 
shown in Figure 4.3. The image under f of the lower half-disc A is contained 

E 

E D 

D 

B D 
c c 
B 

A B A E 

Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.3. 

in Ll and the extension of J to Ll may be chosen to be contractive. Thus J 
restricted to Ll has a unique fixed point Pl which is all of the nonwandering 
set that lies in Ll and it is a sink. By adding a source at the antipodal point of 
SZ, Pz, we can extend J to a diffeomorphism of SZ which we persist in calling 
f. Of course, we are ignoring the trifling fact that Ll has corners. We have a 
filtration M adapted to J, 0 = Mo c Ll = Ml C DZ = Mz C M3 = Sz. Since 
the restriction of J to Ll is a contraction, we have K 1 (M) = Pl. Similarly, since 
the restriction ofJto SZ - DZ is a dilation, we have K3(M) = Pz. By definition, 
Kz(M) = nnEzf"(F). Setting A = Kz(M), we have 

Q(f) = Pl U pz u (Q(f) n R) and Q(f) nRc A. 

We will prove Q(f) n R = A, which shows that M is a fine filtration for J and 
we will analyze i\.. 

The set R n J(R) (Figure 4.4) has two connected components which we will 
label "0" and "1". Since we have assumed J to be affine on Band D, contracting 
horizontally and expanding vertically, the set A is hyperbolic for f. The fibers 
of EU are vertical while those of ES are horizontal. 

o 

Figure 4.4. 
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To each point x of J\. we associate an infinite sequence of O's and 1 's, {an} 
as follows: 

This defines a mapping 

an (x) = ° if f"(x) E 0, 

an (x) = 1 if f"(x) E 1. 

+00 

<1>: J\. -> TI {O, l}, 
-00 

XH {an(x)}. 

We denote by L(2) the space TI ~~ {O, l} with the product topology. The 
space L(2) is compact, perfect, and totally disconnected, that is to say, a Cantor 
set. An open basis for the topology of L(2) is given by the open sets 

which consists of those sequences {an} with ai, = 8 1 , ... , aik = 8k . There is a 
natural automorphism ofL(2), the shift (J given by «(J{an}h = ak +1. Thus the 
mapping <I> above makes the following diagram commute: 

J\. ~ J\. 

~l l~ 
L(2) L(2). 

Theorem 4.8. The mapping fln(f) n R is topologically conjugate to the shift (J; 
more precisely, <I> is a homeomorphism and J\. = QU) n R. 

PROOF. We already know that QU) n R is contained in J\.. The reverse inclu
sion is a consequence of the rest of the theorem since every point of L(2) is 
nonwandering for the shift (J (cf. Exercise 4.11). 

(1) The mapping <I> is continuous. Let x be a point of J\. and U a neighbor
hood of <I> (x). Choose an open cylinder: Cyl(<I>(x),N) = {{Yn}IYi = (<I>(x»; for 
Iii $; N} contained in U. For every i with absolute value less than or equal to 
N, choose a ball of positive radius t5i: Bo(Ji(x» centered at fi(X) which misses 
the components of f(R) n R which do n~t contain Ji(x). For all i between - N 
and N, (J\. nf-i(Bo,(Ji(x)))) is a neighborhood of x in J\.. The same is true for 
finite intersections of such neighborhoods, that is, 

BN(X) = n (J\. nf-i(Bo,Ui(x)))) 
lil,,;N 

is also a neighborhood of x in /\.. By construction, <I>(BN(X» is contained in 
the cylinder Cyl(<I>(x), N), so <I> is continuous. 

(2) The mapping <I> is injective. Recall the construction of f, illustrated in 
Figure 4.5. The set f-l(R) n R is the union of two horizontal bands Band D. 
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A E 

A 

Figure 4.5. 

Let x and y be two points in A = (nkEZfkR), such that <I>(x) = <I>(y). We will 
first show that ifthe positive parts of the sequences coincide, (<I>(X))i = (<I>(Y))i; 
Vi ~ 0, then the ordinates of x and yare equal. In fact, p(x) and fi(y) will 
belong to the same vertical band of f(R) n R, and also to the same horizontal 
band off-I (R) n R, since fi+1 (x) and fi+1 (y) belong to the same vertical band. 
But because .t(x) andfi(y) belong to the same horizontal band of f-I(R) n R, 
we will have 

10rdinate(fi+l(y)) - ordinate(fi+I(x))1 = Alord(p(x)) - ord(fi(Y))I, 

where A is the vertical stretch of f on BuD and is strictly greater than 1. We 
thus have, for all n, 

which, if f"(x) and f"(y) are to remain in R, is impossible unless x and y have 
the same ordinate. 

By analyzing the past of the points x and y, one can also show that if the 
negative parts ofthe sequences (<I>(X))i and (<I>(Y))i coincide, then the two points 
have the same abscissa. 

(3) The mapping <I> is surjective. We denote by 10 and 1 I the two compo
nents, "0" and "1", of f(R) n R. The image of each component of f(R) n R 
is a narrower horseshoe which traverses both components of f(R) n R 
(Figure 4.6). 

We thus obtain four vertical bands: 

(0, 0) = 10 n f(lo); 

(1,0) = II n/(lo); 

(0,1) = 10 n/(ld; 

(1,1) = II n/(Id; 

Let 0( = (ao, a l , ... , aN) be a finite sequence of O's and l's and assume that 
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f(R) n R 

Figure 4.6. 

Ia = lao n f(Ia,) n ... n fN (ION) is a nonempty vertical band contained either 
in 10 or I l' Thus we have shown that 

10 n f(Ia) = 10 n f(Ia.) n ... n fN+l(Ia) 

and 

11 nf(Ia) = II nf(Ia.} n'" nfN+l(IaN) 

are two nonempty vertical bands which traverse R. 
By induction, to every finite sequence ao, ... , an there corresponds such a 

nonempty vertical band: 

lao n f(Ia.} n ... n !"(IaN) #- 0· 

Now let IX = {ai};eZ' We wish to show that the intersection la = ni:'~oofi(Ia,) 
is nonempty. In fact, if x belongs to la' fi(X) belongs to la" for any i and 
<f)(x) = {ai}ie z· For this, it suffices to show that all intersections corresponding 
to finite sequences are nonempty. That is, if all the sets la.N = n ~ZJi(Ia,) are 
nonempty, they form a nested sequence of nonempty closed subsets of the 
compact set A; hence the intersection la = nN la.N is also nonempty. 

We have seen that for any finite sequence bo, ... , bN of O's and 1's, Ibo n 
f(lb.) n ... n!"(Ib) is a nonempty vertical band. Thus, given a finite sequence 
a_N, ... , ao, ... , aN the intersection la n f(Ia ) n ... n r (Ia ) n ... n 

-N I-N 0 

f2N(IaN) is nonempty. Therefore, the image under f- N of this set, 

f -N(I ) n'" n In'" nfN(1 ) a_ N ao aN 

is also nonempty, and the theorem is proven. o 

Example 4.9 (The Solenoid). We begin with a solid torus P (Figure 4.7) 
embedded in three-dimensional Euclidean space, [R3. We represent points of 
P by means of coordinates (0, 1', s); 0 is an angle, OE SI;r and s are real numbers 
between -1 and 1 such thatr2 + S2 ::; 1. The point x with coordinates (0,1', s) 
belongs to the plane orthogonal to the core of the torus (which is a horizontal 
circle with radius 2 thought of as SI) through the point () in SI having position 
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-- ......... 

--..-

... ... 
\ , 

'" ... 

Figure 4.7. Here T is tangent to the core of the torus, e1 lies in the equatorial plane of 
the torus and (T,e1,eZ) form a positively oriented orthogonal frame. 

(1', s) relative to the frame (e l , e2 ) in this plane (cf. Figure 4.7). Notice that the 
points (e,r, 0) comprise an annulus of radii 1 and 3 containing the core of P. 

We define a mapping f: P --+ P by 

f(e,r, s) = (2e, BI cos e + B2r, BI sin e + B2 S), 

where BI and B2 are two small positive constants, 0 < B2 < BI < !. 
The image f(P) is contained in P. A disc perpendicular to the core at e is 

mapped into a disc perpendicular to the core at 2e (Figure 4.8). It is easy to 
see that the conditions r2 + S2 :s: 1, B2 < B1 <! guarantee that f: P --+ P is 
an embedding. In fact, let Do be the section of P by a plane perpendicular to 
the core at e. The images f(D(e/2)) and f(D(e/2 + n)) are both contained in 

Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.9. 

D(O) (Figure 4.9) and are similar to D(O) with a factor of similarity of 8 2 , The 
coordinates of the centers of these discs in the plane of D(O) are 

and 

(81 cos(~ + n). 81 sin(~ + n)) = -(81 cos~, 81 sin~). 
These two centers are separated by a distance of 210 1 and the image discs have 
radii 10 2 , so / is indeed an embedding. 

A diagram of the intersection of F(p) with D(O) is shown in Figure 4.10. 
A curve /(1/1, ro, so), where 1/1 is a variable angle, which is a fourfold cover of 
the core, passes through each point of /2(p) n D(IJ) with coordinates (fQ, so). 
The curves are transverse to each disk D(I/I). 

Altogether, j2(P) looks approximately as shown in Figure 4.11. Consider 

the discs 0(0) = { (0, r, s)lr2 + S2 s t}; we can introduce polar coordinates 
(IP, p) in them. The intersection /(P) n D(IJ) is the union of two discs with 
centers (IP = 0/2, ed and (IP = 0/2 + n, 8 1), 

Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.11. 

We now describe j2(P) (1 D(O). We begin by determining the intersection 
f(P) (1 D(0/2) (resp. f(P) (1 D(0/2 + n)). In each of these discs the image of f(P) 
is the union of two discs centered, respectively, at 

(resp. (~ = ~ + I' Gl). (~ = ~ + 32n, Gl)). 

Under f these discs are sent to four discs in D(O) of radius G~ centered at 

(~ =~, Gl) + G2 (~ =~, Gl); 

(~ = ~, Gl) + G2 (~ = ~ + n, Gl); 

( ~ = ~ + n, Gl) + G2 ( ~ = ~ + I' Gl); 

( ~ = ~ + n, Gl) + G2 ( ~ = ~ + 32n, Gl); 

where + refers to vector addition in D(O). 
By only retaining the angles, we can represent the center of a disc in 

f(P) (1 D(Od by two angles (0 1 , O2 ) E SI X SI such that 202 = 0 1 • Similarly, we 
can represent the centers of discs inf2(p) (1 D(Od by three angles (0 1, O2, 03)E 
SI x SI X SI such that 0 1 = 202 and O2 = 203 • Thus, if we fix 0 1 we have in 
D(OI) two discs with centers (0 1 ,01 /2) and (0 1 , Od2 + n) and radii G2 and four 
discs with centers (0 1 , Od2, Od4), (0 1 , Od2, Od4 + n), (0 1 , Od2 + n, Od4 + 
n/2), (0 1 , Od2 + n, Od4 + 3n/2) and radii G~ (cf. Figure 4.10). Each disc in 
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f"(P) n D«(}) thus contains two discs in f"+l(P) n D«(}) with radii e2 times 
smaller. 

Continuing indefinitely we obtain an infinite sequence 

«(}1>82 ' ... '(}k'(}k+l, ... )ES I x Sl x ... X Sl X Sl x··· 

satisfying 28k +1 = (}k for all k strictly greater than 1. This sequence determines 
an infinite sequence of nested discs whose radii tend to 0, and thus a single 
point of n. E ~d'(P). 

We can now identify points of n. E Nfn(p) with sequences as above; such 
sets are called solenoids. Each disc D(8) cuts the solenoid in a Cantor set and 
the solenoid is locally the product of a Cantor set and an interval as Figure 
4.10 suggests. 

The set of sequences «() 1, (}2, ... ) E sl X SIX··· such that (}k = 28k +! is also 
known as the projective limit of the sequence Sl ~ Sl ~ ... , 2() +- (} .... 

The restriction of f to the solenoid, which is invariant under f, can be 
described in these terms as follows: 

Thus f induces a homeomprohism of the solenoid, which is compact in the 
projective limit of topology. 

The solenoid is a hyperbolic invariant set. In fact, the tangent bundle TP 
splits as TP = E" EB P, where E" is tangent to the meridional discs and FU is 
tangent to the parallels Sl x pt. C Sl x D2). The image under f of a merid
ional disc being a meridional disc, we see that E" is Tf invariant and, further, 

II TflE' II < e2 • 

On the other hand, the f image of a parallel cuts the meridional discs at an 
angle IX close to n12. 

Let p be the projection of TP onto P. One can check that, for all vectors 
v in FU, we have 

Ipa Tf(v) I = 21vl· 

Since F U is almost invariant, we will see, in the exercises at the end of Chapter 
7, that there is a hyperbolic splitting of the restriction of TP to the solenoid. 

EXERCISE 4.1. In Definition 4.1 we have implicitly assumed that E' and EU are 
subbundles (locally trivial) of T M II" Show that if we only assume that at each point x 
of A there is a splitting of TxM = E~ EB E~ satisfying the properties of Definition 4.1, 
then the subs paces E~(resp. E~) form a subbundle of TM". Hint: Show that E~ depends 
continuously on x. 

EXERCISE 4.2. Let u be the shift u: ~(2) -+ ~(2) as before. Show that: 

(1) Per(u) = ~(2); 

(2) 0(0") = ~(2); 

(3) the number of periodic points of period n of u, Nn(u) = 2n. 
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Commentary 

My examples and definitions come from [1.16], there the reader will find the 
basic facts and motivations which will help in reading this chapter. Proposi
tion 4.2 is from [4.2] and was first stated in [4.4]. 

It seems to me, that at one time, many people wondered if there were a 
stable diffeomorphism with infinitely many periodic orbits. Levinson [4.3], 
however, gave an example of this. Smale [4.6] constructed the horseshoe while 
considering Levinson's example and linked it to Poincare's homoclinic points. 
Thorn first noticed Example 4.6, which is sometimes called the Thorn diffeo
morphism. Anosov [4.1] showed that what are now called Anosov diffeomor
phisms are structurally stable and formulated the global condition of hyper
bolicity. Smale [1.16] defined hyperbolic sets, then O-stability and generalized 
Anosov's theorem to the case of O-stability. 

I particularly like the example of the solenoid. Smale found it after I studied, 
in my thesis [4.5], the mapping from Sl to Sl given by z -+ Z2, which I showed 
to be structurally stable, as are all expanding maps. 

Williams [4.7] generalized these results to expanding attractors. I have 
taken, in this chapter, the point of view of Williams. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Stable Manifolds 

We have begun to study hyperbolic invariant sets. Before we continue we must 
generalize our definitions in the case of a fixed point, to allow us to work in 
an arbitrary Banach space. 

Definition 5.1. Consider an endomorphism, T: E --+ E that is a continuous 
linear map, T of a Banach space E to itself. We say that T is hyperbolic if and 
only if E has a T invariant direct sum decomposition E = E 1 EB E2, for which 
there exist constants c > ° and A. < 1 such that: 

(1) The restriction T1 of T to E1 is an expansion: 

\In ::; 0, II Ttil ::; d -,no 

(2) The restriction T2 of T to E2 is a contraction: 

\In;::: 0, 

Notice that Proposition 4.2 allows us to replace the given norm on E by an 
adapted norm for which we can take c = 1 above. 

Recall that a map 9 between two metric spaces is called Lipschitz if there 
is a constant k such that 

\Ix, y d(g(x), g(y)) ::; kd(x, y). 

The least such k is called the Lipschitz constant of g, Lip(g). We denote by 
Ei(r) the closed ball of radius r about this origin in Ei. 

Theorem 5.2 (The Local Unstable Manifold Theorem for a Point). Let 
T: E --+ E be a hyperbolic automorphism of the Banach space E with splitting 
E = E1 EB E2 = E1 X E2 and suppose that the norm II II is adapted so we can 
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find a ), between 0 and 1 such that 

II TIEzl1 < A and II T-'IE I II < A. 

Then there is an c > 0, which depends only on A, and constant b = b(A, c, r) 
such that for all Lipschitz maps f: E, (r) x E2(r) -> E, with II f(O) II < band 
Lip(f - T) < c, there is a map g: E, (r) -> E2(r) whose graph gives a local 
unstable manifold for f. More precisely, the following six conditions hold: 

(1) g is Lipschitz with Lip(g) ~ 1. Moreover, the restriction of f-' to the graph 
of g is contracting and thus has a fixed point p on the graph of g. 

(2) The graph of g is equal to n~=o f"(E, (r) x E2(r». (This intersection is the 
local unstable set of p, a;~c(p); since it is in the graph of g it is a manifold 
as well, hence the local unstable manifold.) 

(3) g is Ck if f is. 
(4) Iff is C' with f(O) = 0, Df(O) = T, then the graph of g is tangent to E, at O. 
(5) If f(O) = 0 and f is invertible, the graph g consists of those points in 

E,(r) x E2(r) whose backwards iterates tend to 0; the graph of g is w.U(O). 
(6) If f(O) = 0, a point x belongs to the graph of g if and only if there is a 

sequence x n , n 2 0, in E, (r) x E2 (r), tending to 0 such that f"(xn ) = x. 

We obtain the local stable manifold by exchanging T and T-', E, and E2. 

The proof is so long that it occupies the rest of the chapter. We begin by 
fixing some notations: 

Pi = projection of E onto Ei, i = 1,2. 

We will use the more convenient, but equivalent, box norm II Ilbox = 

sup(11 IIE I , II liE,); i.e., Ilxll = sup(llp,(x)ll, Ilp2(x)II)· 

I. The Case of f Merely Lipschitz: 
The Graph Transform 

Definition5.3. Suppose that we have a a: E, (r) -> E2(r) for which fl 0 (id, a) is 
injective and overflows E dr), that is E I (r) c fl 0 (id, a)(E I (r». We define the 
function rf(a): E,(r) -> E 2 (r) as follows: 

rf(a) = f2 0 (id, a) 0 [flo (id, a)]-'IEI(r)' 

This is illustrated in Figure 5.1. 
This may sound bizarre, but notice that the graph of rf ( a) is the intersection 

of f(graph of a) with EI(r) x E2(r), so ff deserves to be called the (local, 
nonlinear) graph transform. Notice that the unstable manifold of T is E, which 
is the only graph invariant under f T, so there is hope of finding the unstable 
manifold of f as a fixed point of f J . 

Let LiP! (Edr), E 2 (r» be the set of Lipschitz functions with constant less 
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(x, (J x) 

f(gr 

graph (J :::: 1(:: ) 
aph (J) -

,PI (f ( , (J x» 

-r x r 

Figure 5.1. 

than or equal to 1. First we show that rf is well defined on LiPI (E I (r), E2(r)). 
Next, we show that rf is a contraction of LipI(EI(r), E2 (r)) in the CO metric. 
Finally, we find g as the fixed point guaranteed by the contraction mapping 
principle. 

Lemma 5.4. If (1 belongs to LipI(EI(r), E2 (r)), we have the estimate 

Lip(fl 0 (id, (1) - TI ) ::; Lip(f - T). 

PROOF. Since flo (id, (1) - T = PI 0 (f - T) 0 (id, (1), we have 

Lip(fl 0 (id, (1) - Td ::; Lip PI Lip(f - T)Lip(id, (1) = Lip(f - T). D 

Lemma 5.5. If e > 0 is less than IjJe and Lip(f - T) is less than e, then for all 
a in LipI(EI(r), E 2 (r)), the map fl o (id, (1) is a homeomorphism. Furthermore, 
the inverse is a Lipschitz function whose Lipschitz constant satisfies 

1 
Lip([fl o (id, a)]-I)::; (ljJe _ e) 

PROOF. From above we have Lip(fl 0 (id, (1) - TI ) ::; Lip(f - T) ::; e. Thus if 
e is less than 1/ Je which is less than II TI- I II-I, the Lipschitz inverse function 
theorem applies. (See Appendix I of this chapter.) 

Therefore flo (id, a) is a homeomorphism and we have 

L' ([f'd I 1 1 0 
Ip 10(1, (1)]- )::; [II T III I _ Lip(fl o(id, (1) - TI )] ::; (I/Je - e)' 

Lemma 5.6. Let 0 < 2e < I/Je - 1. Suppose that Lip(f - T) < e and II f(O) II < 
r(l/Je - 1 - 2e); then for all a in LipI(EI(r), E2 (r)),f1 o (id, (1) overflows EI(r). 

PROOF. By the proposition in Appendix I, the image II 0 (id, (1) (E 1 (r» contains 
the ball of radius r(I/A - e) about fl(O, a(O» since Lip([fl o (id, a)]-I) < 
l/(ljJe - e). Consequently, fl o (id, (1)(El(r» also contains the ball of radius 
p = r(I/Je - e) - IIfl(O, a(O» II about the origin. 
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However, 

II fl (0, a(O» II ::; II fl (0, 0) II + II fl (0, a(O» - fl (0, 0) II 

::; II fl (0,0)11 + 11(f1 - PI THO, a(O» - (fl - PI THO, 0) 

+ PI T(O, a(O» - PI T(O, 0)11 

= Ilfl(O, 0)11 + 11(f1 - Td(O, a(O» - (fl - Td(O, 0)11 

by the T invariance of the splitting. Since we are working in the box norm, 
though, we also have 

IIfl(O, a(O»::; Ilf(O, 0)11 + 11(f - THO, a(O» - (f - THO, 0)11 

::; II f(O) II + 6r. 

Putting this all together, we get 

p ~ rG -26) - II f(O) II > r. o 

Lemma 5.7. Let ° < 2e < 1 - A and b < r min{ljA - 1 - 26,1 - 6 - A}. If f 
satisfies Lip(f - T) < 6 and II f(O) II < b, then for all a in LiPI (EI (r), E2(r» the 
map rf(a) is well defined on EI(r) and rf(a) is in LipI(EI(r), E2(r». 

PROOF. Notice that for 0< A < 1, 1jA - 1 > 1 - A so the' first statement 
follows directly from the preceding lemma and the definition of rf . For the 
second, we estimate 

Lip rf(a)::; Lip(f2 o(id, a»Lip([f1 ° (id, a)]-I) 

::; Lip(f2 ° (id, a) ::; Lip f2 Lip(id, a) 

::; Lip f2 

::; Lip T2 + Lip(P2 ° (f - T» 

::;A + 6::; 1. 

Now we need only check rf(aHEI(r» c E2(r). In fact, it is enough to 
check that f2 o(id,a) (EI(r))cE2(r) since r f (a)(E I(r»=[f2 o(id,a)]o 
[fl ° (id, a)] -I (E 1 (r)) and the homeomorphism fl ° (id, a) overflows E 1 (r) so 
[fl o(id, a)]-I(EI(r)) c EI(r). Now for x in E1(r) 

Ilf2(x, a(x»11 ::; Ilf2(x, a(x» - P2 T(x, a (x)) II + IIp2 T(x, a(x»11 

::; Ilf2(x, a(x» - P2 T(x, a(x))ll + II T2111Ia(x)11 

::; IIp2f(x, a(x» - P2 T(x, a(x»11 + Ar 

::; 1I(f - T)(x, a(x))ll + Ar 
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$; 11(f - T)(x, cr(x» - (f - T)(O, 0)11 + 11(f - T)(O, 0)11 + Ar 

$; Lip(f - T) II(x, cr(x»11 + Ilf(O)11 + Ar 

$; er + c5 + Ar $; r. D 

From now on, to take advantage of the previous lemmas, we will assume 
that the following hold: 

Lip(f - T) < e < (1 - ).); II f(O) II < c5 < r min H -1 - 2e, 1 - e - A}. 

We now set out to show that rf contracts LiPI (El (r), E2(r» with respect to 
the sup norm; in fact we will show more, that f diminishes the vertical distance 
between any point and the graph of any witness cr in Lipl (E I (r), E2(r». 

Lemma 5.8. Let (x, y) be a point of El (r) x E2(r) such that fl (x, y) lies in El (r). 
For all cr in Lipl(E 1(r), E2 (r» the following bound holds: 

Ilf2(x, y) - r f cr(fl(X, y»11 $; (). + 2e) Ily - cr(x)ll· 

PROOF. 

Ilf2(x, y) - r f cr(fl(X, y»11 $; Ilf2(x, y) - f2(x, cr(x»11 

+ Ilf2(x, cr(x» - r f crfl (x, y)11 

= Ilf2(x, y) - f2(x, cr(x»II 

+ IWf cr(fl(x, cr(x») - r f cr(fl(X, y»II, 

by definition of r f . Thus Ilf2(x, y) - r f cr(fl (x, y»11 $; Lip f211(x, y) -
(x, cr(x»II + Lip rfcrllfl(x, cr(x» - fl(x, Y)II· But Lip f2 = Lip(f2 - P2 T + 

(x, y) 

(x,o x) 
.... .-- - -'" 

f (x, y)= [f 1 x,y) ; f 2(x, y) 1 

[ f 1 (x,y) , r f o f 1 (x, 1 

:r (x, (l x) 

fl (x,~) - x fl (x, ox) 

Figure 5.2. 
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P2 T) ~ s + 2, and by Lemma 5.7, Lip rf<T $ 1, so we have: 

Ilf2(X, y) - r f <T(f1 (x, y))11 

~ (2 + s)lly - <T(X) II + Ilfl(X, <T(x)) - fl(X, y)11 

~ (2 + s)lly - <T(x)11 + 11(f1 - PI T)(x, <T(x)) - (fl - PI T)(x, y)11 

+ Ilpl T(x, <T(x)) - PI T(x, y)11 

~ (2 + s)lly - <T(X) II + Lip(fl - PI T)lly - <T(x)11 + 0 

~ (2 + s)lly - <T(X) II + elly - <T(x)ll. D 

Lemma 5.9. In the above situation r f contracts CO distances by a factor at most 
2 + 2s. 

PROOF. Let <Tl and <T2 be two maps in Lipl (Edr), E2(r)) and z be a 
point of E 1 (r). Applying Lemma 5.8 to <T = <T 2 at the point (x, y) = 
([fl o (id, <Ttlrl(z)), <Tl([fl o (id, <Ttlrl(z)) we see that 

IJrf <T 1(z) - r f <T2(Z) II ~ (2 + 2e)II<T1[f1 o (id, <T 1)r1(Z) 

- <T2[fl o (id, <Ttlr1(z)ll. 

Taking the supremum over all z then gives the result. D 

Since Lipl (E 1(r), E2(r)) is a closed subspace of the Banach space 
CO(E 1 (r), E2(r)) and hence complete, the contraction mapping principle gives: 

Proposition 5.10. If Lip(f - T) < s < (1 - 2)/2 and 

then the graph transform r f has a unique fixed point gin Lipl (E1(r), E2(r)). 

D 

To finish the proof for Lipschitz f we just verify that g satisfies conditions 
(1), (2), (5), and (6) of the theorem. 

(1) By construction g satisfies Lip g ~ 1. To see that f- 1 IgraPh(g) is contraction, 
first notice that when (x, g(x)) = f(y, g(y)) we have x = fl (y, g(y)) = 
fl 0 (id, g)(y), so that f restricted to the graph of g is invertible and in fact 
is conjugate via PI to fl 0 (id, g), i.e., (id, g) = (PI I graph g)-1 and fl = pd 
so fl o(id, g) = pJlgraph gPll . Now, by Lemma 5.5 Lip([fl o(id, g)rl) ~ 
1/(1/2 - e) < 1, and PI is an isometry with respect to the box norm of the 
graph of g onto El (r), so flgraph(g) must also be a contraction. 

(2) Let (x', y') be a point of El(r) x E2(r) with f(x', y') also in E1(r) x E2(r). 
By Lemma 5.8 we have the estimate 

Ilf2(X', y') - g(ft (x', y'))JJ $ (2 + 2s) lIy' - g(x')II. 
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Repeating the process, we see that if the first n iterates (x', y'), I(x', y'), ... , 
!"(x', y') = (x, y) lie in E 1(r) x E2 (r), we have 

Ily - g(x)1I = Ilpd"(x', y') - gpd"(x', y')11 

~ (A. + 28)" 11y' - g(x')11 ~ (A. + 28t2r. 

Letting n go to infinity we see that if (x, y) is in n;;"=ol"(E 1(r) x E2(r)), y must 
equal g(x), so n;;"=o!"(E 1 (r) x E2(r)) c graph(g). 

On the other hand, since graph(g) = I(graph(g)) n El (r) x E2(r) it follows 
that graph(g) c n;;"=o!"(E 1 (r) x E2(r)) and we are done. 

(5) and (6) If 1(0) = 0 by (2) 0 is the only fixed point of 1 contained in the 
graph of g and all other points z of graph of g approach it under backwards 
iteration: I-n(z) ~ 0 as n ~ 00. 

II. The Case of Smooth f 
We begin the study of the delicate question of smoothness of the unstable 
manifold by showing that it is C1 whenever 1 is C 1. The idea of the proof is 
this: if there is a C 1 function g whose graph is 1 invariant, then the derivative 
of/maps the tangent space of the graph to the tangent space of the graph, i.e., 

Df(x,g(x»(~X,g(x» graph g) = ~(X,g(X» graph g 

or 

Df(x,g(x»(graph DgJ = graph(Dgfdx,g(X») 

we are lead to consider a new (global, linear) graph transform (Figure 5.3). 
The contraction mapping principle again will allow us to find a function 
0': El (r) --+ Ll (El' E 2 ), where Ll (El' E2) is the space of continuous linear maps 
from E 1 to E2 of norm less than or equal to 1, which satisfies 

rDfO'(x) = O'(fl(X, g(x)). 

x f l(x, g(x)) 

Figure 5.3. 
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Here and below, to simplify notation we write Df for D/cx,g(x))' Finally, we show 
that (J is, in fact, the derivative of g, 

First, let us examine some properties of the graph transform associated to 
a linear map S close to a hyperbolic map T with II T- 1 IE,11 < A, II TIE211 < )" 

Lemma 5.11. There is an [; > 0 such that when liS - TIl < [;, the graph transform 
r s is defined on L I (E I, E 2) and sends it into itself· 

Moreover, rs is Lipschitz on L 1 (E 1 , E2) with constant less than or equal to 
(A + 2e). 

PROOF. First note that since a linear map is Lipschitz with constant equal to 
its norm, LI(E I, E2) c Lipi (EI(r), E2(r)) for all r. Thus choosing an [; in 
Lemma 5.7 independently of r we see that rs is defined on LiPI (EI (r), E2(r» 
for any r hence on LI(E I, E2)' 

Furthermore, since S is linear it sends linear subspaces to linear subspaces 
and r s thus sends linear maps to maps with linear subspaces as graphs, that 
is, linear maps. 

Finally, the Lipschitz constant of rs is estimated by Lemma 5.9. D 

Let us henceforth assume that e is always sufficiently small so that the 
preceding lemma applies. 

Lemma 5.12. Let V, be an [; neighborhood of T in L I(E 1 , E2). The map 
r: (S, K) ~ rs(K) is continuous from V, x LI(E I , E2) ~ LI(E I, E2)' 

PROOF. Let Si = Pi 0 S. We can write rs(K) = S2 0 (id, K) 0 [SI 0 (id, K)r l ; and 
since inversion and composition are continuous on the space of linear maps 
r must also be continuous. D 

Suppose that f is C I close to T on EI(r) x E2(r), so in particular, 
Lip(f - T) < [; and IIDf(z) - Til < [; for all z in EI(r) x E2(r). Let g be the 
map of Edr) to E2(r) whose graph is the unstable manifold of f We will now 
examine the graph of the derivative of g. 

Setting h = fl o (id, g): Edr) ~ E I, the preceding two lemmas allow us to 
define a continuous map 

F: EI(r) x LI(E I, E2 ) ~ EI x LI(E I, E2), 

F: (x, L) t---+ (h(x), r DfL). 

Furthermore, F makes the following diagram of continuous maps commute: 

El(r) x L I(E 1 , E 2 ) 

1 
F 

-----+ 

h 
-----+ 

(I) 
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where the vertical maps are projection on the first factor. Lemma 5.11 and the 
definition of h give the following: 

Lemma 5.13. IIF(x, L) - F(x, K)II s (A. + 2e)IIL - KII, uniformaly on E,(r) 
and,furthermore, E, (r) c h(E, (r)), Lip h-' < 1. 0 

Let rO(E,(r), E,(r) x L,(E" E2)) be the space of continuous sections of 
the trivial bundle E,(r) x L,(E lo E2) ---+ E,(r), with the uniform metric; for 
sections (J, and (J 2: 

XE E, (r) 

where n 2 is the projection on the second factor of E, (r) x LdE" E2)' Notice 
that this space of sections is isometric, via composition with n2, with the 
complete space of continuous maps of E,(r) to L,(E" E2) and that the 
images of sections thereby correspond to graphs. Thus we define a new graph 
transform r F to be the automorphism r F : rl---+Frh-' of rO(E,(r), E,(r) x 
L,(E" E2)); that is, rF(r) is the section whose image is the intersection of 
F (image ofr) with E,(r) x L,(E" E2)' 

Lemma 5.14. r F has a unique fixed point (J which satisfies 

r DJ(n2(J(x)) = n 2(Jh(x) = n2(Jf, (x, g(x)). 

PROOF. Lemma 5.13 says that r F is a contraction of the complete space 
rO(E, (r), E,(r) x L,(E" E2)), so we are done by the contraction mapping 
principle. 0 

Definition 5.15. Let Y and Z be two metric space. Suppose that h, and h2 are 
two functions from a neighborhood of x in Y to Z, with h, (x) = h2(X). We say 
that h, and h2 are tangent at x if and only if 

LipAh" h2) = lim sup (d(h, (y), h2(y)))/d(x, y) = O. 

That is, the Lipschitz distance from h, to h2 at x is O. 

Examples. (1) If E, and E 2 are normed vector spaces and L, and L2 are two 
continuous linear maps of E, to E 2' then, independently of x, 

LipAL" L 2 ) = IlL, - L211. 

(2) If f is a map from an open subset of a Banach space E, to a Banach 
space E2 and L is a continuous linear map of E, to E2, L is the derivative of 
f at x if and only if f(x + y) and f(x) + L(y) are tangent at y = 0, which is in 
this case means merely that 

lim Ilf(x) - f(x + y) - L(y)11 = 0 
y-o lIyll 
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Proposition 5.16. When f is Cl , the fixed point g of rf is C I with derivative 
I1zu, where U is the fixed point of r F . 

PROOF. Suppose we had the following estimate, where h = fl 0 (id, g), and we 
are considering functions of y: 

LiPo[(rfg)(h(x) + y), gh(x) + r Df(I1 zU(x»)(y)] 

:s; (), + 28)LiPo[g(x + y), g(x) + I1zu(x)(y)], 

That is applying r F makes g and our candidate more tangent. 
Rewriting (*), when hex) is in EI(r), as 

Lipo[g(h(x) + y), gh(x) + I1zu(h(x»)(y)] 

:s; (A + 28)Lipo[g(x + y), g(x) + I1 zu(x)(y)] 

and repeating the estimation, we see that for x in E I (r) 

Lipo[g(h-n(x) + y), g(h-n(x» + I1zu(h-n(x»)(y)] 

:2: C ~ 28)" Lipo [g(x + y), g(x) + Ilz u(x)(y)]. 

Therefore if for some x in EI(r), Lipo[g(x + y), g(x) + Ilzu(x)(y)] = c5 > 0, 
then there is a sequence Xn in E I (r) such that 

Lipo[g(xn + y), g(xn) + Ilzu(xn)(y)] ~ 00. 

But the Lipschitz constants of g and I1 zu(xn ) are both bounded by 1, so for 
all Xn in E I (r) 

Consequently we must have 

LiPo[g(x + y), g(x) + Ilzu(x)(y)] = ° 
for all x in EI(r); therefore Dg(x) = Ilzu(x). Now on to establishing (*). First 
we expand 

(rfg)(h(x) + y) - gh(x) - r Df[Ilz u(x)] (y) 

= (rfg)(h(x) + y) - gh(x) - r Df[g 0 (id + x) - g(x)] (y) 

+ rDf[go(id + x) - g(x)J(y) - r Df [I1 zU(X)] (y). 

Thus, we can estimate 

Lipo [(rfg)(h(x) + y), gh(x) + r Df[Ilz u(x)] (y)] 

:s; LiPo[(rfg)(h(x) + y) - gh(x), rDf[go(id + x) - g(x)] (y)] 

+ Lipo[rDf[g 0 (id + x) - g(x)] (y), r Df [I1 zU(x)](y)] = (1) + (2). 
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First we attack (2). Let k = Pl Df(id, go (id + x) - g(x». Since Df is close to 
T, k is surjective. Take w'such that h(w') = y. As k-1 is a contraction, II w' II < 
Ilyll· Applying Lemma 5.8 to Df(x,g(x» gives 

ItrDf[TIZO'(x)](y) - rDf[go(X + id) - g(x)] (y)11 

::;; (2 + 2e) II [TIzO'(x)] (w') - g(x + w') + g(x)ll. 

Therefore we get 

ItrDf[TIZO'(X)](Y) - rDf[go(X + id) - g(x)] (y)1I 

Ilyll 

< (2 2e) Ilg(x + w') - g(x) - TIz O'(x)w' II 
- + IIw'll ' 

that is (2)::;; (2 + 2e)Lipo[TIzO'(x), go(x + id) - g(x)]. To finish with (*) we 
must show (1) = 0. Choose a w such that h(x + w) = h(x) + y; since 
Lip(h-l) < 1, IIwll ::;; lIyll. Now we can rewrite 

(rfg)(h(x) + y) = fz(x + w, g(x + w», gh(x) = fz(x, g(x» 

and, by the choice of w', 

rDf[go(X + id) - g(x)](y) = pzDf[w', g(x + w') - g(x)]. 

Thus we can express 

(3) = II(rfg)(h(x) + y) - gh(x) - rDf[go(X + id) - g(x)] (y)11 

= Ilpz/(x + w, g(x + w» - pz/(x, g(x» - pzDf[w', g(x + w') - g(x)]ll 

= IlpzDf[w, g(x + w) - g(x)] + pzR[w, g(x + w) - g(x)] 

- pzDf[w', g(x + w') - g(x)] II 

by Taylor's theorem, with limw--+o IIR(w, g(x + w) - g(x))li/llwil = 0. Simpli
fying, we get 

(3) = IIpzDf(w - w', g(x + w) - g(x + w'» + pzR[w, g(x + w) - g(x)] II· 

Since Lip(g) ::;; 1 and Df is linear we can estimate 

4 = ~ _ II(rfg)(h(x) + y) - gh(x) - rDf[go(X + id) - g(x)] (y)11 
() Ilyll - lIyll 

< II Dfllllw - w'lI + IIR(w, g(x + w) - g(x»11 . 
- Pz Ilyll Ilyll 

:NOte that (1) is just the limit of (4) as y approaches ° and, since II wll ::;; Ilyll, 
sO litnuyu--+o IIRIl/IlYIl = limuwu--+o IIRll/llwll = 0, our latest estimate shows that 
(1) :::= 0, provided IIw - w'lI/llyll goes to ° with Ilyll· 
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Recall the definition of wand w': 

PI Df(w', g(x + IV') - g(x» = y, 

h(x + w) - h(x) = y. 

Taylor's theorem now tells us 

Plf(x + w', g(x + w'» - pd(x, g(x» 

= PI Df(w', g(x + w') - g(x» + R(w', g(x + w') - g(x». 

But the first expression is just h(x + w') - h(x), and, since the second ex
pression is y - R, we can use the triangle inequality and the fact that 
Lip(h- 1 ) < 1 to estimate Ilw - w'll ~ IIR(w', g(x + w') - g(x»II. Finally, we 
see limllylH(llw - w'II/IIYII) ~ limIIYIH(IIRll/llyll) = 0, and Lemma 5.16 is 
proven. 0 

If we check condition (4) we will have finished proving the unstable manifold 
theorem for ell Suppose f(O) = 0, Dfo = T and notice that (J satisfies 

r Df [n 2 «(J(x»] = n 2 (Jfdx, g(x». 

So Dj;o.g(O)) = T, 

Now since £1 is the unique T invariant graph, the arguments in the proof of 
Lemma 5.16 show that the graph of 9 is tangent to £1 at O. 

Luckily, increasing the smoothness from 1 to r is easier than going from 
Lipschitz to e 1• Referring to diagram (I) we need only show that the invariant 
section (J is C- l . This is just a special case of the C Section Theorem 5.18 
below. 

Definition 5.17. Let n: £ ~ X be a vector bundle with a metric space base. 
We say a metric d on £ is admissible when: 

(1) it induces a norm on each fiber; 
(2) there is a complementary bundle £' over X and an isomorphism of £ EB E' 

and X x A, where A is a Banach space and the product metric on X x A 
induces d on £; 

(3) the projection of X x A onto £ is of norm 1. 

Recall that a map qJ between two metric spaces Yl and Y2 is said to a-Holder, 
o < a ~ 1, if there is a constant K such that for all x and y in Y1 

d(qJ(x), qJ(Y)) ~ K(d(x, y»a. 

Theorem 5.18 (C' Section Theorem). Let n: E ~ X be a vector bundle over the 
metric space X, with an admissible metric on E. Let Xo be a subset of X and D 
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be the disc bundle of radius C in E, where C > 0 is a finite constant. Let Do be 
the restriction of D to Xo; Do = D n n -1 (Xo). 

Let h be an overflowing homeomorphism of Xo into X, that is, Xo c h(Xo). 
Let F: Do - D be a map which covers h. Suppose that there is a constant k, 
o ~ k < 1, such that, for all x in Xo, the restriction of F to the fiber over x, 
Fx: Dx --+ Dh(x), is Lipschitz with constant at most k. 

Then: 

(a) There is a unique section 0": Xo --+ Do such that F (image of 0") n Do = image 
of 0". 

(b) If F is continuous then so is 0". 

(c) If, moreover, h -1 is Lipschitz with Lip(h -1) = /1, F is a-Holder, and k/1a < 1, 
then 0" is a-Holder. In particular, when r:t. = 1,0" is Lipschitz. 

(d) If, moreover, X, Xo, and E are C manifolds (r ?: 1), hand Fare C, FU) and 
(h -1 )U) are bounded for 1 ~ j ~ r, Lipschitz for 1 ~ j < r, and k/1r < 1, 
where /1 = Lip(h- I ), then 0" is C. 

REMARK. On a connected manifold of finite diameter, a bounded rth derivative 
guarantees a bounded and Lipschitz (r - l)th derivative. 

Theorem 5.18 allows us to prove the unstable manifold theorem by induc
tion as follows. We already know g is C I whenever f is; suppose we know that 
9 is CS- I whenever f is. With F and h as in diagram (I) we have Lip(h -I) < 1 
and Lip(Fx ) ~ V + 2e) < 1 so that the hypothesis of5.18(d) hold forr = s - 1. 
Thus we can find a CS- I invariant section 0" which gives the derivative of g 

and hence g is CS and we have finally finished proving all the conclusions of 
the unstable manifold theorem. D 

This same reasoning will allow us to inductively demonstrate 5.18(d) itself. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 5.18. We may assume, without loss of generality, that E 
is trivial. If it is not, the existence of admissible metric allows us to replace E 
by E EE> E' and F by the composition 

F': E Efj E' !. E !.. E ..!.. E EB E', 

where p is projection and i is inclusion. F' clearly covers h and has the same 
Lipschitz constant on any fiber; moreover, since the image of F' is contained 
in E so is the image of any section invariant under rF ,. 

Let, then, E = X x A so we can write O"(x) = (x, 0"2(X» in coordinates, 

(a) The space of local sections of E, r(Xo, Do) is complete in the uniform 
topology and as usual the map rF : (J - F 0 0" 0 h -1 is a contraction so it 
has a unique fixed point. 

(b) If F is continuous rF maps the space of continuous sections of Do, 
rO(Xo, Do), into itself, so the invariant section must also be continuous. 

(c) Let H be the HOlder constant of F, that is Vel' e2EE, d(F(e l ), F(e2» ~ 
H(d(e 1 , e2W, 
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Let (J be the invariant section from (b), and let F2 = Il2 0 F, where Il2 is the 
projection of X x A onto A. The vertical component (J 2 must then satisfy 

d[(J2(X), (J2(Y)] = d[F2(h- 1(x), (J2h-1(x)), F2(h- 1(y), (J2h-1(y))] 

:s d[F2(h- 1(x), (J2h-1(x)), F2(h- 1(x), (J2h-1(y))] 

+ d[F(h- 1(x), (J2h-1(y», F(h- 1(y), (J2 h - 1(y))] 

:s kd[(J2h-1(x), (J2h-1(y)] + Hd[h- 1(x), h-l(y)]a 

:s kd[(J2h-1(x), (J2h-1(y)] + H(/ld(x, y»a. 

In fact, we may show by induction that 

n 

(***) d[(J2(X), (J2(y)] :s knd[(J2h-n(X), (J2 h - n(y)] + H L (/la)iki-1(d(x, y)t 
j=l 

holds for all n. We have just shown this holds for n = 1. Hence we can estimate 

kmd[(J2h-m(X), (J2h-m(y)] :s km{kd[(J2h-m-1(x), (J2h-m-1(y)] 

If(***) holds for n = m 

+ H/lad[h-m(x), h-m(y)]a} 

:s km+ld[(J2h-m-l(x), (J2h-m-1(y)] 

+ Hkm/la(/lmd(x, yW 

:s km+ld[(J2h-m-l(x), (J2h-m-1(y)] 

+ Hk m(/lat+ 1 d(x, y)a. 

m 

d[(J2(X), (J2(y)] :s kmd[(J2h-m(X), (J2h-m(y)] + H L ((/la)iki-1(d(x, y»a 
j=l 

m 
+ H L (/la)ik j- 1(d(x, yW 

j=l 

and thus (***) holds for n = m + 1. Therefore we must have d[(J2(X), (J2(y)] :s 
limn-->oo {knd[(J2h-n(X), (J2h-n(y)] + HL~l (/la)jk j- 1(d(x, YW}· In particular 
since kn goes to 0 and d[(J2h-n(X), (J2h-n(y)] :s 2C, d[(J2(X), (J2(y)] :s 
[H(/la/(l - k/la))] (d(x, yW, that is, (J2 is a-Holder. Since (J = (id, (J2), (J is also 
a-Holder. 

(d) We will mimic the end of our proof of the unstable manifold theorem. We 
know that the invariant section is Lipschitz. Regarding the tangent bundle 
to its graph as the invariant section of an auxilliary graph transform now 
allows us to inductively show that its tangent bundle is C-1• 

Let E -+ X be the vector bundle with-fiber L(TxX, A) at x, where L(T,.,X, A) 
is the space of continuous linear maps of the tangent space at x of X to A. 
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This is where the derivative of (J2 should be. Let D be the disc bundle of radius 
C associated to E; its fiber at x is the subset of maps in L(TxX, A) with norm 
not greater than C. First let us show that E has a trivializing complement E' 
as in the definition of an admissible metric. We can always find a V such that 
TX EB V is trivial. Put a product metric on TX EB V and let £' have fiber 
L(v", A) at x. E EB E' is isomorphic to the trivial bundle with fiber L(TxX EB 
Vx , A) at x, with the operator norm in the fiber 'and product metric. If L E 

Lx(TxX, A) then the operator norms of Land L EEl 0 are equal, and E is 
admissible. 

Next we define a map r DF: Do --> D which covers the homeomorphism 
h: Xo --> X. For a linear map L of TxX to A, r DF(L) will be the linear map of 
7h(x)X to A defined by 

rDF(L) = (D2DFx,<1(x)o(Id, L)o(Dhhi;), 

where TI2 is the projection of 7h(x)X x A onto A and DF(x,y) is the 
derivative of F at (x, y). Note that rDF(L) = TI 2D1F(x.<1(x))(Dh- l )h(x) + 
TI 2 D2F(x,<1(x))L(Dh-1 )h(x), where DI F(x,y) is the derivative with respect to the X 
variables and D2F(x,y) is the derivative with respect to the A variables. The 
following diagram commutes: 

Eo ~ E 

1 1 
h 

Xo ----. X. 

As before, if (J is differentiable, the derivative of (J 2 is a fixed point of r DF' Let 
us calculate the contraction constant for r DF restricted to a fiber. The assump
tion on the Lipschitz constants of F and h -I give the following: 

II TI2D2 F(x,<1(X)) II :s:: k and IIDh-111 < /l. 

Therefore 

IITI2D2F(x,<1(x))o(LI-L2)oDh-111 :S::/lkIIL1 -L2 11, 

and we see that r DF is thus well defined, continuous, affine on fibers, with 
bounded translation and with a fiber contraction factor 

Therefore, we can find a finite C such that r DF maps Do to D. Now we are 
almost ready to apply the induction hypothesis. Suppose F is C 2• Suppose 
that we knew that the invariant section for r DF were the derivative of (J 2; then 
the fact that (J is C 1 would imply that rDF was also CI. In our case, /l(/lk) < 1, 
by applying the theorem in the C1 case, we deduce that the invariant section 
of r DF is C 1 so (J is C2 , We finish the induction as follows: suppose that we 
have proved the theorem when F and hare C-1, and k and /l satisfy k/l,-l < 1, 
then F has a C-1 invariant section (J. The fiber contraction factor of r DF is 
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(flk); since fl r - 1 (flk) is strictly less than 1 and r DF is C- l , r DF admits a C-1 

invariant section, so the derivative of (J 2 is C- l and (J 2 is C. 
We need only show, then, that the invariant section r of r DF which we know 

to be continuous, is in fact the derivative of (J2' Working in charts about hex) 
and x, and mimicking the estimates used to demonstrate the C l stable mani
fold theorem, we see, fixing x and letting y alone vary, 

Lipo[(J2(h(x) + y), (J2(h(x)) + r(h(x))(y)] 

S flk LiPo[(J2(x + y), (J2(X) + r(x)(y)]. 

On the other hand, since (J and rex) are uniformly Lipschitz, LiPo((J2(x + y), 
(J2(X)(Y)) is bounded. Therefore Lipo((J2(x + y), (J2(X) + r(x)(y)) = 0, so rex) is 
the derivative of (J at x. Thus, we are done with the unstable manifold and C 
section theorems. D 

Corollary 5.19. Suppose f is a C2 diffeomorphism of a C2 manifold M, with a 
closed hyperbolic invariant set A. 

Let TMIA = ES EEl EU be a hyperbolic splitting for Tf. The bundles ES and EU 

are then Holder, that is their transition functions may be taken to be Holder. 

PROOF. Choose a C 1 adapted metric on M so that 

II TflE' II < A < 1 and IITf-lIEull <). < 1. 

Let fl be the Lipschitz constant of f- l restricted to A, which exists since 
f is C 1• Let F' and F U be C 1 approximations to E' and EU which are close 
enough so that the derivative of f at x, Dfx: F~ EEl F: -> F}(x) EB Fl(x), can be 

written as a block matrix (Ax Ex), with Ax, Dx nonsingular, satisfying 
Cx Dx 

IIAxll, IID;lll < A < 1; IIExll, IICxll < 8, uniformly in x. 
Let E be the C 1 bundle whose fiber at x is L(F:, F~); if 8 is small enough, 

we can define a graph transform on the unit disc subbundle D of E over A: 

F(x, (J) = (f(x), r DF(J), 

where rDF(J(X) = [Ex + Ax(J(x)] 0 [Cx + Dx(J(X)]-l. 

Now the map with matrix (Ax Ex) is close to the hyperbolic map 
Cx Dx 

(~x ~J and, further, there is an a, 0 < a < 1, such that (A + 28)fl~ < 1. 

We know, then, that F contracts fibers of the disc bundle D by a factor 
(A + 28) < 1 (cf. Lemma 5.13). On the other hand, F is Lipschitz, in fact, C 1 

since f is C2. Since (A + 28)fl~ < 1, the invariant section is a-Holder. This 
section is the unstable bundle EU • As usual by considering 1-1 instead of I we 
get the result for E S • 0 

We conclude with a special case of Theorem 5.2. 
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Theorem 5.20. ff f is a C diffeomorphism and p is a hyperbolic fixed point of 
f, then there are local stable and unstable manifolds Jt;~c(p) and Jt;~c(p). These 
manifolds are tangent at p to E' and Ell, respectively, and are as smooth as f. D 

The manifolds Wll(p) = Un~or(Jt;~c(p)) and W'(p) = Unos;or(Jt;~c(p)) 
are C and are called the global unstable and stable manifolds of p. They are 
injectively immersed discs. If p is periodic with period n we define ~t?(p) 

analogously as the global unstable manifold of p with respect to r, and 
similarly for W'. 

EXERCISE 5.1. Some of the global hypothesis of Theorem 5.18 may be replaced by 
pointwise conditions. In particular, we leave it to the reader to attempt to reprove 
5.l8(d} under the weaker hypothesis that 

(LiPk(x)h-'»,kx ~ C < 1 

uniformly in x, where kx = Lip(Fx ). 

Appendix I 

The Local Lipschitz Inverse Function Theorem 

We begin with a lemma. 

Lemma I.1. Let F be a Banach space, X a metric space and f, 9 two continuous 
maps of X to F. Suppose that f is injective and f- I is Lipschitz. If 9 satisfies 
Lip(f - g) < [Lip(f-l )]-1, then 9 is also injective and 

Lip(g-I) ~ ([Lip(f-I)]-I - Lip(f _ g))-I 

= Lip(f-I)/(l - Lip(g - f)Lip(f-I)). 

PROOF. It is enough to calculate that 

Ilg(x) - g(y)1I ~ IIf(x) - f(y) II - II(g - f)(x) - (g - f)(y)1I 

~ [[Lip(f-I )]-1 - Lip(f - g)Jd(x, y). D 

Theorem 1.2. Let f be a homeomorphism from an open subset of U of a Banach 
space E to an open subset V of a Banach space F, whose inverse is Lipschitz. 
Let h be a continuous, Lipschitz map from U to F satisfying Lip(h)Lip(f-I) < 1. 
Let 9 = f + h. Then 9 is a homeomorphism of U onto an open subset of F, with 
Lipschitz inverse. 

PROOF. To deduce the theorem from the lemma we must first show that 9 
is open, or, what is the same, since f- 1 is a homeomorphism, that gf-l = 
(f + h)f-1 = id + hf-1 is open. 
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Let v = hf-I. We can estimate 

A = Lip v :0:; Lip h Lip f- I < 1. 

For x in Vwe show that, if the closed ball of radius r about x, Br(x) is contained 
in V, then 

B(1-;'jr[(id + v)(x)] c (id + v)Br(x) 

so id + v is open. 
After perhaps composing v with translations, we can take x = 0 and vex) = 

O. Let s = (I - A)r. We seek a local inverse to id + v, or, what amounts to the 
same thing, a map w: Bs(O) --+ F which satisfies 

(id + w)(B.(O)) c Br(O) and (id + v)(id + w) = id. 

The last equation is equivalent to w = - v(id + w), which leads us to look for 
was a fixed point. Let Z = {w E CO(Bs(O), F)I w(O) = 0 and Lip(w) :0:; )./(\ - ).)}. 

Z is complete in the uniform metric. 
Furthermore, simple calculation shows that for w in Z, (id + w)(Bs(O)) c 

Br(O) and the map - v(id + w) is also in Z. If we can show that <1>: Z --+ Z 
defined by <1>(w) = - v(id + w) is a contraction, then its fixed point w is the 
function we seek. We calculate 

11- v(id + w) + v(id + w/)11 :0:; A II(id + w) - (id + w') = ).llw - w'll 

and noting A < 1 we are done. o 

Proposition 1.3. Let U be an open subset of a Banach space E and g be a 
homeomorphism of U onto an open subset of the Banach space F. If g -I is 
Lipschitz with Lip(g-I) < A, then Br/;.(g(x)) c g(Br(x)). 

PROOF. We can, without loss of generality, again assume x = g(x) = O. Let 
v =f. 0 be a point in Br/;.(O), and set too = Stip{t ~ 01[0, t]v c g[Br(O)]}. Since 
g[Br(O)] contains a neighborhood of 0, too is strictly positive. Moreover, by 
definition we have 

(0, too)v C g(Br(O)). 

On the other hand, we can estimate 

Ilg-l(tV) - g-l(t'v)11 :0:; Alt - t'lllvll· 

This implies that lim l _ I ". g -I (tv) exists and is in the closed ball Br(O); therefore 
too v belongs to g(Br(O)). To show that v belongs to g(Br(O)) we need only show 
that too is no less than I. If too were less than 1, we would have 

IIg-l(toov)11 = Ilg-l(tooV) - g-I(O)II :0:; Atoollvll < Allvll :0:; r 

and too v would thus belong to g(Br(O)). Since g is open, we could find an e > 0 
so that [too, too + e]v would also be in the open set g(Br(O)) contradicting the 
definition of too· 0 
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We will also have occasion to use the better known C local inverse function 
theorem in what follows. 

Appendix II 

Irwin's Proof of the Stable Manifold Theorem 

Let E = E I EB E 2 be a Banach space with an automorphism T which preserves 
the splitting. Suppose that Tis hyperbolic, contracting EI and expanding E2. 
In other words, for some A, 0 < ). < 1 we have 

Notice that in Chapter 5 we had TI expanding and T2 contracting. The reason 
for the switch is that this time we will first find the stable manifold and then 
from this deduce the existence of the unstable manifold. 

Once again, we furnish E with the box norm and retain the conventions of 
Chapter 5 about the projections Pi' Ei(r), j;, etc. 

Lemma II.1. If f: EI(r) x E2(r) ....... E is a Lipschitz perturbation of T, with 
Lip(f - T) ~ e < 1 - A, then f preserves the family of cones parallel to E2(r). 
More precisely, if x = (x I' x 2) and Y = (YI' Y2) are points in E I (r) x E2 (r) with 

Ilxl - YI II < IIx2 - hll 

then 

Ilfl(x) - fl(y)11 ~ (A + e)llx2 - hll 

< (). -I - e) IIx2 - hll ~ Ilf2(x) - j~(Y)II. 

PROOF. On the one hand, 

II fl (x) - fl(y)11 ~ IlpI(f - T)(x) - PI(f - T)(y) II + IITlxl - TIYIII 

~ ellx - yll + ),llx l - YIII 

~ (). + e)llx2 - hll· 
On the other hand, 

IIf2(x) - f2(Y) II ~ II T2 x 2 - T2Y211 - Ilp2(f - T)x - P2(f - T)yll 

~ ;'-lll x2 - Y211- ellx - yll 

= (). -1 - e) IIx2 - Y211. 

We are done, then, since;' + B < 1 < ;. -1 - B. o 
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Definition 11.2. For f: £ I (r) x £2(r) ~ £ and r 2 r' > ° we define w,~(f) to be 

w,~(f) = {XE £1 (r') x £2(r')I'in 2 O,fn(x) is defined and 11f"(x)11 ::;; r}. 

Corollary 11.3. Forf: £ I (r) x EAr) < 00 with Lip(f - T) < c; < 1 - Je, the set 
w,.s(f) is the graph of a[unction g: A ~ £2 (r), where A is the projection of w,.s(f) 
onto EI (r). Furthermore, g is Lipschitz with Lip g ::;; 1 and fl w,.s(f) contracts 
distances. Therefore, f has at most one fixed point which, if it exists, attracts 
all other points of w,s(f). 

PROOF. Let x = (x I' x 2 ) and Y = (YI, h) be any two points in w,s(f). Our 
assertions about g are equivalent to showing that IIx2 - hll ::;; Ilxl - YIII. 

Suppose that we had IIx2 - hll > Ilxl - YIII, then the preceding lemma 
would tell us that 

Ilf2(X) - f2(Y) II 2 (), -I - c;) IIx2 - hll 

and, by induction, for all n 2 1 

II R(x) - f2(y) II 2 (Je -I - c;)" IIx2 - hll. 

Since IIR(x) - R(y)11 ::;; 2r and (), -I - c;)n ~ +00 as n ~ 00 (recall Je -I _ 

c; > 1), we would have to conclude that IIx2 - Y211 = 0, in contradiction to our 
assumption. 

Now, we must show that flw~(f) is a contraction. From the above, we 
know that for x, Y in w,s(f) we have Ilx - yll = Ilxl - YIII. Moreover, since 
f(w,.s(f)) c w,.'(f) we also have Ilf(x) - f(y) II = Ilfl(x) - fl(y)lI. Therefore, 

Ilf(x) - f(y) II = Ilfl(x) - fl(y)11 

::;; 11(f1 - TI)(x) - (fl - Td(y) II + IITlx l - TIYIII 

::;; c;llx - yll + Jelix i - YIII = (Je + c;) Ilx - YII. 

Since (), + c;) < 1, f restricted to w,s(f) is a contraction. o 
Theorem 11.4 (The Stable Manifold Theorem). Let T: £ ~ E be a hyperbolic 
automorphism as above. There is an c; > 0, depending only on ),' and, for all 
r > 0, a <5 > ° such that if f: £ I (r) x £2(r) ~ £ satisfies Lip(f - t) < c; and 
II f(O) II < <5, then w,.S(f) is the graph of a Lipschitz function g: £I(r) ~ £2(r) 
with Lip(g) ::;; 1. 

Moreover, iff is Ck then so is g. 

PROOF. The basic observation is this: for x E w,.s(f) the sequence y = 
{y(n)ln 2 1, y(n) = f"(x)} satisfies the following conditions: Ily(n)ll::;; r, 
f(y(n)) - y(n + 1) = 0, 'in 2 1 and f(x) - y(l) = 0. Conversely, if a point x in 
E(r) and a sequence (y(n))n20 I satisfy these conditions, then x belongs to w,'(f) 
and y(n) = f"(x). To develop this idea we must introduce some notation. 

Let B = {yly = (y(n))n20I' y(n)EE, sUPn201 Ily(n)11 < oo}. With the norm 
Ilyll = SUPn20 1 Ily(n)lI, B is a Banach space. Let B(r) be the closed ball of radius 
r in B. Endow E x Band El x B with box norms induced by E 1 , E, and B. 
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Now we define a map 

F: El(r) x E2 (r) x B(r)-El x B, 

F: (Xl' X2, y) 1--+ (Xl , Fx,(Y», 

where Fx ,: E2 (r) x B(r) - B is defined as 

Fx,(y)(1) = f(x l , x 2) - y(l), 

Fx,(y)(n) = f(y(n - 1) - y(n) for n ~ 2. 
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If we show that F is invertible and that its image contains Edr) x 0, we can 
definegbyg = n2F-IIE,(r)xo,wheren2istheprojectionofEI x E2 x Bonto 
£2. We will, of course, use the Lipschitz inverse function theorem to do this. 

Define T analogously to F with T in place of f T is clearly a continuous 
linear operator with IITII s 1 + lIT II and Lip(F - T) s Lip(f - T). Conse
quently, ifT is invertible and Lip(f - T) s IIT-III-1 then F is also invertible. 

T is invertible. 
T is given explicitly as T(XI' x 2 , y) = (x, v) where 

v(1) = Tx,(y)(l) = T(x l , x 2) - y(1), 

v(n) = Tx,(y(n» = T(y(n - 1) - y(n), n ~ 2. 

We need to express X2 and y in terms of Xl and v. Let us write y(n) = 
(ydn), Y2(n»EE I x E2, v(n) = (v1(n), v2(n»EE l x E 2; the definition ofv then 
becomes 

vl(l) = TI(X I) - Yl(1), 

v2 (1) = T2(X2) - Y2(1), 

v1(n) = T1 (YI(n - 1) - Yl(n), 

v2(n) = T2(Y2(n - 1» - Y2(n), 

The first and third equations may be rewritten as 

YI(1) = -v l (1) + Tl(xd, 

Yl(n) = TI(YI(n - 1) - VI (n), 

which gives 

n ~ 2, 

n ~ 2. 

n ~ 2, 

Yl(n) = -[tl Tt-j(VI(j»] + Tln(xd· 

The fourth equation gives 

Y2(n - 1) = T2- I [v2(n) + Y2(n)] 

so, in the limit 

= T2- 1 [v2(n) + T2- 1 (v2(n + 1) + Y2(n + 1))] = ... 

00 

Y2(n) = L T2-j(v2(n + j)). 
j=l 
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Finally, from the second equation 

00 

X 2 = L T2-j(vU))· 
j~l 

These series converge since II T2- 1 11 < 1 and sUPn2: 1 Ily(n)11 < 00. Thus, we have 
found the inverse of T as 

where 

T-l:El x B---+El x E2 X B, 

T-l : (Xl' V)H(Xl' X 2 , y), 

00 

X 2 = L T2-j(V2U», 
j~l 

n 

Yl(n) = Tt(xd - L Tr-j(vlU», 
j~l 

00 

Y2(n) = L T2-j(V2(n + j», 
j~l 

and one can easily check that liT-III :s; (1 - A.)-l. 

If Lip(f - T) < B < 1 - A., then F is invertible. 
Since Lip(F - T) :s; Lip(f - T) < B < 1 - A :s; IIT- l 11-1, the Lipschitz in

verse function theorem applies. 

The image of F contains E 1 (r) x 0 when Band f(O) are small. 
Note that the image of F contains (Xl' 0) if and only if the image of FXl 

contains O. Furthermore, FXl is a Lipschitz perturbation ofTxl and Lip(Fxl -
TX1 ) :s; Lip(f - T). Since TXl differs from To only by a translation we have, in 
fact, Lip(Fxl - To) :s; Lip(f - T). 

Now since the linear operator To: E2 x B ---+ B is given by 

TO(X2' y)(l) = T(O, x 2 ) - y(1), 

T 0(x2, y)(n) = T(y(n - 1» - yen), 

we see the To is invertible with inverse 

where 

and IITol II :s; (1 - il)-I. 

T01: B ---+ E2 X B, 

T01: v ---+(x, v), 

00 

X 2 = L T2-j(V2(j», 
j~l 

n 

Yl(n) = L Tt-j(vl(j», 
j~l 

00 

Y2(n) = L T2-j(v2(n + j», 
j~l 

n ~ 2, 
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If Lip(f - T) < e < 1 - A, we see that Lip(T 0- 1 FXl - id) S e/(l - Je) and 
using the lemma in Appendix I 

To-I Fx JE2(r) x B(r)] => Tol FXl (0) + E2(S) X B(s), 

where s = r(1 - e/(I - Je)). 
Now let us calculate liTo-I FX1(0)11. First of all FX1(0) = v, where v(l) = 

f(x l , 0) and v(n) = f(O, 0). Consequently, Tol FXl (0) = (X2' Y), where 
00 

X 2 = T;I[f2(X I , 0)] + L T2-j[f2(0, 0)], 
j=2 

" YI(n) = -Tr-I[fI(x,O)] - L Tr-j[fI(O, 0)], 

00 

Y2(n) = L T2-j[f2(0, 0)]. 
j=1 

j=2 

Now we can estimate that 

Ilfl(x I, 0)11 s IlpI(f - T)(xI' 0)11 + IITlxll1 

s 11(f - T)(x l , 0)11 + A Ilxlll, 

Ilf2(x I, 0)11 s Ilp2(f - T)(xI' 0)11 s 11(f - T)(xI' 0)11, 

and further 

1I(f - T)(xI' 0)11 s 11(f - T)(O) II + 11(f - T)(xI' 0) - (f - T)(O) II 

s Ilf(O)11 + ellxlll· 

From this we estimate liTo-I FXl (0)11 as follows: 

so 

A 
IIx211 s d IlxI11 + I _ ). II f(O) II , 

" IIYI(n)11 s A"llxIII + eJe"-lllxlll + An-I II f(O) II + L Jen-j II f(O) II 

s IlxI11 (A + e) + 1 ~ A Ilf(O)II, 

A 
IIY2(n)11 s I _ ). Ilf(O)II, 

j=2 

Since the image of Tol FXl contains the ball about Tol FXl (0) of radius 
s = r(1 - e/(1 - it)), it contains 0 whenever (it + e)r + 1/(1 - Je) II f(O) II < 
r(1 - e/(1 - it)). We can rewrite this inequality as 

Ilf(O)1I < (1 - it)r(1 - it - e - _e_) = r[(l - it)2_ e(2 - it)]. 
1 - it 
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Suppose then that I: < (1 - A)2/(2 - A) < 1 - A and take b > ° such that 
() < r[(1 - A)2 - 1:(2 - A)]; if Lip(f - T) < I: and II f(O) II < b, we have shown 
that Tol Fx, contains 0. Since To is linear, the image of Fx, contains ° as well, 
so the image of F contains E 1 (r) x 0, as desired. 

Looking back over what we have done, we see we have at this point shown 
that: 

If Lip(f - T) < I: < (1 - )0)2/(2 - )0) and Ilf(O)11 < () < r[(1 - A)2 -
1:(2 - A)], then w,'(f) is the graph of a Lipschitz function g = 
I12F-1IEdr)xO: El(r) -> E2(r) with Lip(g):s:: 1. 

To finish the proof of the stable manifold theorem we only need: 

For f above, g is Ck whenever f is Ck • 

To show that g is Ck we clearly need only show that F- l is Ck • Since 
Lip(F - T) < liT-III-I, if F is C l we have, for all (x, y) in E(r) x B(r), 

IIDF(x,y) - Til < liT-III-I. 

This means that DF(x,y) is a linear isomorphism for all (x, y) in E(r) x B(r), so 
the Ck inverse function theorem shows that F- l is Ck whenever F is. 

We are reduced then to showing that F is Ck when f is Ck • Unfortunately, 
B is too large for this to be possible, but this is a difficulty we can easily 
surmount. 

Notice that the obvious candidate for the derivative of F at a point 
(x, y) = (Xl' x 2, y) of El(r) x E2(r) x B(r) is the linear map 

L: El x E2 X B -> El X B, 

where 

((1) = DfAy) - v(l) with y = (Yl' Y2), 

(n) = Dfy(n-l)[v(n - I)J - v(n), n ;;::: 2. 

We have F(x + y, y + v) - F(x, y) - L(y, v) = (0, <p)EEl X B l , where 

<p(I) = f(x + y) - f(y) - DfAy) = L (Dfx+ry - DfJ(y) dt, 

<p(n) = f[y(n - 1) + v(n - l)J - f(y(n - 1)) - Dfy(n-l)(v(n - 1)) 

= Sal (Dfy(n-l)+rv(n-l) - DJ;,(n-l))(v(n - 1)) dt, 

This shows the quotient 

IIF(x + y, y + v) - F(x, y) - L(y, v)11 
II(y, v)11 

n;;::: 2. 
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is bounded above by 

max (f 1 II Dfx+ty - Dfx II dt, sup f I II Dfy(n)+tv(n) - D/Y(n) II dt). 
o n:2: 1 0 

The sup of all those integrals does not necessarily tend to zero with Ily, vii, 
since B is not locally compact and Df is not necessarily uniformly continuous. 
If we knew that {y(n)ln;:::: I} were contained in a compact subset of E(r), in 
particular, if y(n) converged then the sup would go to zero wih Ily, vii. This 
leads us to consider the subspace C of convergent sequences: 

C = {YEBllimy(n) exists}. 

Since E is complete C is also the subspace of all Cauchy sequences, which one 
can easily convince oneself is closed in B. C itself then is also a Banach space. 

Notice that F(El(r) x E2(r) x C(r» c Edr) x C so that it makes sense to 
consider the restriction F ofF to E I (r) x E2(r) x C(r) and to define f similarly 
as the mapping induced by T. We have essentially shown that F is C l above 
and we leave it to the reader to show in general that F is Ck when F is Ck • 

We can now repeat our previous construction of g with F, t, and C in place 
of F, T, and B, provided that we know t is invertible, i.e., that T-l (E 1 x C) C 

El X E2 X C. This we proceed to check. 
Let (x, v) be in El x C and recall that T-I(x, v) = (Xl' x 2 , y) is given by 

00 

X 2 = L T2-j[V2 (j)], 
j=l 

n 

YI(n) = Tln(xd - L Tn-j[vl(j)], 
j=l 

00 

Y2(n) = L T2-j[v2(n + j)]. 
j=l 

To show that Y belongs to C we will show that Yl and Y2 are Cauchy. First, Yl: 

IIY1(n) - YI(m)11 :s; II jtl Tn-j[vl(j)] - j~ Tm-j[vl(j)] II + II Tt(xd - Tt(xl)ll· 

Since II Tl II < A < 1, the term II Tt(x d - Tt(x d II goes to zero as nand m go 
to 00. 

As for the other term: 

ttl Tt-j[vl(j)] - j~1 Tt-j[vl(j)] II 

= II nf Tk[vl(n - k)] - mf Tk[vl(m - k)] II 
k-O k=O 

:s; C~ Ai) h~~!?N IIvl(h) - vl(l)1I + 2( f Ai) Ilvlll. 
l2!m-N k=N+l 
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For any s > 0 we can find an No so large that 

1 - A 
sup Ilv1(h) - v1(l)11 :::;; --s and 

00 

L h~No 2 k=No+l 
I~No 

which tells us that, for nand m ~ 2No, 

II i Tt-j[vdj)] - f Tt-j[v1(j)] II:::;; (f Ai) 1 - As + 2sllvlII = s. 
j=l j=l k=O 2 411vlII 

We have now shown that Yl is Cauchy. 
The case of Y2 is easier, we can estimate 

IIY2(n) - Y2(m)11 :::;; C~ Aj)~~~ Il v2(n + j) - v2(m + j)iI, 

so, since the sequence V2 is Cauchy, so is Y2' 

Thus g can be defined as g = fi 2F-1IE1 (r) x 0, where ti2 is the projection of 
El x E2 X C to E2. Since we have shown above that such a g is as smooth 
as F which is as smooth as f, this finishes the proof of the stable 'manifold 
ili~rem 0 

Proposition 11.5. (i) If, moreover, an f as above is C1 and satisfies f(O) = 0 and 
Dfo = T, then g(O) = 0 and Dgo = O. Consequently, It;.s(f) is tangent to El at O. 

(ii) Let N"~o = {J: El(r) x E2(r) --+ EILip(f - T) < s}, II f(O) II < b, f is Ck 

and DY is bounded and uniformly continuous with the Ck topology. 
The map 

is continuous. 

N"~o --+ Ck(E1(r), E2(r», 

fl--+g 

PROOF. (i) Surely g(O) = 0 since 0 E It;.s(f). Moreover, Dgo = ti2(DF)OIIE 1 X 0' 

but (DF)Ol = DFol = f- 1, so for VI in E 1 , we have 

00 

DgO(v 1 ) = fi2 f- 1 (V 1 , 0) = L T2-j(0) = O. 
j=l 

(ii) This is a direct consequence of the following facts, whose proof we leave 
to the reader: 

(1) If f E N"~o then DkF is uniformly continuous and bounded and the map 
f --+ F is continuous in the Ck topology. 

(2) The map F --+ F- 1 is continuous in the Ck topology on the set of F whose 
kth derivative is uniformly continuous and bounded. 0 

Here is a sketch of another version of Irwin's proof, based on the following 
two lemmas. 
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Lemma 11.6. Let 8: X x Y -+ Y be a continuous map. Suppose that Y is a 
complete metric space and that 8 uniformly contracts Y, that is, 

3k < l\fxEX, \fy,y'EY, d(8(x, y», 8(x, y') :::; kd(y, y'). 

Let 8x be the map y H 8(x, y) of Y, and <p the map from X to Y which 
associates to x the fixed point of 8x . Then <p is continuous, and Lipschitz 
when X is a metric space and 8 is Lipschitz. 

PROOF. For x and x' in X, we have 

d[<p(x), <p(x')] = d[8(x, <p(x», 8(x', <p(x'))] 

:::; d[8(x, <p(x», 8(x', <p(x»] + d[8(x', <p(x», 8(x', <p(x'))] 

:::; d[8(x, <p(x», 8(x', <p(x»] + kd[<p(x), <p(x')]. 

Consequently, we have 

1 
d[<p(x), <p(x')] :::; 1 _ k d[8(x, <p(x», 8(x', <p(x))] 

and the lemma follows. o 

Lemma 11.7. If, moreover, X and Y are balls in some Banach spaces E and 
F and 8 is C\ then <p is Ck and we have 

D<px = [id - D2 8(x.cp(x))r1 Dl 8(x,'P(x))' 

PROOF. First we note that IIDAx,y) II :::; k < 1, since 118(x, y) - 8(x, y')11 :::; 
k Ily - y' II. Consequently, id - DAx,y) is invertible and [id - DAx,y)r1 = 
L~o [DAx,y)Y 

To prove the lemma for k = 1 we need to show that 

11<p(x + v) - <p(x) - [id - DAx,cp(x))r1D18(X,'P(X))(v)11 is o(llvll). 

(Recall that f(x) is said to be o(g(x» iflimx_of(x)/g(x) = 0). Well, 

11<p(x + v) - <p(x) - [id - D2 8(x,cp(x))r1D l 8(x,'P(x))(v) II 

:::; II[id - D2 8(x,cp(x)a- 1 1111<p(x + v) - <p(x) 

- DAx,'P(x))[<p(x + v) - <p(x)] - D1 8(x,cp(x))(v)11 

~ II[id - DAx,cp(x))r l III18(x + v, <p(x + v» - 8(x, <p(x» 

- D8(x,cp(x))[(x + v, <p(x + v» - (x, <p(x»] II 

and this last expression is o(lI(x + v, <p(x + v» - (x, <p(x»II), hence o(lIvll) as 
well, since <p is Lipschitz. 

Thus we have shown that <p is Cl when () is C 1, and as usual the rest of the 
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proof (left as an exercise to the reader) follows by induction on k, once we 
notice that D<p can be defined as the composition 

X ~ X x Y (D 10,D 20)) L(E, F) x U 

~ L(E, F) x L(F, F) 
composition 

----+) L(E, F), 

where E (resp, F) is the Banach space containing X (resp, Y) and U = 
{PEL(F, F)IIIPII < I} and p: P --+ [id - prl, D 

VARIANT OF THE PROOF OF Il.4. Consider the map 

where 

G: E1(r) x B(r)--+B, 

G:(x1,'Y)f---+V, 

vl (l) = fl(X' 1'1(1)), 

vl(n) = fl('YI(n - 1), 'Y2(n)), n;::: 2, 

V2 (l) = T;1[Tl'Y2(1) + 1'1(2) - f2(X 1, 1'2(1))], 

v2(n) = T;I [Tl('Yl(n)) + 'Yl(n + 1) - f2('YI (n - 1), 'Yl(n))]. 

Suppose that Lip(f - T) < e; an easy calculation shows that 

Lip G ~ max[A + e, A(e + 1)] = A + e, 

Therefore, if e < 1 - A, the map G uniformly contracts the second fac
tor. Supposing that II f(O) II <~, more calculation shows that IIG(O)II < 
max(~, ).~) =~. Consequently, B(r) c G(E1(r) x B(r)) whenever ~ + 
(A + e)r ~ r, that is, ~ ~ r(1 - A - e). 

Thus, if Lip(f - T) < e < 1 - A and II f(O) II < ~ < r(1 - A - e) we can 
apply Lemma 11.6 to G and find a Lipschitz map <1>: E 1 (r) --+ B(r), such that 
<1>(xd is the fixed point of GXI ' 

Notice that if l' is the fixed point of GX1 and we let X 2 = 1'1(1), then 
fl(X 1, Xl) = 1'1(1), and also 

1'2(1) = Tl- 1 [Tl ('Yl(1)) + 1'2(2) - f2(X 1, 1'1(1))], 

that is, 1'2(2) = f2(X 1, 1'1(1)) = fl(X 1 , Xl)' 
By induction we obtain, with a slight abuse of notation, fn(x l , Xl) = 

(ft(x l , xl),f;;'(X I, Xl))EE1(r) x El(r), 'YI(n) = ft(x l , x 2) and 'Yl(n + 1) = 
J;(x l , Xl)' Therefore, if we define g: E1(r) --+ E2(r) by g = n<1>, where n: B--+ 
E l , l' f---+ 1'2(1), then w,s(f) is precisely the graph of g. This finishes the theorem 
in the Lipschitz case. 

For the Ck case, Lemma 11.7 shows that if Gis Ck then g is Ck • As before, 
though, G is not necessarily Ck when f is C k , so we must again shift our 
attention from B to C. We leave the details to the reader. 0 
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Appendix III 

Center and Strong Stable Manifolds 

Here we indicate how proofs of generalizations ofthe stable manifold theorem 
proceed. Ultimately we will be concerned with center, center stable and 
unstable, and strong stable and unstable manifolds. 

Definition III.1. Let T: E ---+ E be a continuous linear map of the Banach space 
E. T is p-pseudohyperbolic if there is a T invariant direct sum decomposition 
E = EI EB E z and constants 0 < Al < P < fll and C I , Cz > 0 such that: 

(1) the restriction TI of T to EI is an isomorphism and Vn ~ 0 and VVEE I 

II Tt(v) II ~ C l fl71lvll; 

(2) Vn ~ 0 and Vv E £z and Tz the restriction of T to Ez 

II Tz'(v) II ::; CzA711vll· 

A pseudohyperbolic linear map is hyperbolic when Al < I < fll' By re
norming E we may assume that the norm is adapted to T, that is, II(x, y)11 = 
max( Ilxll, Ilyll) and there are 0 < A < p < fl such that 

(1) 

(2) 

IITI(v)11 > flllvil 

II Tz(v)1I < All vii 

for all v i= 0 EEl' 

for all v i= 0 E E z. 

Theorem 111.2. Let T: E ---+ E be a p-pseudohyperbolic continuous linear map of 
the Banach space E, with splitting E = EI EB E z, adapted metric II II and con
stants 0 < A < p < fl such that 

IITI(v)11 > flllvil 

II Tz(v)11 < Allvll 

for all v i= 0 in E I , 

for all v i= 0 in E z . 

There is a real number <- > 0 such that if f: E ---+ E is a Lipschitz map with 
f(O) = 0 and Lip(f - T) < e, then 

(1) The set WI = n.~o.f"SI,whereSI = {(x,y)EE I x E z: IIxll ~ Ilyll} is the 
graph of a Lipschitz function g of Lipschitz constant less than or equal to 
one, g: EI ---+ Ez and f maps the graph of g to itself. 

(2) z E WI if and only if there are inverse images f-'z such that 1If-'(z)111 p' ---+ 0 
as n ---+ 00 or even II f-'(z)111 p' stays bounded as n ---+ 00. 

(3) If f is C and fl- j A < 1 for 1 ::; j ::; r then g is C. If f is differentiable at 0 
and if Df(O) = T then the graph of g is tangent to £ 1 at O. 

For fl < 1, the graph of 9 is called the center unstable manifold and denoted 
by well or perhaps »jell(O) if some confusion is possible. well might actually 
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even contain some part of the stable manifold, that is, points which are 
asymptotic to 0 under iteration of f. If A > 1 then the graph of g is the strong 
unstable manifold, WUU, and I may contain other unstable points outside of 
WUU but asymptotic to 0 under iterates of 1-1 • 

I[ I is invertible then by considering 1-1 there is an invariant mani
fold tangent to E2 at 0, which is the intersection nn;;,o/-ns2 , where S2 = 
{(x, y) E E1 x E2111xll ::::;; Ilyll}, etc. These manifolds are denoted we" if A > 1 
and W SS if fJ. < 1. So if 1 < )" < fJ. we have we" m wuu at 0 which is the only 
point of intersection; if 0 < A < fJ. < 1 then W SS m weu at 0 and 0 is the only 
point of intersection; if 0 < A < 1 < fJ. we are back in the usual hyperbolic case 
and W" m wu at O. Recall that m means intersects transversally. 

The proof ofthis theorem, although rather similar to the unstable manifold 
theorem has a point or two of difference. 

Consider functions g: E1 --> E2 such that g(O) = 0 and Lip(g)::::;; 1. The 
graph transform rf(g) = 120 (id, g) 0 h -1, where h = 11 0 (id, g) and h -1 is 
Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant::::;; 1/(fJ. - e) as in Lemma 5.5. rf is not 
necessarily contracting in the sup norm. We define a new metric 

Lemma III.3. With the norm II 11* the space G = {g: E1 -+ E2Ig(0) = 0 and 
Ilgll* < oo} is a Banach space and 

G(1) = {gEG: Lipg::::;; I} 

is a closed subset. 

PROOF. I[ gn is a Cauchy sequence, the gn converge uniformly on bounded 
sets and hence pointwise to a function g. Moreover, Ilgn II * is bounded by 
some number k, thus for each x, Ilg.(x)lI/llxll ::::;; k and the same is true for 
g,llg(x)ll/llxll ::::;; k for all xEE1. Given e > 0, there is an N such that for n, 
m> N, Ilg. - gmll* = sUPx#O Ilgn(x) - gm(x)ll/llxll < e/2. For any particular x 
choose m so large that Ilgm(x) - g(x)/llxll < e/2 and we have 

Ilg(x) - gn(x) II < Ilg(x) - gm(x) II + Ilgm(x) - gn(x)11 
------<e. 

IIxll - Ilxll Ilxll 

Thus, for n > N, Ilg - gn II * < e and g. converges to g. Finally, as convergence 
in II II * implies uniform convergence on bounded sets, we see that if Lip(g.) ::::;; 
1 then Lip(g) ::::;; 1 as well, so G(l) is closed in G. 

For any gEG(l), rf(g) is defined and Lip rf(g):s; 1, in fact Lip rf(g):s; 
Lip 12 Lip(Id, g)Lip h-1 :5; (A + e)/(fJ. - e) < 1 for e small enough. So we have 
shown: 

Lemma 111.4. r f : G(l) -+ G(l). 
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x f,(x,y) 

Figure III. 1. 

Lemma III.5. If II x II ~ II y II and 9 E G(l) then 

Ilf2(X, y) - r j (g)U1(X, y))11 .Ie + 2c Ily - g(x)11 
----'--='-'-------'-'--~-- < -- ----,-----,------

Ilf1(X,y)11 J1-c Ilxll . 

See Figure IlL!. 

PROOF. (a) 

Ilf2(X, y) - f2(X, g(x)) II :::; II(T - fh(x, y) - (T - f)2(X, g(x))ll 

+ II T2 (x, g) - T2 (x, g(x))11 

(b) 

similarly 
(c) 

< c Ily - g(x)11 + .Ie Ily - g(x)11 

< (.Ie + c) Ily - g(x)ll; 
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IIfdx, y)1I = II Tdx, y) + U1 - Td(x, y)11 ~ II T1(x, y)11 - IIU1 - Td(x, Y)II· 

Now, since IIxll ~ lIyll and f(O) == 0, this last is ~ J1llxll - c Ilxll = (J1 - c) Ilxll. 
Thus 

Ilf2(X, y) - r j (g)U1(X, y))11 ~ Ilf2(X, y) - f2(X, g(x))11 

+ Ilf2(X, g(x)) - rj (g)f1(X, y)11 

which by (a) 

:::; (.Ie + c) Ily - g(x)11 + II rj (g)U1 (x, g(x))) - rj (g)U1(X, y))11 

:::; (A + c) lIy - g(x)1I + Lip rj(g) II f1 (x, g(x)) - f1(X, y)11 
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which is by (b) 

:::;; (A. + c;) Ily - g(x)11 + c; Ily - g(x)11 = (A. + 2c;) Ily - g(x)ll, 

and now (c) finishes the proof. 

Applying the previous Lemma to the graph of a g' E G(I) we have: 

Lemma III.6. For g, g' E G(1) 

D 

We are now ready for the proof of the Lipschitz version of Theorem 111.2. 
Let g E G(1) be the fixed point of rf . Graph g C WI and f(graph g) = graph g. 
If (x, y) E graph g then f"(h -n(x), gh -n(x)) = (x, y), where h = fl 0 (id, g) and 

II(h-n(x), gh-n(x))11 = II(h-n(x))11 :::;; (_I_)n Ilxll 
f.1-c; 

since h- 1(0) = 0 and Lip h- 1 < 1/(f.1 - c;). Thus 

II(h-n(x), gh-n(x))ll/pn < (_p_)n Ilxll 
f.1-c; 

which tends to zero for c; small. 
U(x, y) is any point in SI' Ily - g(x)II/llxll :::;; 2. U(xn, Yn)E SI and f"(xn, Yn) = 

(x, y) then 

llYn - g(xn)\\ > (f.1 - c; )n Ily - g(x)11 
Ilxnll A. + 2c; Ilxll 

by Lemma 111.5. Thus, if (x, y) is not on the graph of g there is an n such that 
f-n(x, y) c Sz = {(x, y) E El x Ezillyll ~ Ilxll}. This proves Theorem 111.2.1 
and half of 111.2.2. What remains of III.2.2 is to show that if (x, y) =f. (0, 0) E Sz 
and (xm, Ym)Ef-m(x, y) then II(xm , Ym)ll/Pm -+ 00 as m --+ 00. Since Ilfl (x, y)11 ~ 
(f.1- c;) Ilxll on SI and IIf2(X, Y)\\ :::;; (A. + c;) Ilyll + c;llxll, f: SI --+ SI and 
f-l(SZ) c Sz. Moreover, for (x, Y)ESz and for (x', y')Ef-l(X, y) 

I 
A. + 2c; II(x, y)1I < II (x', y')II. 

Thus, 

lI(xm, Ym)ll > C. ~ 2C;r II(x, y)11 

and lI(xm , Ym)\I/pm > C. : 2er \I(x, y)\I --+ 00. 
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This concludes the Lipschitz part of Theorem I1I.2. Now for the C theorem. 
Define the bundle E 1 x L(E I' E2 ) ..... E 1 as in the proof of the unstable mani
fold theorem, Theorem 5.2 and proceed as there. In fact, if Lip(f - T) < B 

then II Df(x, y) - Til < B for all (x, y) and hence r Df is a contraction with 
contraction constant (). + 2B)/(I1- B). By Lemma II1.5 II rDf(O) II < B so, for B 

small enough, r Df: LI (E, F) ..... LI (E, F) and the map F 
F 

----+ 

1 1 
h 

EI ~ E 1 , 

defined by F(x, L) = (h(x), r DfL) is a fiber contraction with Lip(h -I) ::;; 
1/(11 - B) and fiber contraction constant::;; (A + 2B)/(11 - B). For r 2 2, if we 
know that 9 is C-I then F is C-1 and the C Section Theorem 5.18 proves 
that 9 is C by concluding that the tangent bundle to the graph of 9 is C- I . 

The proof is reduced to showing that 9 is C I . The map r F still has a unique 
fixed section (J which is the candidate for the derivative of 9 and which is 0 at 
o if Df(O) = T. Now proceed exactly as Proposition 5.16 except that (*) is 
replaced by 

( A + 2B) ::;; -- LiPo[g(x + y), g(x) + 7r 2 (J(x)y], 
I1-B 

since in the estimate of (2) Lip k- I < 1/(11 - B), Ilw'll < 1/(11 - B) Ilyl! and ap
plying Lemma IlLS to Df(x,y) gives the estimate. The term (1) still contributes 
O. This proves that 9 is C I . Iff is simply differentiable at 0 with Df(O) = T 
then the above discussion is valid at O. rDf(O): L1(E1, E 2 ) ..... L 1 (E 1 , E 2 ) has 
the zero function as its unique fixed point and it is tangent to the fixed point 
of r f at O. This finishes the proof of the theorem. D 

For a linear map L: IRn ..... R n we may always split IW into three invariant 
subspaces E' EEl £C EB Ell, where E" Ee, and Ell are the generalized eigenspaces 
of eigenvalues of absolute value less than one, eq ual to one, and greater than 
one, respectively. Thus there is an adapted norm on IRn such that L contracts 
vectors in E', expands vectors in Ell, and has no exponential effect on vectors 
in E e• 

Theorem 111.7 (Center and Stable Manifolds). Let 0 be a fixed point for the C 
local differomorphism f: U ..... IRn where U is a neighborhood of zero in IRn and 
00 > r 2 1. Let E S EEl Ee EEl Ell be the invariant splitting of IRn into the gener
alized eigenspaces of Df(O) cor;esponding to eigenvalues of absolute value less 
than one, equal to one, and greater than one. To each of the five Df(O) invariant 
subspaces E S , E' EB E e, Ee, Ee EB Ell, and Ell there is associated a local f invariant 
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C embedded disc a;~c, a;~~, a;~c, a;~~, and a;~c tangent to the linear subspace 
at 0 and a ball B around zero in an adapted norm such that: 

(1) a;~c = {x E Blf"(x) E B for all n ~ 0 and d(fn(x), 0) tends to zero exponen-
tially}. f: a;~c ..... a;~c and is a contraction mapping. 

(2) f(a;~~) nBc a;~~. If f"(x) E B for all n ~ 0, then x E a;~~. 

(3) f(a;~c) nBc a;~c' If f"(x) E B for all nEZ, then x E a;~c' 
(4) f(a;~~) nBc a;~~. If f"(x) E B for all n :<; 0, then x E a;~~. 
(5) a;~c = {x E Blf"(x) E B for all n :<; 0 and d(fn(x), 0) tends to zero exponen

tially}. f- I : a;~c ..... a;~c is a contraction mapping. 

PROOF. Let <r>1 be a standard COO bump function, one on the ball of radius 1 
and zero in the complement of the ball of radius 2 around zero in IRn, and 
<r>s(x) = <r>1 (xis). Letf = Df(O) + h in U. For s small enough let hs = <r>sh in the 
ball of radius 2s around zero and zero otherwise. Then f = Df(O) + hs in the 
ball of radius s. In the ball of radius 2s, Dhs = (D<r>s)h + <r>sDh = (l/s)(D<r> I)h + 
<r>sDh. As Dh = 0 at 0, (l/s)h tends to zero and Dhs ..... 0 as s ..... O. Thus for s 
sufficiently small we apply Theorem III.2 to Df(O) + hs to prove (1), (2), (4), 
and (5). a;~c is defined as the intersection of a;~~ and a;~~. Since these discs 
are tangent to £SC and ECu , respectively, at 0 they intersect transversally in a 
C disc near O. 0 

The rates of contraction can be made more explicit via 111.2. While the 
stable and unstable manifolds a;~c and a;~c are unique the center stable, 
center, and center unstable a;~~, a;~c, and a;~~ need not be. A simple example 
is given by the solution curves (Figure 111.2.) of the differential equation 

y = y2, 

and the time one map near zero. 

for A. < 0, 

A form oflocal uniqueness can be concluded for a;~~, a;~c' and W CU under 
special conditions. If, for example, there is a disc D c a;~~ such that f"(x) E B 
for all XED and all n ~ 0 then D must be contained in any a;~~ by 2. 

A version of Theorem III.7 is valid for more general three-way splittings 
and in Banach space. 

Figure I1I.2. 
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Theorem 111.8. Let 0 be a fixed point for the C local diffeomorphism f: U --+ E, 
where U is a neighborhood of zero in the Banach space E and 00 > r ~ 1. 
Suppose that E has a Df(O) invariant direct sum decomposition E' EB £C EB EU 

with the max norm and that there are positive real numbers Ao, A, AI' PI' p, Po 
with 0 < Ao < A < Al < 1 < PI < P < Po and 

II Df(O)(v) II < )'ollvll for v =f. 0 and vEE', 

Alllvil < II Df(O)(v) II < Plllvil for v =f. 0 and vEE c, 

Po Ilvll < II Df(O)(v) II for v =f. 0 and v E EU • 

Let B'(t), BC(t), and BU(t) denote the ball of radius t > 0 around 0 in E', £C, and 
EU , respectively, and B(t) be the product of the three. To each of the five invariant 
subspaces E', E' EB Ee, EC, EC EB EU , and EU of Df(O), there is a local f invariant 

graph defined on a ball of radius t > O. With w.~~, w.~~, w.~c' w.~~, and w.~~ 
tangent to the linear subspace at zero and such that: 

(1) w.~~ = {x E B(t)If"(x) E B(t) for all n ~ 0 and d(fn(x), O)A -n --+ 0 as n --+ oo}. 
If AoAl i < 1 for 1 :::;; j :::;; r then w.~~ is the graph of a C function g": B'(t) --+ 

BC(t) x BU(t) and is tangent to E' at O. f: w.~~ --+ w.~~ is a contraction 
mapping. 

(2) w.~~ is the graph of a Lipschitz function g'c: B'(t) x BC(t) --+ BU(t) and is 
tangent to E' EB EC at O. f: w.~~ n B(t) c w.~~. If f"(x) E B(t) for all n ~ 0 
then x E w.~~. 

(3) w.~c is the graph of a Lipschitz function gC: BC(t) --+ B'(t) x BU(t) and is 
tangent to EC at O. f(W.~J n B(t) c W.~C. If f"(x) E B(t) for all n ~ Z then 
XE W.~C. 

(4) W.~~ is the graph of a Lipschitz function gCu: BC(t) x BU(t) --+ B'(t) and is 
tangent to EC EB EU at O. f(W.~~) n B(t) c W.~~. If f"(x) c B(t) for all n :::;; 0 
then x E W.~~ . 

(5) W.~~ = {x E B(t)If"(x)EB(t)for all n :::;; Oandd(fn(x),O)pn--+Oasn--+ -oo}. 
If Po I P1 < 1 for 1 :::;; j :::;; r then W.~~ is the graph of a C function 

gUu: BU(t) --+ B'(t) x W(t) and is tangent to EU at O. f- I : W.~~ --+ W.~~ is a 
contraction mapping. 

Among the following conditions: 

(a) PoIP1 < 1 for 1 :::;;j:::;; r. 
(b) AoAli < 1 for 1 :::;;j :::;; r. 
(c) f has C extensions Is such that Is = f on the ball of radius s, Is is globally 

defined on E and converges C l to Df(O) as s --+ 0, for example if B has C 
bump functions, is Hilbert, or is finite dimensional. 

(d) For some W.~~, f- 1 W.~~ :::> W.~~. 
(e) For some W.~~,f(w'~~) :::> W.~~. 
(f) For some W.~c, f(W.~c) = W.~C· 

(i) If (a) and (c) or (a) and (d) hold gSC and hence W'C may be chosen c. 
(ii) If (b) and (c) or (b) and (e) hold gCU and hence WCU may be chosen C. 

(iii) If (a), (b), and (c) or (a), (b), and (f) hold gC and hence WC may be chosen C. 
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PROOF. For any Banach Space E there are always Lipschitz bump functions. 
Let cp: R ~ [0, 1] be Coo, identically Ion [ -1, 1] and zero in the complement 
of [ - 2, 2]. Then tf;(x) = cp( IIx II) defines a bump function on E. Let tf;s(x) = 
tf;((I/s)(x)) and f = Df(O) + h in a neighborhood of zero. Let 

h = {tf;sh on B(2s), 
s 0 outside B(2s), 

and define Is = Df(O) + hs . Then Is(O) = Oand Lip(Is - Df(O)) = Lip(hs). Now 
for x, y E B(2s) 

Ilhs(x) - hs(y)11 = IItf;s(x)h(x) - tf;s(y)h(y) II 

::; tf;s(x) IIh(x) - h(y)11 + Ilh(y)lllltf;s(x) - tf;s(Y) II 

::; tf;s(x)Lip(hIB(2s)) + Ilh(y)11 Lip(tf;s) Ilx - yll 

::; (Lip(hIB(2s)) + Ilh(y)11 (l/s) Lip tf; Ilx - YII· 

If xEB(2s) and y is not then Ilhs(x) - hs(y)11 = Ilhs(x)11 = Ilhs(x) - hs(y')II, 
where y' is on the line segment between x and y and on the boundary of B(2s), 
thus Ilx - y'11 ::; Ilx - yll and we have shown that 

Lip hs ::; Lip(hIB(2s)) + l/s sup Ilh(y)IILip tf;. 
y E B(2s) 

Lip(hIB(2s)) ~ 0 as s ~ 0 since Dh(O) = 0 and h is C1, and (l/s)SUPYEB(2S) Ilh(y)11 
~ 0 simply because Dh(O) = O. 

For s sufficiently small, Theorem III.2 is applied to produce the Lipschitz 
version of (1), (2), (4), and (5). 

gC: BC(s) ...... BS(s) x BU(s) = (gSCIO x BC(s) x (gculB"(s) x 0) 

which proves (3) for the Lipschitz case as well. If the extensions Is are C then 
Theorem 111.2 gives the C result too. 

If f: Jt;~~ ::2 Jt;~~ or f- I : Jt;~~ ::2 Jt;~~ then the C section theorem as in the 
case of the unstable manifold theorem can be used to prove first the C I and 
then the C result. As 

f(Jt;~~)::2 Jt;~~ and f-l(Jt;~~)::2 Jt;~~. 

The C result follows for these manifolds. If Jt;~~ and Jt;~~ are both C so is 
Jt;~c and this finishes the proof. 0 

EXERCISE IIU. Carry out the details of Theorem 111.2. 

EXERCISE 111.2. It is not necessary to assume that f is invertible to conclude the 
existence of the manifolds WSS or W C' tangent to E2 in Theorem 111.2. 

Let G be the Banach space of functions g: E2 ---+ E with 

g(O) = 0 and Ilgll* = sup lIu(y) - yll < 00. 
y~O lIyll 

Let G(l) = {geGILip g:5 l}. 
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---r--+----,"-"-7'"- E I X {y} 
f(E I X {y}) 

------------~------------- EI 

Figure 111.3. 

(a) Show that a graph transform for f- I is defined on this space for f, small 
enough, i.e., 

To show that rf-, is defined is like the implict function theorem because for each 
YEE 2 we are to find a unique point (x, y)EE I x {y} such that Ilxll S Ilyll andf(x, y)E 
graph g, that is, f(E I x {y} n S2) should intersect the graph of g in a unique point 
(Figure 111.3). Consider the transformation 

x -> TI- I (g(/2(X, y» - (/1 - Td(x, y» 
for {x EEl: Ilxll S Ilyll}. Show that this transformation is a contraction of this set into 
itself and that its fixed point is the unique point sought. Verify that the rf I (g) E G(I). 

(b) Show that rf I: G( \) -> G(l) is a contraction for f, small enough. 
(c) Prove the Lipschitz and C l versions of the theorem, having defined r Df-' and 

rF-I on the space of sections of E2 x LI (E 2, Ed. 
(d) State and prove the appropriate C section theorem to conclude the eversion 

of the theorem. 

EXERCISE III.3. Generally, the center and stable manifold theorems have flow 
invariant analogues for vector fields. Given a C factor field V defined in a neighbor
hood of 0 in [Rn such that V(O) = 0, let ({is = ({idl/s) be a standard bump function and 

v, = ({is V, DV,(O) = DV(O) for all s > o. 

[Rn has a three-way D V(O) invariant splitting E' E8 e E8 E", where E', EO, and E" are 
the generalized eigenspace of the eigenvalues with real part less than 0, equal to 0, and 
greater than 0, respectively. Let t/!s(t) be the flow of v" and L(t) be the flow of D V,(O). 

(a) Prove that for fixed t 

Lip(t/!s(t) - L(t» -> 0, as s -> o. 

(b) Apply Theorem 111.2 to t/!s(t) for small s. 
(c) Given an invariant manifold M ~ [Rn for t/!s(t), t/!,(t)M = M, then 

t/!.(t)t/ls(t')M = t/ls(t')t/ls(t)M 

= t/I,(t')M 
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so that 1/I,(t')M is also invariant for I/I,(t). Use the uniqueness in Theorem III.2 to 
conclude that the invariant manifolds defined there are I/I,(t') invariant for all t' 
near 0, and, hence, that V. is tangent to them and that they are I/I,(t') invariant for 
all t' E IR. 

(d) State the local theorem which follows from these considerations. 

EXERCISE I1I.4. Let T: £ -> £ be a hyperbolic automorphism of the Banach space 
£. There is an s > 0 and a neighborhood U of T in C(£(s), £) such that every f in U 
has an unstable manifold by Theorem 5.2 which is defined as the graph of a C function 
({Jf: £ ds) -> £2(S). Consider the joint mapping (f, x) -> (f,f(x» defined on U x E 1 (s) X 

E2(S). By Theorem I1I.8 observe that this map has a C center stable manifold defined 
as the graph of a C function on a perhaps smaller neighborhood V x £1 (s') -> E2(S') 
and conclude that the map (f, x) -> «({J,(x)) is C in x and f on V x E 1 (s'). 

Commentary 

To see the stable and unstable manifolds and to understand how they intersect, 
not only at one point, but at every point of a hyperbolic set (see Chapter 6) 
and then to extend these manifolds near a hyperbolic set (see the commentaries 
on Chapter 7) is the heart of the subject. 

In [4.1], Anosov gives a short historical sketch. 
I have closely followed [4.2], adding to the proofs some ideas taken from 

[5.1]. This is in order, among other things, to enable the reader of Chapters 
4 and 5 to read [5.1]. 

Notice that in the C' Section Theorem 5.18, X can be a quite arbitrary 
manifold (infinite dimensional, etc.) as long as TX has an inverse in K theory, 
e.g., TX is admissible in the sense of(5.17). 

The proof of the unstable manifold theorem in Appendix II comes from 
[5.2] and [5.3]. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Stable Manifolds for Hyperbolic Sets 

Next, we will generalize to more complicated hyperbolic sets, such as the 
horseshoe or a solenoid, the theory we have developed for a periodic point. 

Definition 6.1. Let f be a diffeomorphism of M and x a point in M. We define 

lv"S(x, f) = {y E M I d(f"(x), r(y» --> ° as n --> + 00 

and d(f"(x), f"(y» :s.; E, '<In 20}, 

WS(x, f) = U f-" lv"s(f"(x», 
":2:0 

lv"U(x, f) = {YEMld(f"(x),j"(y» --> ° as n --> -00 

and d(f"(x), r(y» :s.; E, '<In :s.; O}, 

WU(x, f) = U r lv"u(f-"(x». 
":2:0 

Note that this definition is equivalent to the one given in Chapter 2. 

Theorem 6.2. Let A be a closed hyperbolic set for f, and assume A is furnished 
with an adapted metric. Then there is a positive E such that for every point x in 
A, lv"S(x, f) is an embedded disk of dimension equal to that of E~; moreover, 
Tx lv"S(x) = E~; and similarly for the unstable case. 

(1) 

The stable and unstable discs also satisfy the following: 

d(f"(x),j"(y»:s.; A"d(x, y), '<lYE lv"S(x), '<In 2 0, 

d(f-"(x),j-"(y» :s.; A"d(x, y), '<lYE lv"U(x), '<In 2 0, 

where A < 1 is such that IID!IE'II < A and II (DfIEu)-l II < A. 
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(2) The embedding of w"u(resp.s) (x, f) varies continuously with x. More pre
cisely, if f is C and n = dim E", there is a neighborhood V of x and a 
continuous map 

0: V ---> Emb'(Dn , M) 

such that 0(y)(O) = y and 0(y)(Dn) = J.v,;S(y, f), 'iy E U. 

(3) W,S(x, f) = {yld(r(x), r(y)) ::; e, 'in ~ O} 

W,U(x, f) = {yld(fn(x), r(y)) = ::;e, 'in::; O}. 

(4) The manifold w,u(resp . s) (x, f) is as smooth as f. 

We will reduce the proof to an application of the previous stable manifold 
theorem in a conveniently chosen Banach space. We begin with some pre
liminaries about the infinite dimensional spaces that we will use. 

Let A be closed in M and E a vector bundle over A. We denote by lO(A, E) 
the space of continuous sections of E and by Ib(A, E) the space of bounded 
sections. These two spaces have natural vector bundle structures. The space 
lO(A, E) is contained in Ib(A, E) since M and hence A are compact. The sup 
norm on Ib(A, E) is defined by Ilhll = SUPxeA Ilh(x)ll. This norm makes Ib a 
Banach space. The set 1° is closed in Ib, since the uniform limit of continuous 
functions is continuous. 

Let f be a homeomorphism of M and A a closed f-invariant set. We define 
the automorphism f# of Ib(A, TAM) by 

f#: h~Df·h·f-l, 

that is, (f#(h))(x) = Dff-'(x)(h(f-l(x))) (Figure 6.1). If f is C 1, the automor
phism Df of TM is Co; so f# sends lO(A, TAM) into itself. 

Note that f# is a continuous map of Ib(A, TAM) into itself and 
Ilf# II = IIDfll. 

T -1 f 
f x 

Figure 6.1. 
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Lemma 6.3. Let A be a closed invariant set for a C1 diffeomorphism f of M. A 
is a hyperbolic set for f if and only if f# is a hyperbolic linear map. 

PROOF. If A is a hyperbolic set, then the vector space rb(A, TAM) admits a 
hyperbolic splitting for f# : 

rb(A, TAM) = rb(A, ES) EB rb(A, EU). 

On the other hand, if rb(A, TAM) = E" EB EU is a hyperbolic splitting for f#, 
one can reconstruct a hyperbolic splitting of TAM as follows: 

E~ = ES(x) = {g(x)lgEE"} 

and similarly for P. The details are left to the reader. o 

Let B(A, M) be the space of bounded, not necessarily continuous mappings 
of A into M. The space B(A, M) is a Banachable manifold modeled on the 
space of bounded vector fields (sections of the tangent bundle) rb(A, TM). 
Recall the definitions of the exponential map expx and exponential charts on 
B(A, M). 

The map expx is the mapping of TxM to M which is: 

(1) tangent to the identity at the origin of TxM, 
(2) sends lines in TxM through the origin to geodesics in M through x, 
(3) sends balls in TxM about the origin to balls in M about x, 
(4) d(expx Xi' X) = Ilxi II for sufficiently small Xi in T"M. 

In (3) more is true; for small enough b, expx is a surjective diffeomorphism of 
B(O, <5) onto B(x, b) and when M is compact, <5 does not depend on x. In this 
case, the exponential map is a diffeomorphism of a neighborhood of the zero 
section of the tangent bundle onto a neighborhood ofthe diagonal in M x M: 

exp: U f-+ (m, eXPm(u)), where U E Tm(M). 

Charts on B(A, M). Let inc (A) be the inclusion of A in M. Let Ud be the 
neighborhood of inc(A) in B(A, M), consisting of mappings of satisfying 
d(g(x), x) ~ b for all x in A. The chart <I> is defined by 

<1>: Ud ~ n(A, TM) c rb(A, TM), 

<1>: h ~ exp -\ (graph (h)). 

q,(h) is thus the section given by <I>(h)(x) = exp;l(h(x)), that is, <I>(h)(x) = 
exp-I(x, h(x)). 

Note that <I>(inc(A)) is the zero section of TM which we denote by O. 
The mappings F and F. We associate to f the automorphism F of B(A, M) 

defined by F(h) = fhf- I . The inclusion inc(A) is thus a fixed point of F. We 
will show that inc (A) is, in fact, a hyperbolic fixed point of F. By using 
exponential charts, it suffices to study the mapping F defined on a neighbor-
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hood of the zero section by E = <I>F<I>-l: 
<1>-1 F <I> 

['~(J\, TM) --+ U(inc(A» --+ B(A, M) --+ [,~(A, TM). 

The image of the section (J of [,~(A, TM), for small 11 < b, is the section 

E«(J)(x) = exp,;l(j(eXpj_l)(J(j-l(x»»). 

The mapping E is as smooth as f and has for its derivative at ° the automor
phism f# = DoE of ['b(A, TM) defined by 

f#«(J) = Df·(J·f-l. 

Lemma 6.3 allows us to see that f# is linear and hyperbolic, so that the zero 
section ° is a hyperbolic fixed point for E; that is to say, inc (A) is a hyperbolic 
fixed point for F. The bundle ['b(A, T M) has the following hyperbolic splitting 
for f# = DoE: 

where TAM = P EB £U is a hyperbolic splitting of TM for f 

The stable manifold of 0. Applying the stable manifold theorem to 0, we see 
that there is an invariant manifold for E: w"S(O, E) which is the graph of a C 
function: 

The stable manifold w" which we have found is defined relative to the box 
norm II II' on ['b(A, TM) = ['b(A, P) EB ['b(A, EU) defined by II(xS, xU)II' = 
max( Ilxs II, Ilxu II)· 

The stable manifold w"S(O, E) satisfies 

w"S(O, E) = {(JE [,~(A, TM)IE"«(J)E [,~(A, TM), "In ~ O}, 

where if r E [,~(A, ES ), l/!(r) E [,~(A, EU) is the only section ofthe unstable bundle 
which satisfies 

"In ~ 0, (E)"(r, l/!(r» E B~(O), 

where B~(O) is the 11 ball about ° in ['b(A, TM) with the box norm. 
Returning to the norm II lion ['b(A, TM) induced by the Riemannian 

metric on M, we set 

Since the norms II II and II II' are equivalent we have, for small enough e, 

w,;S(O, E) c w"S(O, F). 

Lemma 6.4. w,;S(x, f) = {expxC(J(x))l(JE w,;S(O, E)} = {h(x)lhE w,;S(inc(A), F)} 

[w,;S(O, E) c ['b(A, TM); J:!'eS(inc(A), F) c B(A, M)]. 
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PROOF. Let h be a point in the stable manifold W.S(inc(A), p); the sequence 
pn(h) tends to inc(A), thus 

sup d[pn(h)(z), pn(inc(A))(z)] -+ 0 as n -+ +00. 
ZEA 

Therefore, since inc(A) is fixed by P, we have 

sup d[pn(h)(z), z] -+ 0 as n -+ +00, 
ZEA 

that is 

supd[rlif-n(z), z] -+ 0 as n -+ +00. 
ZEA 

Thus 

sup [rh(z), rz] -+ 0 as n -+ +00 
ZEA 

and so h(z) E W.S(z, f). 
Conversly, supposing that y is in W.S(x, f), we have d(r(x), r(y)) -+ 0 as 

n -+ +00. Defining a bounded function c5': E B(A, M) by 

we see 

c5,:(x) = y, 

c5,:(z) = z, Vz i= x, 

~ -1 {z if z i= f(x), 
F(c5':(z)) = f 0 c5': 0 f (z) = fey) if z = f(x), 

that is, P(c5.:) = c5//1/, so pn(c5.:) = c5j.(<:( 
We will now show that if y belongs to W.S(x, f) the map c5': belongs to 

W.S(inc(A), p). In fact 

d[pn(c5n, inc (A)] = supd[pn(c5':)(z), inc(A)(z)] 
ZEA 

= supd[c5j.(<:/(z), z] 
ZEA 

= d[r(y), rex)]. 

Now d[r(y), rex)] tends to 0 as n tends to 00, and we are done; c5': does 
belong to W.S(inc(A), F) for y in W.S(x, f). 

We have then 

W.S(x, f) = {h(x)lhE W.S(inc(A), p)} 

or, using exponential charts, 

W.S(x, f) = {expx Y(X)IYE W.S(O, F)}. o 
Lemma 6.5. There is a continuous bundle map J-l, C' on each fiber such that the 
image of a section (7 in r~(A, ES ) under the mapping 1/1 which defines w.,S(O, F) 
can be written 1/1«(7) = J-lO (7. 
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The diayram 

E' 
Il Ell -------+ 

~ ~ 

1 1 
A 

id 
A -------+ 

commutes. 
Moreover, the restriction of J1 to the fiber over x along with its derivatives 

of order up to r, depends continuously on x. 

PROOF. The condition that tf;(a) = J1 0 (J implies in particular that the value 
tf;«(J) at x depends only on (J(x) and not on the values of (J elsewhere. 

Let, then, x be a point in A, and (Jl and (Jz be two sections in r~(A, £') 
having the same value at x: (JI(X) = (Jz(x); we will show that tf;«(Jtl(x) = 

tf;«(J2)(X), 
Suppose that tf;«(J d(x) # tf;«(J 2)(X), However, we know that [n«(J I' tf;«(J I» -> 

o and [n«(J2' tf;«(J2)) -> 0, as n -> +00, since [(JI' tf;«(Jtl] and [(J2, tf;«(J2)] be

long to W~S(O, F). 
Now define a bounded map, TE r~(A, P), by 

T(Y) = tf;«(JI)(Y) 

T(X) = tf;«(J2)(X), 

for Y # x, 

From above, we know that [n«(J I' T) -> 0 when n -> +00, which is absurd if 
tf;«(JI)(X) # tf;«(J2)(X), because it contradicts the fact that tf; could also be 
defined by 

tf;«(J tl is the only section of E~ such that [n«(J l' tf;«(J Il) -> O. 

We have, in fact 

= sup Ilexp;l [fn(exPf"(Z)«(JI' T)(f-n(Z)))] II 
ZEA 

= max f sup Ilexp;1 [fn(exPf"(Z)«(Jl' tf;«(JI))(f-n(z)))], 
1 ZEA 
'z of f"(x) 

Ilexpj!(X)[fn(expA(Jz, tf;«(Jz»)(X))] II} 

:::; max{d[pn«(JI' tf;«(Jtl), 0], d[[n«(J2' tf;«(Jz)), OJ}. 

The last expression tends to 0, when n tends to +00, which shows that 
replacing I{I«(JI)(X) by I{I«(Jz)(x) does not keep pn«(Jl' T) from converging uni
formly to the zero section. Thus, I{I«(Jtl(x) = I{I«(J2)(X), which shows that 
I{I«(J)(x) only depends on (J(x), as we hoped. 
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We can now define the mapping j1: E~ ~ E~ by Il(v) = I/I(b;)(x), recalling 
that b; is the section given by b;(x) = v, b;(z) = Oz for z #- x. In short, 11 is 
defined by the following composition: 

E S ~ rb(A £S) ~ rb(A EU) e~ EU 
x ~, ", x' 

This definition guarantees that 11 preserves the fibers of E~. Furthermore, 11 is 
induced by the mapping 1/1: r~(A, £S) ~ r~(A, £1'), which is C; thus we easily 
see that the restriction of 11 to the fiber of E~ over x, Ilx, is a C map. 

It only remains to show that Ilx depends continuously on x in the C 
topology, which is not immediate since we have considered bounded sections 
without regard for the topology on A. 

To prove the continuity, it suffices to show that 11 induces a C map of the 
space of continuous sections r~(A, £1'). 

Recall that we have the following commutative diagram: 

CO(A, M) 
F 

CO (A, M) -------> 

inclusion 1 1 inclusion 

B(A, M) 
F 

B(A, M). -------> 

The inclusion inc(A) is a hyperbolic fixed point for the mapping F: CO(A, M) ~ 
CO (A, M). Thus we can, working with charts, produce the stable manifold of 
inc(A) as the graph of a map 

1/1': r~(A, ES ) ~ r~(A, £1') 

This map 1/1' is C and must be the restriction of 1/1 to r~(A, ES), since the stable 
manifold of 0 in r~(A, TM) is the graph of 1/1. Thus I/I'«J) = 11 0 (J, and we see 
the maps Ilx and their derivatives up to order r depend continuously on x. D 

END OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 6.2. We have 

J.¥"S(x, b) = {exPA'y(x))IYE J.¥"S(O, F)} c W~S(x, b), 

where 

~S(x, b) = {expx[v, ll(v)]lvEE~, Ilvll < IJ} 

or, equally, 

~S(x, b) = {expAgraphllx c TxM)}. 

Since the restriction of 11 to each fiber is C and since expx is a local diffeomor
phism, W~S(x, b) is an emb~dde~ disc through ~ of dj~ensi~m equal to that of 
E~ (Figure 6.2). Since 1/1(0) = 0, we have 11 0 0 = 1/1(0) = 0, so 11(0£,) = Oe. 
Since the graph of 1/1, {«J, 1/I«J»I(JEr~(A, £S)}, is tangent to rb(A, ES ) ~t 
0, the graph of the restriction of 11 to the fiber over x, {(v, Il( v)) I v E E~, II v II < IJ} 
is tangent to E~ at the origin of the tangent space to M at x. Therefore 

Yx(W;,S(x, b» = E~. 
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x 
,.- . 
w~ (x, f) 

Figure 6.2. 

Consider the map 

(graph J1.): A ..... Emb(DS, M), 

x f-+ eXpx [graph J1.x], 

where s = dim E~. This map is defined locally by means of charts for the 
bundle E' and is continuous. 

Let us decompose this map. Let Cx: D~ ..... (E~)x be a trivializing chart for 
the bundle in a neighborhood of x. Let Px: D~ ..... M be defined by pAy) = 
expx[Cx(Y), J1. 0 Cx(Y)]. Purists should not forget to rescale via sc: Di ..... D~. 
The map (graph J1.) is defined locally by (graph J1.)x = Px 0 sc, and is clearly 
continuous. 

Consequently, W~'(x, f) is a C' disc which depends continuously on x in 
the C' topology. 

We now show that J.t;,'(x, f) is a disc of the same dimension as W~S(x, f) 
and also depends on C' continuously on x. 

First notice that the norm II Txflw~(x.f) II is strictly less than A, since the 
tangent space to ~'(x, f) is E~. Thus we have, for sufficiently small e, the 
following implication: if y is in ~'(x, f) and d(x, y) :$; e, then d(f(x), f(y)) :$; 

U(x, y). (One can choose e independent of x since A is compact and ~S(x, f) 
depends continuously on x.) 

Thus we have 

J.t;,'(x, f) = {y E ~'(x, f)ld(y, x) :$; e} = W~'(x, b) n B.(x). 

Now, if e is very small, W~S(x, b) n B.(x) is a disc and Thorn's isotopy theorem 
shows that it depends C' continuously on x. 0 

Corollary and Definition 6.6. Under the hypothesis of 6.2, if x E A, the set 
WS(x, f) = Un<':of-n[J.t;,'(x,fn x )] is an immersed submanifold of M. We call 
this submanifold the global stable manifold of x for f in contrast to the local 
stable manifold J.t;,'(x, f). Of course, there are analogous definitions for the 
unstable case. 
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Appendix IV 

Center and Strong Stable Manifolds for Invariant Sets 

The stable manifold theorem for hyperbolic sets may be generalized to strong 
stable, center stable, center, center unstable, and strong unstable manifolds 
for hyperbolic invariant sets using Theorem III.2 or 8. Here we will only state 
the strong stable and center stable manifold theorem. The strong unstable and 
center unstable theorems are proven by replace f by f- 1 and the center 
manifolds are obtained by intersecting the center unstable and center stable. 

Theorem IV.I. Let A be an invariant set for the C diffeomorphism f of M. 
Suppose that TMIA has a continuous Tf invariant direct sum decomposition 

and that there are real constants 

o < A < p < 11 and 0 < A < 1 

such that 

II Df(x) v II ~ Allvll for all xEA and v#-O in E2 

and 

IIDf(x)vll z I1llvll for all XEA and v#-O in E J 

for an adapted metric in TMIA. There is a positive t: and for every point x in 
A two embedded discs w"SS(x) and w"CU(x) tangent at x to E2 (x) and E 1(x), 
respectively, and satisfying: 

(0) w"SS(x) is a C embedded disc. 
(1) w"SS(x) = {Yld(fn(x), f"(y» ~ e, n z 0, and d(fn(x), f"(y»/pn --+ 0 as 

n --+ oo}. 
(2) f(w"SS(x» <:; w"ss(f(x» and f contracts distance by a constant close to A. 
(3) The embedding w"SS(x) varies continuously with x. More precisely, if f is 

C and n = dim E2 there is a neighborhood U of x and a continuous 
map 8: U --+ Embr(Dn, M) such that 

8(x)(0) = x and 8(x)(Dn) = w"SS(x). 

(4) If Ap-j < 1 for 1 ~j ~ r then WCU(x) is C. 
(5) f(w"cU(x» n B,(x) <:; w"cu(f(x», where 

Be(x) = {YEMld(x, y) < e}. 

(6) The w"CU(x) vary continuously as C embedded discs as in (3). 

PROOF. The proof of this theorem is almost the same as Theorem 6.2 except 
that we apply Theorem 111.2 or 8 instead of the stable manifold theorem. 
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rb(A, TI\M) = rb(r, E I) EEl rb(A, E 2 ) which is a p-pseudohyperbolic splitting 
for the linear map 1#: rb(A, TI\M) ---+ rb(A, TI\) defined by 1# (h) = Dlo hoi-I. 
The maps F: B(A, M) ---+ B(A, M) defined by F(h) = Ihl- I and F defined 
on a neighborhood of the zero section in rb(A, TM) by F(a)(x) = 
exp;1 (j(exPJ-1Aa(j-1 (x»») are as smooth as I, Dol': rb(A, TM)---+ 
rb(A, T M) and Do F = 1#. In order to apply Theorem 111.2 or 8 we produce 
C extensions Fs of F on the ball of radius s in rb(A, TM) such that Lip(Fs -
1#) tends to zero as s ---+ O. The function gx = exp J(~J I expx maps a neighbor
hood of zero in TxM into ~(x)M and has derivative Dlx at 0 in TxM. Suppose 
that s is small enough, and lPs.x = lPI.Al/s) is a standard bump function defined 
on TxM and varying smoothly with x, then 

(v) = {lPs,AV)9AV) + (1 - lPs,Av»DIAO)v for x E B(2s), 
gs.x DIAO) v for x in the complement of B(2s), 

extends gx on B(s) to a diffeomorphism gs.x: TxM ---+ T(x)M, as smooth as 
I and Lip(gs.x - DIAO» ---+ 0 as s ---+ 0, uniformly in x. Now extend F to 
Fs by Fsa(x) = gs.xa/-I(x). Fs is C, extends F on B(s) in rb(A, TM) and 
Lip(Fs - /#) ---+ 0 with s as the same is true on each fiber, that is, 

Lip(Fs - 1#) :'0:: sup Lip(gs,x - DIAO» 
xEA 

which tends to zero, Now Theorem 111.2 may be applied to Fs. The proof now 
proceeds as the proof of 6.2, using the characterizations of W SS and WCU which 
follow from 111.2. We leave the construction of the function J1 and the rest of 
the proof as an exercise. 0 

Note that, of course, the WCU(x) are not necessarily unique, they may 
depend on the extension of F constructed. The W" are, however, unique since 
they are locally dynamically defined. 

EXERCISE IV.1. Prove that the function J1 of Theorem IV.) exists and finish the proof 
of the theorem. 

EXERCISE IV.2. Formulate center, center unstable, and strong unstable manifold 
theorems for invariant sets which are the analogue of Theorem 111.8. 

Commentary 

I have retained the presentation of [4.2]. Moser [6.2] gives a new proof of the 
theorem of Anosov. In the appendix to [1.16], Mather translates the implicit 
function theorem techniques of Moser in terms of Banach manifolds. The idea 
is the following: to find a continuous solution of the equation gh = hi, when 
9 is close to f, we examine the transformation Yg: CaCM, M) ---+ CaCM, M) 
defined by Yg(h) = ghl- 1 • When 9 = I, the identity, idM ; is a solution, that is, 
a fixed point of ~.It is a transverse fixed point if and only if I - 1# is invertible, 
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_&-1 .fo/ 
Figure C6.1. 

since, in appropriate charts, f# is the derivative of T.r at idM . The implicit 
function theorem implies that the transformation Yg has a unique fixed point 
in a neighborhood of idM when 9 is close enough to f. Mather showed that 
the endomorphism 1- f# of rO(M, TM) is invertible if and only if f is an 
Anosov diffeomorphism. I mention this here to show, historically, how atten
tion was focused on I - f# and to expose the roots of the proof. (Figure C6.1). 

Note that the fixed point of Yg is the intersection (in CO(M, M)) of the local 
stable and unstable manifolds of Yg. Once again, if we follow the proof of the 
stable and unstable manifold theorems, we conclude that, if 9 is close enough 
to j; 

exp[evx W,~c(Yg)] = exp(graph(Ux )) 

is the image under the exponential map of the graph of a function Ux : E~,e -+ 

E~,e' that if f and 9 are sufficiently smooth, then Ux will be C, etc. For e > 0 
small enough, exp(graph(UJ) will be a C manifold and will be composed of 
points y satisfying d(gn(y), f"(x)) < e, '<In ::; O. The same analysis applies to the 
stable sets. 

The point of intersection of these two submanifolds is unique: it is h(x) and 
the two manifolds are transverse here (Figure C6.2). Now choose a box S(x) 
around each point x of M, and now let 9 be a map close to .r (Figure C6.3). 

h(') f 
-ex 

Figure C6.2. 

- g -1 [S(F(X)) 

S(x) 

• \ g(S(x)) • f(x) \ 
x 

S(f(x)) 

'--

Figure C6.3. 
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The sets 

and 

n gn[S(f-n(x))] = {yld(gn(y), f"(x)) < e, \In ::; O} 
n;o,O 

are manifolds which coincide with the stable and unstable manifolds for j of 
x, when g = j; the map g contracts and expands these local manifolds by a 
factor close to the constant of hyperbolicity of j, which shows that they are 
the stable and unstable manifolds for g; finally they are transverse and thus 
the intersection nneZg-n[S(fn(x))] reduces to a point y which is the only 
point satisfying d(gn(y), f"(x)) < e, for all n in 7L. The sought for conjugacy h is 
therefore given by h(x) = y. This is how Anosov constructed his conjugacy. 

One can find the manifolds nn;o,og-n[S(fn(x))] and nn;o,ogn[S(f-n(x))] 
directly with the aid of a graph transformation on the disjoint union of the 
boxes S(x). 

In general, one can either argue in function space or directly on the 
manifold M; the latter approach has the advantage of a more geometric flavor, 
but the precise results are difficult to establish. I have, in general, chosen the 
functional approach because it seems quicker. 

The reader will find these different points of view in Anosov [4.1], Palis 
and Smale [6.3], Melo [6.1], Robinson [6.5], and Conley [1.5], on the 
geometric side, and in Moser [6.2] and Robbin [6.4] a more functional 
approach. 

The discussion will continue in the subsequent commentaries. 
Appendix IV is taken from [5.1] where there is additional discussion of 

these points. 
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CHAPTER 7 

More Consequences of Hyperbolicity 

Definition 7.1. Consider two submanifolds V and W of M which intersect at 
a point p. We say that V and Ware transverse at p, V in W, or that p is a point 
of transverse intersection of V and W, if 

To V + To W = TpM. 

More generally, if f is a smooth map of a manifold V into M, and W is a 
submanifold of M, we say that f is transverse to W at a point p of V, fin W, 
if either f(p)¢ W or f(p)E Wand Dfp(Tp V) + T.r(p) W = T.r(p)M. We say that V 
and Ware transverse, V in W, if V and Ware transverse wherever they 
intersect; and that f: V -+ M is transverse to Won a subset K if f is transverse 
to W at all points of K. 

When we have a map ffrom a manifold V of dimensionj to a manifold M 
of dimension m, transverse at p to a submanifold W of dimension k with f(p) 
in W, there is a chart (U, <1» on M is a neighborhood of f(p) such that: 

(1) <I>(W) = [Rk X {O} C [Rm. 

(2) The composition Pi 0 <I> 0 f, where Pi is the projection onto the complemen
tary [Rm-k of <I>(W), is defined in a neighborhood of p in V and has a 
surjective derivative at p. 

The implicit function theorem allows us to conclude that, in a neighbor
hood of p, [Pi 0 <1>0 n-1 (O) = f- 1(W) is a submanifold of dimension dim V + 
dim W - dim M of V, in other words, codimv f-l(W) = codimM(W). When 
V is compact and W is closed in M, the preimage f- 1 (W) is a submanifold of 
V whenever f is transverse to W Furthermore, transversality is stable, if V 
and W have no boundaries, any map g, sufficiently C 1 close to an f with f in W 
is also transverse to Wand g-I(W) is diffeomorphic to f-l(W). If Ov and Ow 
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are nonempty, the preceding still holds, as long as there is a neighborhood of 
f(av ) u aw disjoint from f( V) (\ W; this is the case for two discs of complemen
tary dimension intersecting transversely in a single point in their respective 
interiors, in this case the preceding remarks are equivalent to the local inverse 
function theorem. 

Proposition 7.2. Let A be a compact hyperbolic invariant set for a C diffeomor
phism of M, r :2: 1. Then, for every small positive 1] there is a positive b, such 
that 'ix, YEA such that d(x, y) < b, w,;'(x) (\ w,;U(y) = p, where p is a point of 
transverse intersection of W~'(x) and w,;U(y). 

PROOF. Choose I: to be as in the proof of the stable manifold theorem for A. 
Then W,S(x) (\ W,U(x) is a single point x and, in fact, w,s if, w,u since Tx W,S(x) = 
E~, Tx W,U(x) = E~ and TxM = E~ EB E~. The proposition then follows from 
the preceding remarks and the continuity W,U(x) and W,S(x) in the C 1 

topology. D 

Definition 7.3. Let X be a metric space and f a homeomorphism of X to itself. 
We say that f is expansive on a subset Y of X, if there is positive I: such that 
for any pair of distinct points x and y, x in X and y in Y: 

sup d[fn(x), f"(y)] > 1:. 

n 

When X = Y we simply say f is expansive. 

Proposition 7.4. Let A be a closed hyperbolic invariant set for a C diffeomor
phism f of M, r :2: 1; then f is expansive on A. 

PROOF. With [; as in the stable manifold theorem, if we have 
supn d[f"(x), f"(y)] ~ I: for x in M and y in A, then we must have x E W,S(y) 
and x E W,U(y). Thus, x E W,S(y) (\ W,U(y), so x = y. D 

Hyperbolic invariant sets are very robust. We will begin by discussing the 
linear case, using our old friend the graph transform. First, we will show that 
the hyperbolic linear automorphisms of a Banach space form an open set. 

Proposition 7.5. Given three real numbers. r, f;, and k, ° < r < 1, e > 0, k > 0; 
there is positive b such that if E is a Banach space, T a hyperbolic automorphism 
of E with adapted splitting E = £1 EB £2' L a continuous linear automorphism, 
and we have 

liT-III < k, liT - LII < b, 

then L is also hyperbolic with respect to a splitting £ = FI EB F2 and,further, 

IILIF211 < r + e. 
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Note that the estimates made below in order to prove the proposition are 
taken relative to the box norm on E defined by II liE = max [II liE" II IIE2 ]. 

PROOF. Let Ll(E l , E2) be the space of continuous linear maps of El to E2 
of norm less than or equal to 1. The graph transform r L: Ll (E l' E 2 ) -+ 

Ll(E l , E 2 ) associated to L is well defined when liT - LII < 1 -!, and has a 
fixed point a when liT - LII < (1 - !)/2. The mapping a then gives rise to the 
unstable manifold, graph (a), which is a linear subspace Fl of E. We have, by 
Lemma 5.5, 

1 
IlellF,11 < 1/! _ liT - LII 

and thus if 1/(1/! - J) < ! + e, the first condition is satisfied. 
In order to find F2 , we invert T and L; this requires that liT - LII < l/k. 

Writing L = T - (T - L), we have 

T- l L= id - T-l(T - L) 

and since 

IIT-l(T-L)11 $;kIIT-LII < 1 

the inverse of T-1L exists and is given by the power series I~o [T- l (T - L)]i. 
Comparing (T- l L)-l with the identity, we see 

Ilid - (T-1L)-111 $; f [kilT _ LilY = kilT - LII $;~. 
j=l l-kIIT-Llll-kJ 

Thus 

In order to apply the preceding arguments to L -1, it suffices that 

k2 J 1 - ! 
---<-- and 
1 - kJ 2 1/! _ k 2 J/(l _ kJ) < ! + e, 

which we may guarantee by making J small enough. D 

Proposition 7.6. Let A be a hyperbolic invariant set for a C diffeomorphism of 
M, r :2: 1. There exist neighborhoods U of A in M and V of f in Diffl (M) such 
that if g belongs to V and if K is a g-invariant set in U, then K is hyperbolic 
for g. 

PROOF. Consider the hyperbolic splitting of TM over A: 
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First, we continuously extend the bundles E S and EU over A to bundles ES and 
EU over an open neighborhood V 1 ; then, using the openness oflinear isomor
phisms, we find a neighborhood V2 of A1 , contained in V 1 , where TMlu 2 = 
ES EB Eu. 

If x is a point in the intersection of V2 and f- 1(V2 ) we can write 
Df: E~ EB E~ -+ E}(x) EB E,}(x) as a block matrix 

(A~ B~) 
C~ D~ 

and restricting our attention to a possibly smaller neighborhood V3 of A, we 
have 

Now let V4 be a neighborhood of A with compact closure such that U4 u f(U4 ) 

is contained in V3 • If g is C 1 close to f, the neighborhood V2 will contain g(V4 ) 

and, for x in V4 , the linear map Dgx: E~ EB E~ -+ E~(x) EB E~(x) has the matrix 

with 

IIAxl1 < 2 + J < 1; IID;lll < 2 + J. 

Notice that 

and 

are J close. 
If K is a g invariant set in V4 , then its unstable bundle is the fixed point of 

a certain graph transform. Let D -+ K be the bundle whose fiber at x is the 
unit ball in the space of linear maps from E~ to E~; Dx = L1 (E~, E~). 

Define a fiber preserving map F: D -+ D by 

FID = Fx = r D : L1 (E~, E~) -+ L1 (E~(x), E~(x». 
x 9 x 

F is continuous and contracts fibers. The graph transform r F thus has a unique 
fixed point, as in the case of the graph transform in the proof of the C'section 
theorem. We leave it to the reader to check that the invariant section for r F 

gives the unstable bundle for g. and to construct the stable bundle by con
sidering g-l. D 
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REMARK. One could demonstrate the existence of a unique fixed point for r F 

differently. Let 

and define a fiber preserving map G: D --+ D by Gx = rv Now r G is a con
tracting linear operator; r F , being a small perturbation of r G, thus has the 
desired fixed point. Note that L is not the derivative of a mapping, but 
nevertheless allows us to show that r F has a fixed point. We will use this idea 
again to prove the stronger Theorem 7.8. 

The next proposition is a consequence of the stable manifold theorem, but 
we will give a direct proof in order to obtain the estimates we need for the 
proof of Theorem 7.8. 

Proposition 7.7. Let E be a Banach space, E(r) the closed ball in E about 0 of 
radius r. Suppose that E admits a splitting by closed subspaces E = E I EEl E z, 
and that E has the box norm. Let Pi be the projection on Ei. 

Let T be a linear automorphism which is hyperbolic with respect to the 
splitting EI EB Ez. Let T; = TIE' Thus there is a positive constant A < 1 such 
that II TI- I II < ), and II Tzil < A. . 

Let f: E(r) --+ E be a map close to T with Lip(f - T) < Band II f(O) II ~ b. 
If A + B < 1 and b < r(l - A - B), then f has a unique fixed point PI in E(r). 

Moreover, 

IlpI11 < 1 _ ~ _ B II f(O) II 

and PI depends CO continuously on f. 

PROOF. Define a map 1: E(r) --+ E by 

l(x) = TI-I[x i + Tix i - fl(xI, Xz)] + fz(X!, xz), 

where Xi = Pi(X) and /; = Pi 0 f. The map 1 has the same fixed points as f; 
we will show that 1 is contracting and I[E(r)] c E(r), so 1 has a unique 
fixed point by the contraction mapping principle. Letting x = (x I' xz) and 
y = (y!, yz) we see 

IIl(x) -1(y)11 = max{IITI-I[(x! - yd + (TIPI - fl}{x) 

- (TIP! - ftl(y)] II, Ilfz(x) - fz(y)ll} 

~ max{A(l + B) IIx - yll, (A + e) Ilx - yll} = (A + B) Ilx - YII. 

Since (A + B) < 1,1 is contracting. 
Next we will show that 1[E(r)] is contained in E(r). From above, we 
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conclude that 

IIJ(x)II ~ (A + e)llxll + IIJ(O)II. 

Now, since II Tl- l II < 1, 

II J(O) II = max[IITI-lfl(O)II, Ilf2(0)IIJ ~ Ilf(O)II· 

Therefore, when x is in E(r) 

Ilf(x)11 ~ (A + e)llxll + II f(O) II ~ (A + e)r + c5 

which is less than r by hypothesis. Since Pj is the limit of the sequence J"(O), 
we easily see 

II J(O) II 1 
Ilpjll ~ 1 _ (A + e) ~ 1 -), _ e Ilf(O)II. 

It only remains to show that Pj depends continuously on f, Defining (f 
analogously to], we estimate 

IIJ(x) - (f(x) II ~ Ilf(x) - g(x)11 ~ d(f, g). 

Hence 

IIPj - PgII = IIJ(pj) - (f(pg ) II ~ II](pj) - (f(pg) II + II (f(Pj) - (f(pg)ll 

~ d(f, g) + (), + e) Ilpj - Pg II· 

Thus we have 

o 

Now we will examine the fundamental theorem which allows us to deduce 
easily most of the stability theorems in this book. 

Theorem 7.8. Let A be hyperbolic invariant set for a Ck diffeomorphism of M. 
There are numbers a > 0, K > 0, r > 0, a neighborhood U of A in M and 
neighborhood V of fin Diffl(M) with the following properties: 

For any topological space X, any homeomorphism h of X, and any continuous 
map i: X -> U, if g belongs to V and d(ih, gil < a, then there is a continuous map 
j: X -> M such that jh = gj and d(i, j) ~ r. (We call such a j a pseudoconjugacy). 

In fact, we have the stronger estimate that d(i,j) ~ Kd(ih, gil. Moreover, for 
fixed i and h, j depends CO continuously on g. 

We can summarize this by the following diagrams: 
i 

X --+ U 

X --+ M 
i 
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commutes up to IX and g is close to f. =>3!j, dU, j) ::;; r such that 

X~M 

commutes. 

x --+ M 
j 

PROOF. Our strategy for the proof will be to show that 

G: Co(X, M) ~ Co(X, M), 

G: kl---+gkh- l 
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has a unique fixed point in a neighborhood of i. We will do this by showing 
that G is a Lipschitz perturbation of a hyperbolic operator constructed from 
t, and then apply Proposition 7.7. 

Step 0: Linearizing CO(X, M). Suppose we are given a Riemannian metric on 
M. There is an B' > 0 such that the exponential map expx: TxM ~ M is a 
diffeomorphism on the ball of radius B'. We will identify the tangent space of 
TxM with TxM itself, since it is a linear space. Thus, the derivative of expx at 
yin TxM, (D expxJ(y) maps TxM to T.xPx(y)M and (D expx)(O) is the identity 
map of TxM. Choose B with 0 < B < s'. The ball B.(i) = {k: X ~ Mld(i, k) ::;; 
B} c CO(X, M) can be identified with a neighborhood r~(X, i*TM) of the zero 
section of the bundle i*TM by a homeomorphism <l> defined by <l>(k)(x) = 
expi(~)[k(x)]. Note that <l> sends i to the zero section. 

We will assume that the given metric is adapted to (A, f), uniformly on A, 
that is, 

3A < 1 

such that 

VXEA, 

and 

liD/x-IIE'li < A. 

Extend the splitting TAM = E' EB EU to a compact neighborhood W of A, 
TwM = B' EB BU. If z and x are two points in M with d(f(x), z) ::;; B, define a 
map Fz.x: TxM ~ ~M by Fz,x = D(exp;l )J(X) Dfx· If the points z and x belong 
to W, the splitting B' EB EU allows us to write Fz•x as the block matrix 

where 
Az,xEL(E~, E~), Bz,xEL(E~, E~), 

Cz,xEL(E~, E~), and Dz,xEL(E~, E~). 
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Let Fz •x be the map with the diagonal block matrix 

( A z •x 0 ). 
o Dz •x 

In this setting we prove two preliminary lemmas before attacking the proof 
of Theorem 7.8. 0 

Lemma 7.9. For all f/ > 0 we find a neighborhood U(f/) of A and a constant 
15 > 0 such that 

VXE U(f/), 

IlFz.x - Fz.x II < f/, 

Vz such that d(f(x), z) < 15, 

PROOF. If x belongs to A and z = f(x) we have Fz.x = Fz.x = Dfx. For arbitrary 
x and z the result follows from the continuous dependence of Fz.x and Fz.x on 
z and x. 0 

Lemma 7.10. For all f/' and 15, f/' > 0, 0 < 15 < 8. there is r = r(t5, f/') > 0 and a 
C 1 neighborhood V = V(t5, f/') of f such that if d(z, f(y)) :::;; 15 and 9 belongs to 
V, then we have 

g(Br(y)) c expAB,(O)), 

Lip[(Fz.y - exp;1 ogoexpy)IBr(oa < f/'. 

(1) 

(2) 

PROOF. First choose a small r1 = rl(t5) so that if d(z,f(y)) < 15 we have 
expAB,(O)) ::::l f(Brl (y)), which is possible since 15 < 8 and f is uniformly con
tinuous. Condition (1) then holds for 9 sufficiently CO close to f. 

The map exp;1 f expy is defined on the ball Brl (0); if exp;1 is also defined 
in a neighborhood of a point v within this ball, we have 

D(Fz.y - exp;1 g expy)v 

= D[(D exp;I)J(y)D/y - exp;1 g expy]v 

= (D exp;1 )J(y)Dfy - D(exp;1 )g(eXPy(V)Pgexpy(v)D(expy)v' 

This last expression is defined and equal to 0 if g = f and v = O. Since the 
derivative above is a continuous function of v in TxM and 9 in Diffl (M), we 
are done, by continuity. 0 

We now continue with our proof of the theorem. 

Step 1. We will construct a hyperbolic linear operator F on qx, i*TM) which 
depends only on f, i, and h. We define F by the formula 

F(cr)(x) = Fi(x).ih-1(x)cr(h-1(x)), where crEqX, i*TM). 

Since Fz.x is only defined where x and z are in a small neighborhood of A and 
the distance from f(x) to z is small, the operator F is well defined only when 
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i(x) is contained in a small neighborhood of 1\ and d(i,Jih -1) is small. Notice 
that, by construction, F preserves the splitting r(X, i*TM) = r(X, i*EU) E9 
r(X, i*ES). 

In particular, assuming the neighborhood of 1\ and the distance d(i, fih -1) 
are perhaps even smaller, Lemma 7.9 shows that F is hyperbolic, that is, 

IWlnx.i*E') II < A < 1, 

IIF-1 Inx,i*Eu)1I < A < 1. 

Lemma 7.9 also allows us to associate to each 1] > ° a neighborhood U(1]) of 
1\ and a number <5(1]) such that 

d(i,Jih-1) < <5(1]) and i(X) c U(1]) 

imply 

sup IlFi(x),ih-'(X) - Fi(x),ih-'(x) II < 1]. 
XEX 

Step 2: Defining GandG. Consider the map G: CO(X, M) ~ CO(X, M), G: kl-+ 
gkh-1. From the triangle inequality 

d(gkh -1, i) s d(gkh -1, gih -1) + d(gih -1, i) 

we see that there are constants (J(1 > 0, r1 > 0, and a CO neighborhood V1 of 
f (independent of X, i and k) such that if g belongs to V1 and d(gi, ih) < (J(1' 
then the image G(Br, (i» is contained in Be(i). 

Thus, when these two conditions hold we can define the map G = 
<DG<D-1: rr,(X, i*TM) ~ r(X, i*TM). Recall that <D is the following chart on 
a neighborhood of i in CO(X, M) 

G is given explicitly as 

<D: Be(i) ~ re(X, i*TM), 

<D(k)(x) = expi(;)k(x). 

G(a)(x) = [expi(;ag(exPi(h-'(X»a(h-1(x))). 

Step 3: G is Lipschitz close to F. Using the norm on r(X, i*TM) induced by 
the Riemannian metric of M, we can calculate the Lipschitz distance from G 
to F on the ball B(r'): 

Lip[(G - F)IB(r,)J S sup II Fi(x),ih-'(X) - Fi(X),ih-'(x) II 
XEX 

+ sup Lip [Fi(x),ih-'(x) - exp;1 g eXPih-'(x)IBr,(o'h-'(X»]. 
XEX 

Now, from Step 1, given 1] we can find a constant <5(1]) and a neighborhood 
U(1]) such that if i(x) is contained in U(1]) and d(i, jih-1) < <5(1]), then 

sup IIPi(x),ih-'(X) - Fi(X),ih-'(x) II < 1]. 
xeX 
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We can also find a constant 1X2(tJ) and a CO neighborhood V2 (tJ) of f such that 
if d(gi, ih) < 1X 2 (tJ) and g belongs to V2 (tJ), then d(i, fih- I ) < b(tJ)· 

Now, given tJ' > 0, Lemma 7.10 allows us to find a constant r(tJ', b(tJ)) and 
a neighborhood V3 (tJ', b(tJ)) of f such that if g belongs to V3 (tJ', b(tJ)) and 
d(i, fih -I) < b(tJ)) (which will be the case if g also belongs to V2 (tJ) and we have 
d(gi, ih) < a.z{tJ) and r' ~ r(tJ', b(tJ))), then 

sup Lip[Fi(x),ih-1(x) - expi(;) g eXPih-1(x)IBr'(O;h1'X»)J < tJ'. 
XEX 

Summarizing, if IX, V, and U satisfy 

IX < inf(O:I' 1X 2(tJ)), 

r' ~ r(tJ', b(tJ)), 

V C VI n V2 (tJ) n V3 (tJ', b(tJ)), 

U c U(tJ), 

then, whenever d(gi, ih) < 0:, g belongs to V, and i(x) is contained in U, we have 

Lip[(G - F)lw)J ~ tJ + tJ', 

II G(O) II = d(gih -I, i) < 0:, 

IIFII'(x,i*E')II < A, < 1 and IIF-1Ir(x,i*Eu)11 < A, < 1. 

Step 4: The fixed point of G. We wish to apply Proposition 7.7. In order to 
do so we must use the box norm on r(x, i*TM) = r(x, i*ES) EB r(x, i*EU). 
There is a constant e, which only depends on the extensions of E" and EU to 
the neighborhood W of A, which allows us to see the equivalence of II Ilbox 
and II llriem on EU EB E": 

and similarly for the associated norms on r(X, i*TM) = r(X, i*EU) EB 
r(X, i*ES). 

We can thus rewrite the estimates of Step 3: 

LiPbox[(G - F)lw)J ~ e2 (tJ + tJ') and IIG(O)llbox < eo:. 

Ifr" is less than r'le, the box E1(r") x E2(r") is contained in the Riemannian 
ball B(r'), and we have 

LiPbox[(G - F)IE 1(r")xE2 (r,,)J ~ LiPbox[(G - F)IB(r,)J ~ e2 (tJ + tJ')· 

In order to apply Proposition 7.7, we must have 

(**) 
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Therefore, we first choose '1 and '1' satisfying (*). Then, we find the neighbor
hoods V of A and V of j, constants r' and r" < r'le, as above; finally we choose 
(1. < Inf((1.I' (1.2('1)) small enough so that (**) holds. 

Proposition 7.7 then gives the existence of a pseudoconjugacy j of g and h 
(gj = jh) satisfying 1I<l>(j)llbox ~ r". More precisely, we have the estimate 

11<l>(j)llbox ~ [1 - A - e2('1 + 1J')r I IIG(O)llbox· 

Taking r < r"le, we see the inequality d(i, k) < r implies 11<l>(k)llbox ~ r". Thus, 
ifj is a solution of the pseudoconjugacy equation, satisfying d(i,j) ~ r, then;' 
is the only such solution. On the other hand, since 

d(i,j) ~ [e 2/0 - A - e2 ('1 + 1J'))]d(gi, ih), 

when rx is small enough, the solutionj does, in fact, satisfy d(i,j) :-s; r. 
Furthermore, if i and h are fixed, j depends continuously on G, which, in 

turn, depends continuously on g, since 

FINAL REMARKS. In case the reader has difficulty seeing the forest for the trees 
above, we sketch a more comprehensible heuristic proof. 

Consider the map 

G: r~(X, i*TM) --+ rO(X, i*TM), 

where 

This has as its derivative at the zero section 

G': ro(X, i*TM) --+ rO(X, i*TM), 

where 

G'(o-)(x) = nD(expi(;:l)gih-'(XlD9;h-'(x) O"h -I (x). 

When g is close to f, we see, as in Lemma 7.10, that G' is close to F and thus 
G' is hyperbolic. If G(O) is near 0, then, in a neighborhood of 0, G is a Lipschitz 
perturbation of its derivative at O. In this case, G has a fixed point near o. 
However, the norm of G(O) is bounded as follows: 

IIG(O)II = d(G(O), i) = d(gih- I , i) = d(gi, ih). 

We conclude the chapter with the linearization theorem of Hartman and 
Grobman, which says that, near a hyperbolic fixed point, a diffeomorphism 
is conjugate to its linear part. 

When E is a Banach space, we denote by Cg(E, E) the space of bounded, 
continuous functions from E to itself. Cg(E, E) is a Banach space with the sup 
norm. 
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Theorem 7.11. Let L: E -+ E by a hyperbolic operator; a small Lipschitz pertur
bation of L is topologically conjugate to L. More precisely, given a hyperbolic 
operator L, there is an e > 0 such that for any <I> E C~(E, E) of Lipschitz norm 
less than or equal to e, there is a homeomorphism H conjugating L + <I> and 
L: L + <I> = HLH- 1 . 

PROOF. Suppose that E is split as E = EU Et> ES and E has the box norm relative 
to this splitting. Since L is hyperbolic, there is a A, 0 < A < 1, such that 

IlL -liEu II < A and IILIE' II < A. 

The homeomorphism H, ifit exists must satisfy (L + <I»H = HL. 
We will prove an apparently stronger result: there is an e > 0 such that if 

two maps <1>, <1>' E C~(E, E) are Lipschitz and e small in the Lipschitz metric 
(Lip <I> < e and Lip <1>' < e), then there is a unique map 9 in C~(E, E) for which 

(L + <I>)(id + g) = (id + g)(L + <1>'). 

Exchanging <I> and <1>' and using the uniqueness of 9 we can easily see that 
id + 9 is a homeomorphism. 

Note that if e :::;; IlL -111-1, the implicit function theorem guarantees that 
L + <I> and L + <1>' are homeomorphisms. 

The equation (***) is equivalent, then, to 

(L + <I>)(id + g)(L + <1>')-1 = id + g, 

or, expanding 

Lg(L + <1>')-1 + <l>g(L + <1>')-1 + (L + <I>)(L + <1>')-1 - id = g. 

We define a map 

L~,: C~(E, E) -+ C~(E, E) 

by 

and another map 

<1>*: C~(E, E) -+ C~(E, E) 

by 

<I>*(g) = <l>g(L + <1>')-1. 

Setting k = (L + <I>)(L + <1>')-1 - id, we see that to find 9 we must find a fixed 
point ofthe map 9 r--+ L~,g + <1>* 9 + k. We will find the fixed point by applying 
Proposition 7,7. 

First we must check the hypotheses: 

First, the function k belongs to Cg(E, E). In fact, setting (L + <1>')-1 = 
L -1 + w, we have (L -1 + w)(L + <1>') = id, so w = - L -1 <I>'(L + <1>')-1 and w 
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belongs to C~(E, E); however, we also have 

k = (L + <1>)(L -I + w) - id = Lw + <1>(L -I + w) E C~(E, E). 

Thus the map gf--+L;.g + <1>*g + k sends C~(E, E) into itself. 
Next, the map L;. is hyperbolic. The restriction of L;. to C~(E, Ell) is an 

expansion and the restriction to C~(E, P) is a contraction. The reader can 
easily check that 

IIL:r-Ilc~(E.EU) II < A < 1 and IIL;·lc~(E.E') II < )0 < 1. 

Thirdly, the map <1>* is Lipschitz and satisfies Lip <1>* < Lip <1>. We have, 
in fact, the estimate 

11<1>*g - <1>*hll = sup II<1>g(L + <1>TI x - <1>h(L + <1>')-1 xII 
xeE 

::; Lip <1> sup Ilg(L + <1>')-1 x - h(L + <1>Tl xii 
XEE 

= Lip <1>llg - hll· 

The remaining hypotheses of Proposition 7.7 are automatically satisfied, since 
r = +00 here. Therefore, there is an e > 0, depending only on A, such that if 
Lip <1> < e, L; + <1>* + k has a unique fixed point. 

We have shown, then, that if <1> and <1>' are Lipschitz small enough, then 
there is a unique map 9 in C~(E, E) such that 

(L + <1>)(id + g) = (id + g)(L + <1>'). D 

Note that a Lipschitz map <1>: E(r) ---+ E can always be extended to a 
Lipschitz map <D: E ---+ E with Lip <D ::; 2 Lip <1> as follows: 

<l>(x) = <1>(x) if IIxll::; r, 

<D(x) = <1>(r 11:11) if Ilxll ~ r. 
From this we can deduce the following corollary. 

Corollary 7.12. Let L be a hyperbolic automorphism of E. There is an e > 0 such 
that if f: E(r) ---+ E satisfies Lip(f - L) < e and f(O) = 0, then there is a local 
homeomorphism h on a neighborhood of 0 such that h(O) = 0 and hf = Lh near 
Q D 

Since a smooth map is a small Lipschitz perturbation of its derivative at a 
fixed point we also have: 

Theorem 7.13 (Grobman-Hartman). If p is a hyperbolic fixed point of a CI 
diffeomorphism f of M, then f is topologically conjugate to its derivative in a 
neighborhood of p. D 
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EXERCISE 7.1. Let A be a closed, hyperbolic invariant set for f E Diffk(M), k 2:': 1. 
Show directly from Theorem 7.8 that f is expansive on A. More precisely, show that 
the constant r given by the theorem is a constant of expansivity for A. 

EXERCISE 7.2. If P is a hyperbolic periodic point of f E Diffl (M), and 9 E Diffl (M) is 
sufficiently C 1 close to f, then 9 has a periodic point near p. (Hint: apply Proposition 
7.7). From this deduce a quick proof of Theorem 7.8, in the case where A is finite. 

EXERCISE 7.3. Prove in detail, that the solenoid, as in Chapter 4, is a closed hyperbolic 
set. 

EXERCISE 7.4. If P is a fixed point for f: M -> M and Df(p) has a three-way splitting at 
p, ES EEl £< EEl EU as in Theorem 111.7, prove that there are neighborhoods U of pin M 
and Vof pin E' x lti~c(p) x EU, and a homeomorphism h: V -> U such that 

fh = h(DfIES x fllti~c(p) x DfIEU). 

That is, the hyperbolic part of f can always be linearized. The proof of this proposition 
is not as easy as the usual exercise. Understanding the geometric version of the 
Grobman Hartman theorem in the commentaries would be helpful. 

Cornrnen tary 

Expansivity played a role in Smale's proof of the O-Stability Theorem. He 
asked me ifI could establish it, and I made the calculation for him (see [1.16]). 
The stable manifold theory was not well understood in those days. The proof 
I give here is that of Bowen [1.2]. 

Definition 7.3 comes from [4.2]. Theorem 7.8 is due to Anosov. Ralph 
Abraham showed Anosov Mather's proof of Anosov's stability theorem 
during the summer of 1967 and Anosov gave a new proof close to that of 
Mather. Abraham sent a copy of this to Smale, who showed it to me. We will 
reap its benefits in the following chapters. Proposition 7.7 is a particular case 
of the implicit function theorem. The proof we give furnishes the estimates we 
need for Theorem 7.8. 

The version we give of the Grobman-Hartman Theorem [7.1], our 
Theorem 7.13, is from [7.3] and [7.4]. I will now sketch a geometric proof of 
the Grobman-Hartman Theorem in finite dimensions inspired by [2.3]. We 
will extend the stable and unstable manifolds to a neighborhood of the 
hyperbolic set (cf. the commentaries on Chapter 5). 

Suppose, first, that we are given two discs Dl and D2 of dimension k and 
two diffeomorphisms f: Dl -+ int Dl and g: D2 -+ int D2 which are contrac
tions and have the same orientation (Figure C7.1). The shaded regions are 
annuli, that is they are diffeomorphic to Sk-l x I (this is a standard result in 
differential geometry [7.2]). 

If we wish to construct a homeomorphism h: D I -+ D2 satisfying hf = gh, 
we can begin as follows. Suppose first that the restriction h: aD I -+ aD2 is any 
well-defined orientation preserving diffeomorphism. The restriction of h to 
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D'e 8~ 
Figure C7. \. 

f(aD t ) is then defined, since we must have h(y) = ghf-t (y) if h is to conjugate 
f and g. 

Now there is no obstruction to extending h to a diffeomorphism which 
sends the annulus At bounded by aD I and .[(aD I) onto the annulus BI 
bounded by aD2 and g(aD 2). In fact, the only obstruction can come from the 
orientation of the restrictions of f and 9 to aD I and aD2. 

Set P-I(A I) = Ai and gi-I(Bd = Bi, as shown in Figure C7.2. Since the 
diffeomorphism h: A I --+ B I has been defined on the first annulus A I' it is also 
defined on subsequent annuli by h(y) = gih[-i(y), since h must conjugate f 
and g. Finally, if P is the unique fixed point of I and q of g, then we set h(p) = q. 
It is not very hard now to check that h is a homeomorphism. 

Now suppose that we are given two hyperbolic fixed points PI for fl and 
P2forf2satisfyingdim WS(pd = dim WS(p2)anddim WU(pd = dim W U(P2). 
Suppose further that the orientations of the restriction of II to WS(pd and 
WU(PI), and of f2 to W S(P2) and W U(P2) coincide. Then there will be a 
homeomorphism h defined on a neighborhood of PI satisfying hfl = f2h. The 
dimensions of the stable and unstable manifolds for f and the orientations of 
the restrictions of f to each of these manifolds thus forms a complete system 
of invariants for a hyperbolic fixed point. 

Here is the idea of the proof one will find in [2.3]. The figures depict the 
case when the dimension of M is two. We are going to try to represent II in 
a neighborhood of PI as a "product" fliw:o,(PI) x fliw~o,(pl) andf2 in a neighbor

hood of P2 asI2iw:o,(P2) x f2iw~o'(P2)· 
The reasoning that we have given shows that the restriction Iliw:o,(p.l and 

f2iw~o'(P2) are conjugate, as are the restrictions fliw~oO<PI) and I2iw~o,(p2l' since this 

Figure C7.2. 
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Figure C7.3. 
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is certainly the case for their inverses. The "product" of these conjugacies will 
be the sought for conjugacy of fl and fz. 

l-t;~c(pd and l-t;~c(pd intersect transversally in PI' The local figure is as 
shown in Figure C7.3. The situation is the same in a neighborhood of pz. 

We choose a disc DS' with PIE Ds c It;~c(p d and a disc Du, with PIE Du c 

It;~c(PI)' such that f(Ds) c int Ds' f-I(D.) c int Du (Figure C7.4). Along aDs 
we erect a barrier (a family of vertical discs parallel to Du) as illustrated in 
Figure C7.S. We take their images under f and trim them to the dimensions 
of the original barrier, then fill in the ring between them (a union of two 
rectangles in dimension 2) with verticals (Figure C7.6). Now take the succes
sive images of these verticals and trim them. Adding in the disc Du, also 
conveniently trimmed, we have filled a neighborhood of P by disjoint discs 
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Figure C7.7. 

rrmll/t 1ft/II fT{7 

Figure C7.8. 

parametrized by Ds. This defines the "x coordinate" (Figure C7.7). We also 
define the "y coordinate" similarly, using /1- 1 (Figure C7.8). This process is 
the geometric content of numerous linearization and stability arguments. 

The method for finding the fixed point in Proposition 7.7 comes from [4.2]. 
Exercise 7.4 may be derived from [7.5] and in fact it comes from there. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Stability 

Definition 8.1. Let X and Y be two topological spaces and f: X --> X and 
g: Y --> Y two continuous maps. A continuous, surjective map h: X --> Y is said 
to be a semiconjugacy if hf = gh, that is if the following diagram commutes: 

X~X 

If, moreover, h is a homeomorphism of X onto Y, then h is called a topological 
conjugacy, and f and g are said to be topologically conjugate. 

Note that hf = gh implies hI" = gnh. In fact, hj2 = (hf)f = g(hf) = g2h, 
etc. The image of an f orbit by a semiconjugacy is thus a g orbit, while a 
topological conjugacy sends f orbits to g orbits and preserves their topological 
properties. 

The conjugacy h may be interpreted as a continuous change of variables 
which identifies f and g. One easily sees that topological conjugacy is an 
equivalence relation. 

Definition 8.2. Let E be an equivalence relation on DiW(M). A map g in 
DiW(M) is said to be E-stable if the equivalence class of g contains g in its 
interior. In this case there is a neighborhood V of g in DiW(M) such that all 
the maps h in V are E-equivalent to g. 

The notion of stability associated to topological conjugacy is called 
structural stability. 

We can define four notions of stability corresponding to the four invariant 
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sets which we defind in Chapter 1: 

Per(f) c L(f) c Q(f) c R(f). 

We say that f and 9 are Per-equivalent if the restrictions of f and 9 to 
Per(f) and Per(g) are topologically conjugate; and similarly for L-, 0.-, and 
R-equivalence. 

A map stable with respect to Per-, L-, 0.-, or R-equivalence is said to be 
Per-, L-, 0.-, or R-stable. We have, corresponding, to the inclusions above, the 
implications 

structural stability = R-stability = Q-stability 

= L-stabilit y = Per-stability. 

It is known that R-stability does not imply structural stability in general. 
Let f be a C diffeomorphism of M. Let Nn(f) be the number of fixed points 

of .f". Two homeomorphisms f and 9 are said to be (-equivalent if, for all 
strictly positive n, Nn(f) = Nn(g). Clearly Per-stability, implies (-stability; it is 
not known however if the converse holds, nor if (-stability implies L-, 0.-, or 
R-stability. 

We will now study the case when M (resp. R(f), Q(f), L(f), or Per(f)) is 
a hyperbolic invariant set for f. We begin by proving the following very general 
theorem: 

Theorem 8.3. Let A be a closed hyperbolic invariant set for a Ck diffeomorphism 
of M, k ;;::: 1. There is a neighborhood Vf of f in DitTk(M) and a continuous 
function <1>: V ---> CO(A, M) such that: 

(1) <1>(f) is in the inclusion, inCA, of A in M. 
(2) <1>(g)(A) is a hyperbolic invariant set for g, for any 9 in Vf . 

(3) <1>(g) is a homeomorphism of A onto <1>(g)(A) and topologically conjugates 
the restriction of f to A to the restriction of 9 to <1>(g)(A). In other words, 
the following diagram of homeomorphisms commutes: 

A ~ <1>(g)(A) 

f 1 19 

A ~ <1>(g)(A) 

(4) There is a constant K such that dco(<1>(g), inCA) < Kdco(g,f). 

PROOF. Take neighborhoods V of A and V of f and constants ex, r, and K as 
in Theorem 7.8. If 9 satisfies d(f, g) < ex, the following diagram commutes to ex: 

A incA 
U ----+ 

I1 19 
A inc" -- M. 
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Thus the two conditions g E V, d(/, g) < 0( guarantee the existence of a unique 
map <1>(g): A -. M satisfying d(incA' <1>(g)) :::; rand g<1>(g) = <1>(g)f 

Furthermore, we know that <1>(g) depends continuously on g and satisfies 
d(incA, <1>(g)) :::; Kd(/, g). 

Since <1>(/) and incA both make the following diagram commute: 

A -----. V 

A ----. M, 

we see that <1>(f) = incA' 
Theorem 7.6 implies that for g sufficiently close to f, the set <1>(g)(A) is 

hyperbolic. 
It remains to show that <1>(g) is injective. It is possible to do this using the 

expansivity of f on A, but we will use another method which appeals to 
Theorem 7.8. 

Suppose that g is sufficiently close to f that the set Ag = <1>(g)(A) is con
tained in U. Since 

id 
Ag ----. M 

commutes up to d(f, g), there is a map j such that jg = fj and d(id IA ,j) :::; 
9 

Kd( f, g). We also see that 

d(incA ,j<1>(g)) :::; 2Kd(f, g), 

[j<1>(g)] 0 f = f 0 [j<1>(g)]. 

If g is close enough to f that 2Kd(f, g) :::; r, then we have incA = j<1>(g) so <1>(g) 
must be injective. 0 

Corollary 8.4. Ck Anosov dijJeomorphisms, k ;;:: 1, are structurally stable and 
form an open subset of Diffk(M). 

PROOF. The hypothesis of the preceding theorem hold with A = M.1t remains, 
then, only to show that <1>(g) is surjective. There is one proof using singular 
homology (see exercises) but we will give another. 

We retain the notations of the preceding theorem. We begin by remarking 
that if g is C 1 close to f and the following diagram commutes up to 0(: 

M~M 

9 1 1 9 

M~M, 

then the unicity in Theorem 7.8 implies that K = id. 
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Since the diagram 

M 
id 

M ~ 

if 
id 

M ~ 

Proposition 8.5. Let A be a closed, hyperbolic invariant set for a map f E 

Diffk(M), k z 1. One can choose a neighborhood U of A and constants !X > 0, 
K > 0, such that if {x = xo, Xl"" 'Xn = X} is an !Xl-pseudo-orbit offcontained 
in U with !Xl < !x, then there is a periodic orbit of period n, K!XI-ciose to the given 
pseudo-orbit: 

3x' such that fn(x') = x' and d(fi(x'), x;) ::; K!X I, i = 0, ... , n - 1. 

PROOF. Take U, K, and !X as in Theorem 7.8. Let X = {xo, Xl"'" xn - l }. Let h 
be the bijection h: X --. X given by h(x;) = Xi+l, 0 ::; i ::; n - 2, h(xn-d = Xo' 

If i is the inclusion of X into U, the following diagram commutes up to !Xl: 

Thus there is a map j: X --. M such that fj = jh and d(j, i) ::; K!X. Therefore, 
for all positive integers k, fkj = jhk, in particular fkj(XO) = jhk(xo) = jXk, 0 ::; 
k ::; n - 1, and j"j(xo) = jhn(xo) = j(xo). The proposition then follows, letting 
x' = j(xo). D 

Proposition 8.6. If R(f) is hyperbolic, then R(f) = Per(f). 

PROOF. Take !X and K as in Proposition 8.5. We have shown in Proposition 
3.6 that R(fIR(!) = R(f). Every point X of R(f) is thus !Xl-pseudoperiodic for 
all !Xl less than !x, the pseudo-orbit being contained in R(f). 

Proposition 8.5 thus gives us, for every !Xl < !X, a periodic point x' with 
d(x', x) ::; K!X 1 , so x must belong to Per(f). D 

Proposition 8.7. If L(f) (resp. L+(f), L_(f» is hyperbolic we have Per(f) = 
L(f) (resp. Per(f) = L+(f), L_(f). 
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PROOF. We will restrict ourselves to the case of L+ (f), the other cases being 
similar. 

First notice that, as in the proof of Proposition 1.4, if V is a neighborhood 
of L+(f) and y and point of M, we have 

such that \In ~ no, j"(y)E V 

Choose a neighborhood U of L+ (f) and constants a and K as in Proposition 
8.5. Let x be a point of L+(f) and y a point of M with XEW(Y). Now let 
o < a1 < a; the above shows that there are positive integers nand k such that 

d(fn(y), x) < at!2, d(fn+k(y), x) < a 1/2, 

j"+i(Y)EU for O~j~k, 

{In(y), j"+1 (y), . .. ,j"+k-l (y),fn(y)} is an a 1-pseudo-orbit contained in U. 

Proposition 8.5 then implies that there is a periodic point x' such that 
d(fn(y), x') ~ Ka 1. We also have d(x', x) ~ (K + ~)al' Since a 1 was arbi
trary, x belongs to Per(f), and we are done. 0 

The analogous result for Q(f) is false, cf. the commentaries. However, we 
can prove the following, just as we did Proposition 8.6. 

Proposition 8.8. If Q(f) is hyperbolic, then Per(f) = R(fln(J)' 

Recall that in general Q(fln(J) #- Q(f), R(fln(f) #- Q(f). To avoid this 
difficulty, we make the following definition: 

Definition 8.9. A map f in Diff'(M), r ~ 1 satisfies axiom A if: 

(a) Q(f) is hyperbolic, and 
(b) Q(f) = Per(f). 

Let A be a closed hyperbolic invariant set for f; we know that for s 
sufficiently small, there is a lJ > 0 such that 

x,YEA, d(x, y) < lJ => W.S(x) n W.U(y) is a single point. 

Furthermore, this intersection is transverse. We denote this point by [x, y J.,<I' 
suppressing the sand lJ when there is no ambiguity. The bracket map 
[', . J: U<I(LlA ) ~ M is continuous, where U,j(LlA ) is the neighborhood of the 
diagonal in A x A defined by U,j(LlA ) = {(x, y)lx, YEAd(x, y) < lJ}. 

Definition 8.10. A closed hyperbolic invariant set has a local product structure 
if, for smalls and lJ, [x, yJ belongs to A whenever d(x, y) < b. 

Proposition 8.11. If PerU) is hyperbolic, then Per(f) has a local product 
structure. 
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Figure 8.1. 

PROOF. Take U, 0(, and K as in Proposition 8.5. Chose an e > ° small enough 
so that for all x in Per(f) we have ~S(x) u ~U(x) c U. As before, we associate 
to e a small positive b. We wish to show the implication 

d(x, y) < b; x,YEA = [x,Y]EA. 

Since [., .] is continuous, we need only consider the case when x and yare 
periodic. 

Let w = [x, y] and z = [y, x] (Figure 8.1). We will show that, for all 0(1 > 0, 
w is O(l-pseudoperiodic and that the pseudo-orbit is contained in U. Proposi
tion 8.5 will then show that w belongs to Per(f). 
Suppose that x has periodic n, and y period m. We then have 

Vj 2 0, Ji(W)E ~S(Ji(x)) c U and lim fkn(w) = x, 
k-+oo 

Vj 2 0, fj(z) E ~S(Ji(y)) c U and lim fkm(z) = y, 
k-+oo 

Vj $; 0, Ji(W)E ~U(Ji(y)) c U and lim fkm(w) = x, 
k--+-oo 

Vj $; 0, fj(z) E ~U(Ji(x)) c U and lim fkn(z) = y. 
k-+-oo 

Choose positive integers k1' k2' k3' and k4 such that 

d(fk3m(Z), y) < O(d2, and d(f-k 4n(w), y) < 0(1/2. 

One can easily check, then, that the sequence 

{w,f(w), ... ,fnk,-l (w),f-nk 2 (z), ... ,f-1 (z), z,f(z), ... ,fmk3 -1 (z), 

f-mk4(W), ... , f- 1(w), w} 

is an O(l-pseudo-orbit contained in U. o 

Definition 8.12. Let X be a compact metric space. A homeomorphism 
f: X -+ X is topologically transitive if, for every pair of nonempty open sets U 
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and V, there is an integer n such that r(U) (l V is nonempty. We say that f 
is topologically mixing if for any pair of nonempty open sets U and V, there is 
an integer N such that 

Vn> N, r(U) (l V of- 0. 

One can also show thatf: X ...... X is topologically transitive ifand only if there 
is a point z in X whose orbit is dense (see the exercises). 

Theorem 8.13 (Spectral Decomposition Theorem). Let f belong to DiW(M), 
r ~ 1. Suppose that PerU) is hyperbolic. There is a decomposition of PerU) 
into disjoint closed sets, Pert!) = PI U ... U P" such that: 

(a) Each Pi is f invariant and f restricted to Pi is topologically transitive. 
(b) There is a decomposition of each Pi into disjoint closed sets Pi = 

XLi U··· U Xn"i such that f(xj,;) = Xj+l,i, for 1 ~j ~ ni - 1, f(Xn,,;) = 
Xu' and the map r': Xj,i ...... Xj,i is topologically mixing for allj, 1 ~ j ~ ni· 

PROOF. Let p be a point of Per(f) and c:5 a small positive constant. Set Xp = 
WU(p) (l PerU) and Btl(Xp) = {YE Per(!)ld(y, Xp) < c:5}. 

First we will show that each X p is both open and closed in PerU). Let 
c:5 be the constant in the definition of the local product structure for Pert!) 
and y a point of Btl(Xp ) n PerU). Suppose the period of y is k. Let x be a 
point of WU(p) (l PerU) with d(x, y) < c:5; clearly, we have WU(p) = WU(x). Set 
z = [y, x]; by Proposition 8.11, z is in PerU); by its definition z belongs 
to WS(y) so rk(z) tends to y as n tends to infinity. On the other hand, since 
z belongs to WU(x) = WU(p), if the period of p is I, rl(z) belongs to 

WU(p) (l PerU), so y must belong to WU(p) (l PerU), that is y is in Xp' 

Since the periodic points are dense in Btl(Xp) and Btl(Xp) is open in PerU) 
we see Btl(Xp) C Xp' Each Xp is thus both open and closed in PerU). 

Next, we show that if p and q are points of PerU), Xp and Xq are either 
identical or disjoint. Suppose q belongs to Xp' Set a;U(q) = WyU(q) n PerU). 
Since Xp is open in PerU), when y is small enough, Xp contains WyU ; thus 
we have 

n:2:0 

where p has period I, and q has period m. 
Since Xp is an open neighborhood of q in PerU), it contains a point 

y of WU(p) n PerU), therefore we have p = limn __ oorml(y)EXq = Xq. The 
previous argument then shows that Xp c X q • 

Now let p and q be arbitrary points of PerU). If Xp n Xq is not empty, it 
must be open so we can find a periodic point q' in the intersection. As before, 
then Xp = X q • = X q • 

Since Per(f) is compact there can only be a finite number of distinct Xp's; 
and since Xf(P) = !(Xp ), they are permuted by f 
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Let PI' ... , Ps be the distinct I orbits of these sets 

PI = X1.1 v"'UXn,,1 

Ps = XI,s V .. , U X n .. s. 
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To finish, we need only show that when IN(Xp) = X P ' IN mixes X P ' since 
r': Xj,j -+ Xj,i being mixing implies I restricted to Pi is transitive. 

II U and V are arbitrary open subsets of X p we need to find a positive 
integer T such that for all t > T, rN (V) n U is not empty. Let PI be a periodic 
point in V. We have X P1 = Xp so we can find a point z in WU(PI) n Per(f) 
such that z belongs to U. Suppose PI has periodic k under IN, IkN(pd = Pl' 
Again, for each i, 0 ~ i 5; k - 1, we can find a point Zi in U belonging to 
WU(fiN(pd). The sequence INkl(Z;) tends to liN(PI) as t tends to infinity, so 
we can find integers 7;,05; i 5; k - 1, such that 

'<It ~ 7;, 

in other words, 

'<It ~ 7;, I-Nkt-iN(Z;)E V. 

Set T = max{7;}; when t is greater than kT, set t =.ks + i, with 0 ~ i < k. 
Since s will then be greater than 7;, rN(Zi) = I-Nks-iN(Z;) will belong to V. 
Therefore, 

'<It ~ kT, 

in other words, 

'<It ~ kT, 

and we are done. o 

REMARK. The sets Pj and Xj,i are unique up to indexing. Since each Pi has a 
dense orbit, it cannot be written as a disjoint union of a finite number of 
nontrivial closed in invariant sets. This implies the unicity of the P;'s, since if 
QI' ... , Q, were another decomposition of Per(f) by disjoint and closed 
invariant sets, upon which I is transitive, QI n Pi' ... , Q, n Pj would be a 
decomposition of Pi into disjoint closed invariant sets, and all but one of these 
would necessarily be empty so Pj C Qj. Exchanging the roles of the P's and 
Q's we see Qj C Pi' The unicity of the X's follows similarly. 

Theorem 8.13 suggests the following definition. 

Definition 8.14. Let X be a compact seperable metric space, I a continuous 
map of X to itself, and Y a closed invariant subset. The decomposition 
Y = PI U ... uP. is said to be a spectral decomposition of Y if: 

(a) The ~'s are pairwise disjoint closed invariant sets and the restriction of I 
to each Pi is a topologically transitive homeomorphism. 
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(b) Each Pi is decomposed as a disjoint union of closed subsets Pi = Xu U 

... U Xni,i' cyclically permuted by I such that r i restricted to Xj,i is 
topologically mixing. 

The following theorem is now clear, the hyperbolic set in question in each 
case being equal to PerU). 

Theorem 8.15. Let I be a C diffeomorphism, r ~ 1, oI the manifold M. 

(a) II L(.f) (resp. L+ (.f), L (.f» is hyperbolic, then L(.f) (resp. L+ (.f), L (.f» 
has a spectral decomposition. 

(b) II I satiiftes Axiom A, then n(.f) has a spectral decomposition. 
(c) II R(.f) is hyperbolic, then R(.f) has a spectral decomposition. D 

Suppose LU) = Per(.f) has a spectral decomposition PI u ... uPs; we say 
that it has no cycles if the Pi'S have no cycles (cf. Chapter 2). 

Definition 8.16. Let I be a continuous map of a compact metric space to itself 
and suppose that Y is a closed invariant set containing L(.f) which admits the 
spectral decomposition Y = PI U'" uPs. We say that it has no cycles if the 
P/s have no cycles. 

REMARK. If R(.f) is hyperbolic and has a spectral decomposition, it has no 
cycles since RU) has a sequence offiItrations and even a filtration (cf. Theorem 
3.4 and Exercise 8.6). 

In every case of our spectral decomposition theorems, ifthere are no cycles, 
we have a filtration M such that K(M) = Per(.f). We will show that with this 
hypothesis, I is L-, n-, or R-stable as the case may be. 

Our starting point will be some observations about closed hyperbolic sets 
with local product structure. A priori, these hold in slightly more generality 
than setting of spectral decomposition theorem since it is not clear that the 
periodic points are always dense in such a set. Even the case of an Anosov 
diffeomorphism where all of M has local product structure is open. The 
strongest result our methods give is the following corollary of 8.6. 

Proposition 8.17 (Anosov's Closing Lemma). For an Anosov diffeomorphism 
PerU) = R(.f). D 

Suppose that i\. is a closed hyperbolic invariant set for f Since an 
Q(l-pseudo-orbit ~ = {xn} can be thought of as a function i from 7L to M 
with i(n) = X n , Theorem 7.8 gives a neighborhood U of i\. and numbers K 
and rx such that if rx l < rx and ~ is contained in U, then we can find a map 
j: 7L ~ M such that d(i,j) ~ Krxl andj(n + 1) = I(j(n», in other words, letting 
Yn = j(n), we have found an orbit Yn = I(yo) satisfying d(Yn' X n) :::;; Krx l , for all 
n. With this in mind we make the following definition. 
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Definition 8.18. Let f be a map of the metric space X to itself. Let ~ = {x;la < 
i < b} be an a-pseudo-orbit of f A point x' f3-shadows ~ if Vi, a < i < b 
d(P(x'), xJ s 13· 

The preceding discussion can now be restated as: 

Proposition 8.19. If A is a closed hyperbolic invariant set, there is a neighborhood 
U of A and positive constants a and K such that every a ,-pseudo-orbit ~ with 
a l < a contained in U is Ka , shadowed by a point x' in M. D 

We would like to be able to assert that x' is in A when ~ is; in order to do 
this we need to assume that A has a local product structure. 

Proposition 8.20 (Shadowing Lemma). Let A be a closed hyperbolic invariant 
set for a C diffeomorphism of a manifold M. Suppose that A has a local product 
structure. Then for every 13 > 0 there is an a > 0 such that every a-pseudo-orbit 
~ in A is f3-shadowed by a point y of A. 

PROOF. Suppose M has an adapted metric. Choose an e as in the stable 
manifold theorem for A, and let A E (0, 1) be the constant of hyperbolicity of 
A. Now choose a positive el, less than (1 - A) min{e, f3}. Let IJ = ed(l - ),) and 
let b be a positive constant less than 13 - IJ for which [.,. J".b: Ub(Ll A ) -+ A 
defines a local product structure. 

Since [.,.] is continuous, as is Ifl~c('), it makes sense to define a by 
requiring that whenever z and w in A are a close 

[z, Wlb(w) n AJ c: vv"S(z). 

First suppose that the pseudo-orbit ~ has the special form ~ = {xo, ... , xn }. Set 
Yo = Xo and define Yk recursively by Yk = [Xb f(Yk-,)J for 1 s k s n; in order 
for this to be possible we need h to belong to vv"S(xk) n A. Suppose by induc
tion that Yk-l belongs to vv"S(Xk_l) n A. Then f(Yk-,) belongs to Wlb(.f(xk- , )) 
and hence to WbS(xd as well, so our definition is valid. Note that Yk belongs 
to a;,~(.f(Yk-I)) by our definition of this local prod uct structure, so, by descent, 
f-j(yd belongs to JrVoU(Yk_J, where (Jj = '2:,{=1 ),j£1 S Y = £1/(1 - A.). We claim 
the point Y = f-n(Yn) p-shadows~. Since f-(n-j)(Yn) = P(y) belongs to W~U(YJ, 
we have 

d(.fj(y), Xj) s d(.fj(y), yJ + d(Yj, Xj) S IJ + b < 13· 

The case of an arbitrary finite pseudo-orbit proceeds as above, after 
reindexing. 

Finally, if ~ is infinite, we can find points y in A which fJ-shadow each 
finite segment g of ~, and since A is compact the y's have a limit y which 
f3-shadows ~. D 

We can refine the previous result, using expansivity. 
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Proposition 8.21. Let 8 be a constant of expansivity of f on A, f and A as in 
Proposition 8.20, and let y be a positive constant less than e/2. Then 

(a) A bi-irifinite pseudo-orbit ~ is y-shadowed by at most one point y in A. 
(b) There is a constant IX and a neighborhood U of A such that every IX-pseudo

orbit ~ in U is y shadowed by a point y in A. If, moreover, ~ is bi-irifinite, then 
y is unique. 

PROOF. (a) If Yl and Y2 y-shadow ~, we have 

d[fn(yd,fn(Y2)] S; 2y < 8, 

SO Yl and Y2 must coincide. 

VnE7L., 

(b) Let IXI correspond to the choice f3 = y/2 in Proposition 8.20. Choose a 
neighborhood U of A and a constant IX such that every pseudo-orbit ~ in U is 
approximated to within y/2 by an IX 1-pseudo-orbit ~' in A(d(xi , x;) < y/2, Vi); 
this is possible since f is uniformly continuous. The pseudo-orbit ~' is 
y/2-shadowed by a point x of A, which must also y-shadow~. Unicity follows 
~m~ D 

Proposition 8.22. Let A be a closed hyperbolic invariant set for f which has a 
local product structure. A is uniformly locally maximal. More precisely, there 
are neighborhoods U c M of A and V c Diff'"(M) of f such that: 

(1) A = nneZf"(U). 
(2) The set <D(g)A given by Theorem 8.3 for g E V, conjugate to A, is equal to 

nnd,gn(u). 

PROOF. Take U small enough so that Proposition 8.21, Theorem 7.8 apply. 
V will be a very small neighborhood of f where the map <D of Theorem 8.3 
is defined and, furthermore, for all g in V, supxEMd(g(x),f(x)) < IX, where 
IX is as in Proposition 8.21. Whenever z belongs to nneZ gn(u), the g-orbit of 
z will also be a bi-infinite IX-pseudo-orbit of f, contained in U. Thus it will be 
y-shadowed by a unique point x of A. 

We claim that <D(g)x = z. First notice that by taking a small enough V, we 
can guarantee that 

d(fn(x), gn(<D(g)x)) = d(fn(x), <D(g)f"(x)) S; d(id, <D(g)) < b. 

Next, considering the diagram 

i 
7L. --+ A, 

where i(n) = f"(x) and h(n) = n + 1, Theorem 7.8 tells us, again for {) and 
hence V sufficiently small, that there is a unique point y such that 
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d(fn(x), gn(y» < 6, for all n. Since both z and <1>(g)x satisfy this condition, they 
must be equal. 

We have shown, then, that (InEZ gn(u) c <1>(g)A. The continuity of <1>, on 
the other hand, allows us to find a small enough V so that whenever g is in V, 
<1>(g)A will be contained in U and hence also in (lnEZgn(U). D 

Theorem 8.23. Suppose that A is a closed hyperbolic invariant set for f which 
has a local product structure and contains L(f). Suppose,further, that A has a 
decomposition A = Al U··· U Ak by disjoint closed invariant sets and the A;'s 
have no cycles. Then there is a filtration M adapted to A, a neighborhood Vof 
fin Diff'(M), and a continuous function <D: V ---+ CO (A, M) such that: 

(1) M is adapted simultaneously to all maps g in V 
(2) <D(f) = inc". 
(3) <D(g)A = K9(M); <D(g)Aj = KI(M). 
(4) <D(g): A ---+ K9(M) is a topological conjugacy. 
(5) There is a positive constant K such that <D is Lipschitz at f with respect to 

the CO metric; that is d(<D(g), inc,,) ~ Kd(g, f). 

PROOF. The existence of M is given by Theorem 2.4 and (1) is a consequence 
of Proposition 2.10. Proposition 2.10 also allows us to see that for g close 
enough to f, K9(M) will be contained in the neighborhood U of A in Proposi
tion 8.20. Consequently, K9(M) is contained in <D(g)A, and we will be done if 
we can demonstrate the opposite inclusion. Writing the filtration M as 0 oF 
Mo C Ml C ... C Mk = M, we have each closed invariant set Aj contained in 
the difference M j - M j- l . If g is close enough to f, then <D(g)Aj will also be in 
M j - M j- l so <D(g)Aj is contained in KI(M). 0 

This proposition has the following corollary, which we reformulate three 
times for dramatic effect. 

Corollary 8.24 (O-stability Theorem). Let f be a C' diffeomorphism of the 
manifold M. 

(a) If L(f) is a hyperbolic set for f and has no cycles, then f is L-stable. The 
set of such f is open in Diff'(M). 

(b) If f satisfies Axiom A and has no cycles, then f is O-stable. The set of such 
f is open in Diff'(M). 

(c) If R(f) is hyperbolic, then f is R-stable. The set of such f is open in DifT'(M). 

In fact, in each ofthe cases (a), (b), and (c) we have Per(f) = L(f) = O(f) = 
R(f). 

PROOF. We have seen the equality of Per(f), L(f), O(f), and R(f) in cases (a), 
(b), and (c) in 8.6-8.9. We have remarked upon the lack of cycles in the spectral 
decomposition of a hyperbolic R(f) after Definition 8.16 and we have shown 
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in Proposition 8.11 that PerU) has a local product structure when it is 
hyperbolic. Applying Theorem 8.23 to A = Per(f), we see that when g is in a 
certain neighborhood V of j we have <l>(g)A = K9(M), hence 

Per(g) c L(g) c Q(g) c R(g) c <l>(g)A. 

Since <l>(g) is a conjugacy, <l>(g) Per(f) is contained in Per(g) and 
<l>(g) Per(f) = <l>(g)A is contained in Per(g) so we actually have equality 

Per(g) = L(g) = Q(g) = R(g) = <l>(g)A. 

When g is close to j, Theorem 8.3 tells us that <l>(g)A is hyperbolic for g. 
Finally, we see that the spectral decomposition of gl<l>(9)A has no cycles since 
Theorem 8.23 gives us an adapted filtration M. D 

REMARK. Along the way we have shown that the three conditions, L(f) is 
hyperbolic with no cycles, j satisfies Axiom A and has no cycles, and R(f) is 
hyperbolic, are all equivalent. In other words, in all known cases of L-, Q-, 

and R-stability the three results coincide. 

CENTRAL PROBLEM. Does n (resp. L, R)-stability of a C diffeomorphism f imply 
that n(f) (resp. L(f), R(f» is hyperbolic? 

Traditionally this question is posed only for n. The answer is only known for the 
circle. (See commentaries.) 

PROBLEM. If f is Anosov, does Per(f) = M, or, equivalently, does R(f) = M? 

EXERCISE 8.1. Show that if a homeomorphism f of a compact metric space X is 
topologically transitive, then there is a point z of X whose orbit is dense. 

EXERCISE 8.2. Formulate and prove an L+ stability theorem using the concepts of 
cycle and filtration developed in the exercises of Chapter 3. 

EXERCISE 8.3. Let A be a closed hyperbolic invariant set for f E Diff'(M) with a local 
product structure. Show, generalizing Proposition 8.19, that Per(fIA) = R(fIA). Show 
that an Anosov diffeomorphism satisfies axiom A and has no cycles. 

EXERCISE 8.4. Let f be an Anosov diffeomorphism of the manifold M. Show that 
there is a neighb,orhood V of fin Homo(M) such that for every map g in V there is a 
semiconjugacy from f to g, that is continuous, surjective map h: M -> M such that 
hg = fh. Hint: To show that h is surjective note that a continuous map j of M to itself 
which is CO close to the identity is necessarily homotopic to the identity. Therefore, j 
induces the identity map on top dimensional homology with 7l.2 coefficient 

j* = id: Hm(M, 7l. 2 ) -> Hm(M, 7l. 2 ) = 7l. 2 , 

and we see thatj cannot factor through M-pt. since Hm(M-pt.) = O. In other wordsj 
is surjective. 

EXERCISE 8.5. If f is an Anosov diffeomorphism of M, show that there is a neighbor
hood V of the identity in CO(M, M) such that the only map j in V such that fj = jf is 
the identity. 
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EXERCISE 8.6. Let PI U ... U Ps be the spectral decomposition of fIPer(f) given in 
Theorem 8.13. Show that not only is the homeomorphism flp i topologically transitive, 
but also if U and Vare nonempty open sets and n a positive integer, then there is an 
m > n such thatfm(U) n Vis not empty. Hint: Use the fact that !"ilxji is topologically 
mixing. 

EXERCISE 8.7. Show that if R(f) is hyperbolic, then it has no cycles. Hint: Suppose 
that PI' ... , Pr is a cycle. Take XjE(WU(P,) - Pj)n(W'(Pj+1) - Pj+1), I::;; i < rand 
Xr E (WU(Pr) - Prj n (W'(PJl- Pd. Show that there is a filtration M: 0 = Mo C MI C 

... C Mk = M such that Xj ric K (M) for all i. Then show that for each i there is an index 
IX(i) such that Pj C Ka(i)(M). Hence we have that Ka(j)(M), ... , Ka(r)(M) form a cycle, 
which is absurd. 

Another hint: Suppose that PI' ... , Pr is a cycle, and choose XI' ... , Xr as before. 
Show that X I belongs to R (f) by constructing an IX-pseudo-orbit of the form: 

{XI' f(xI)'··· ,f"I(X I), Z2'/(Z2)' ... ,fI'(Z2)' 

f- m,(x2 ), ... , X 2 ,··· ,f"'(x2 ), Z3'··· ,f'r(zr), f-mr(xr),··· ,f"r(xr)' Z I' ... ' 

f'l(Z I), f-m,(x l ),···, xJ, 

wherezjEPj. 
Yet another hint: Since R(f) has a sequence of filtrations, use Proposition 8.22 to 

construct a filtration M with K(M) = R(f). In other words, since we have a sequence 
of filtrations Mj with nj K (M,) = R(f), eventually one of the closed sets K(M,) will 
be contained in the neighborhood U of R(f) supplied by Proposition 8.22; Mj is the 
filtration we seek. 

EXERCISE 8.8. Prove the Birkhoff-Smale Theorem. If p is a hyperbolic fixed point 
of diffeomorphism f and q is a point of transversal intersection of W'(p) and WU(p), 
then q belongs to Per(f) and fhas infinitely many periodic points. Hint: Use Proposi
tion 8.19 and the sketch in the commentaries. 

Commentary 

In this chapter we reap the harvest of our labors. Once again I have taken 
from [1.16] the discussion of stability. Theorem 8.3 is found in almost exactly 
the same form in [1.16] and is formulated in [4.2]. A historical account of this 
subject will be found in the commentaries on Chapter 6. Corollary 8.3 is a 
theorem of Anosov [4.1]. Proposition 8.6 is formulated in [8.2]. Proposition 
8.7 is proved in [2.1]. Allan Dankner has constructed a hyperbolic diffeo
morphism with Per f #- nu) [8.5]. 

Proposition 8.8 is sometimes known as Anosov's closing lemma, particu
larly in the case where n = M and f is an Anosov diffeomorphism. Definition 
8.9 comes from [1.16]. The bracket [., .] is defined in [1.16] as is the local 
product structure. 

The notion of spectral decomposition also comes from [1.16]. Theorem 
8.13 is formulated for n and Axiom A diffeomorphisms, [2.1] generalizes this 
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result to Per f when this set is hyperbolic, and thus to L(f); the case of R(j) 
is treated in [8.1]. 

The part concerning topologically mixing maps was treated by Bowen. The 
formulations and proofs are found in [1.2]. The notion of j3-shadowing comes 
from [1.2] as does Proposition 8.20. Proposition 8.21 is formulated in [8.2], 
but one will find a greatly improved proof in [1.2]. We see in Theorem 8.23 
the fundamental idea ofO-stability, which comes from [1.16]. The hyperbolic 
structure guarantees local stability, while the filtration controls the global 
behavior of the diffeomorphism. 

The stability theorem comes from [1.16]. The generalization to L(j) is 
found in [2.1], and a formulation in terms of R(j) in [8.1]. 

The central problem is certainly central. In the case of 0 it is a conjecture 
of Smale (see [8.3]). A good reference for what was known in this direction 
in 1974 is [8.4]; for more recent results and the two-dimensional C 1 theorem, 
see [8.6], [8.7], and [8.9]. Mane has also proven a three-dimensional theorem. 
This spring Mane [8.8] has shown that even ~-stability implies hyperbolicity 
of R(j) in the C1 diffeomorphism of arbitrary compact M. All r > 1 remain 
open. 

If f is a C diffeomorphism of M which satisfies Axiom A and has no cycles, 
then, when g is sufficiently close to f, the restrictions fln(f) and gln(g) are 
topologically conjugate via <l>(g). Theorem 8.23 shows that <l>(g) satisfies 

dco(inc(O(f)), <l>(g)) :-s; Kdco(j, g), 

where K is a positive constant. 
Conversely, if, for each g sufficiently close to f, there is a conjugacy <l>(g) 

from fln(f) to gln(g) satisfying this last condition, then Mane [8.4] shows that 
f satisfies Axiom A. 

We have, then, an excellent necessary and sufficient condition for this sort 
of O-stability, which is sometimes known as absolute stability. Some would 
be content with this result, but recently Mane has studied the more difficult 
problem of characterizing structural stability [8.7], a subject to which we will 
return in the commentaries to Chapter 9. 

A more detailed analysis of transversally homoclinic points shows that 
when Per(j) is hyperbolic, this set has a local product structure. 

Recall that we call a point x transversely homoclinic if it is a point of 
transverse intersection of the stable and unstable manifold, WS(p) and WU(p) 
of a hyperbolic periodic point p # x. The point x then belongs to Per(j) 
[4.6]. However, since x is not periodic, Per(j) must be infinite. 

The result is known as the Birkhoff-Smale Theorem, even though an 
analysis of its proof shows that it is just one aspect of a more profound result. 

Suppose that p is a fixed point. We may schematize the situation as shown 
in Figure C8.1. We take a very narrow rectangle "parallel" to WS(p) which 
contains both x and p. Up to replacing f be a high iterate r, if the rectangle 
is narrow enough, the image of the rectangle looks as shown in Figure C8.2. 
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We recover, then, the picture of the horseshoe. The set {f"(x) I n E Z} u {p} is 
hyperbolic for f. 

To see this we take 

E~ = Tx WS(p), 

ESf"(X) = Df" Tx WS(p), 

E~ = Tx WU(p); 

Ef"(x) = Df" Tx WU(p); 

split TpM as TpM = E~ EB E~, then estimate the constants of hyperbolicity. 
Shadowing now permits us to show directly that x belongs to Per(f). 

In fact, it is always possible to show that a sufficiently high iterate of f 
contains a 2-shift [4.6]. 

Now suppose that p and q are two periodic points and that WS(p) and 
WU(q) intersect transversally at the point x, while WS(q) and WU(p) intersect 
transversally at y (Figure e8.3). Restrict f to WU(q). 

Figure CS.3. 
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_....;.y-+-++-+-_-+---+ ____ +---+---+_ W S (q) 

q 

p x 

Figure C8.4. 

The point y is the limit (see Figure e8.4) of a sequence y. of points where 
WU(q) intersects WS(q) transversally. The Birkhoff~Smale Theorem implies 
that all the points Yn belong to PerU), so the point Y must also belong to 
PerU). This result implies that PerU) has a local product structure, if it is 
hyperbolic; it is stronger, however, since p and q are not necessarily close. 
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CHAPTER 9 

A Potpourri of Stability Results 

Proposition 9.1. Let A be a closed invariant hyperbolic set for f E Diff'(M) which 
has a local product structure. We now have 

WS(A) = U WS(x) and WU(A) = U WU(x). 
XEA XEA 

PROOF. As in the shadowing lemma (Proposition 8.21), if we are given a 
sufficiently small 15, we can find a neighborhood U of A and a rx > ° such that 
every rx-pseudo-orbit of fin U is b-shadowed by a point of A. For an arbitrary 
yin WS(A) there is an N so large that 

Vnz N, r(Y)EU. 

Now the set Y = {YilYi = fi+N(y), i z o} is an orbit in U, and is therefore 
b-shadowed by some x in A, that is 

Vi z 0, 

If 15 is small enough so that the local stable manifold WoS(x) is defined, fN(y) 
must belong to it, so Y belongs to the stable manifold WS(f-N(X». 

As usual the result for W U follows as above, by considering f-1. 0 

Recall that if Y belongs to WS(x), the stable manifolds WS(x) and WS(y) 
coincide. In fact, for every z in M, the two following conditions are equivalent: 

(1) 

(2) 
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If LU) is hyperbolic, LU) has a spectral decomposition and local product 
structure. Let L(f) = LI U'" U Lp be the spectral decomposition. For every 
x in M, there is an index i such that x belongs to WS(Li) and an indexj such 
that x belongs to WU(L). Proposition 9.1 guarantees the existence of points 
Yi in Li and Yj in Lj such that x belongs to WS(yJ and WS(Yj). Thus one has 
WS(x) = WS(yJ and WU(x) = WU(Yj) so we have proved: 

Corollary 9.2. If LU) is hyperbolic for f E Diff"(M), then for any point x in M, 
the subsets WS(x) and WU(x) are Euclidean spaces immersed in M by an injective 
C' immersion. 0 

The preceding result, of course, also holds when f satisfies Axiom A or 
RU) is hyperbolic. 

Definition 9.3. If either LU) is hyperbolic, or f satisfies Axiom A, or RU) is 
hyperbolic, we say that f satisfies the strong transversality condition when, for 
every x in M, the stable and unstable manifolds WS(x) and WU(x) are trans
verse at x. 

For historical reasons we chose to state the following theorem, which we 
will not prove, for a map f satisfying Axiom A. 

Theorem 9.4. If a C' (r ~ 1) diffeomorphism f of a compact manifold M satisfies 
Axiom A and the strong transversality conditions, then f is structurally stable. 

The converse is a central open problem: If a C' diffeomorphism f is structurally 
stable, must it satisfy Axiom A and the strong transversality condition? 

Definition 9.5. We denote by AS'(M) the set of C' diffeomorphisms satisfying 
Axiom A and the strong transversality condition. Iff belongs to AS'(M) and 
QU) is finite, we say that f is Morse-Smale. We denote by MS'(M) the set of 
such diffeomorphisms. 

We will now outline several propositions in order ultimately to prove that 
an Axiom A diffeomorphism has no 1 cycles. 

Proposition 9.6. Suppose that p is a hyperbolic periodic point for a C' diffeo
morphism f of M. Suppose that the manifold W intersects WS(p) transversally 
at a point x in its interior, and that the manifold V intersects WU(p) transversally 
at a point y in its interior. Then there is a positive integer n such that fn(w) and 
V intersect transversally at a point z (see Figure 9.1). 

SKETCH OF PROOF. By replacing f by one of its iterates we may assume that p 
is fixed. Since WS(p) is invariant we can replace W by r(W) and x by r(x), 
for any positive n, so that we may also assume that x belongs to a small 
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neighborhood V of p. Replacing y by f-m(y) for some positive m, we nay also 
assume that y belongs to U. By refining the estimates we made about the graph 
transform, one can show that, when the dimension of W is equal to that of 
the manifold J.t!~c(p), as n tends to infinity the plaque r(W) n V tends toward 
the plaque J.t!~c(p) in the C 1 topology, so that for n large enough fn(w) will 
intersect V transversally. If the dimension of W is greater than that of J.t!~c(p), 
we can choose a submanifold W' of W of the same dimension as J.t!~c(p), 

transverse to WS(p) at x, and proceed as above. 0 

REMARKS. (1) One can apply Proposition 9.6 when Vand Ware open subsets 
of M, since an open subset meets any submanifold transversally. It is also 
easy to give a direct proof of the proposition in this case, using our earlier 
techniques. 

(2) If Vx is an open neighborhood in M of a point x in WU(p) and W is 
transverse to WS(p), then there is a positive integer n such that r(W) n Vx is 
nonempty. Thus we have the inclusion 

WU(p) c U r(W). 
n>O 

Proposition 9.7. Suppose that f satisfies Axiom A or that L(f) i~ a hyperbolic 
invariant set. Let P1 u ... uPs = PerU) be the spectral decomposition. Let V 
and V be two nonempty open sets in p;. Then there is a periodic point p and 
integers n1 and n2 such that fn,(p) belongs to V and r2(p) belongs to V. 

PROOF. The restriction of f to Pi has a dense orbit, so 

3x, n1, n2 such that f n, (x) E U, r2(x) E V. 

Since the periodic points are dense, choosing a periodic point p very close to 
x finishes the proof. 0 

Proposition 9.8. A diffeomorphism satisfying Axiom A has no 1-cycles. 
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PROOF. Let n ==' 0 1 u'" u Os be the spectral decomposition of n. Suppose 
that x belongs to (WS(nJ n WU(n;)), and let U be a neighborhood of x. Then 
there is a periodic point p and integers n l and nz such that 

Therefore, there is an integer k such that f"(U) n U is not empty. The point 
x is thus in 0 and hence in OJ. D 

EXERCISE 9.1. If L(f) is hyperbolic, does L(f) = R(f)? If f satisfies Axiom A, does 
O(f) = R(f)? 

EXERCISE 9.2. (a) The Cloud Lemma. Suppose that P abd q are hyperbolic points of 
a C diffeomorphism f of M. Suppose that WU(p) and WS(q) intersect transversally at 
x and that WU(q) and WS(p) intersect at y. Show that y belongs to O(f). (Draw a picture 
in order to understand the name.) 

(b) Extend the preceding to a sequence of hyperbolic points of f. More precisely, 
if PI' .. , Pk are hyperbolic points of f, if WS(PI) and WU(Pk) intersect at x, and if WU(p;) 
and WS(Pj+l) have a point of transverse intersection for I :::; i < k - I, show that x is 
nonwandering. 

EXERCISE 9.3. Let f be a diffeomorphism satisfying Axiom A. We say that f satisfies 
Axiom B if, moreover, whenever [WS(O;l - OJ n [WU(Oj) - OJ is nonempty, there 
are periodic points P in OJ and q in OJ such that WS(p) and WU(q) have a point of 
transverse intersection. 

Show that Axiom B implies no cycles. 
Show that strong transversality implies Axiom B. (Thus strong transversality 

implies no cycles.) 

EXERCISE 9.4. If L(f) is hyperbolic, can L(f) have a I-cycle? 

Commentary 

This chapter is the weakest one of the course, since the goal which I originally 
set was practically attained in Chapter 8. That which remained, however, was 
too important to be relegated to the commentaries. 

Proposition 9.1 was first proved in [8.2] in response to a question of Smale; 
the proof that I give comes from [1.2] and is much simpler than the original. 
The strong transversality condition was first formulated in [1.16] and is found 
in the form I give in [9.3]. 

Particular cases of Proposition 9.4 were proved by Peixoto for Sl, as a 
special case of this theorem on vector fields on surfaces [1.10], by Anosov for 
Anosov diffeomorphisms [4.1], by Palis for Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms 
in dimensions 2 and 3 [2.3], by Palis and Smale for Morse-Smale diffeomor
phisms in arbitrary dimension [6.3], by Robbin, using a functional approach 
for f of class C2 [6.4], and by Robinson for C 1 f [6.5]. Since then numerous 
other treatments of this theorem, both functional and geometrical, have been 
given. 
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The essential open problem in this chapter is the conjecture of Palis-Smale 
[6.3] that Axiom A and the strong transversality condition are necessary and 
sufficient for structural stability. 

It is known that a structurally stable diffeomorphism which satisfies Axiom 
A must also satisfy the strong transversality condition [9.2]. The key, then, is 
to find out if a structurally stable diffeomorphism satisfies Axiom A. We have 
already encountered the problem-does il-stability imply Axiom A?-in the 
preceding chapter. I cannot imagine that the answers to these two questions 
could be different. 

Recently, Mane [8.7] has proved the Palis-Smale stability conjecture for 
surfaces. 

With regard to il-stability, it is known that il-stability and Axiom A imply 
that there are no cycles. It is this result which brought the no-cycle condition 
to the subject as a substitute for Smale's Axiom B [1.16] (see Exercise 9.3). 

In our list of abbreviations AS, KS, MS, AS stands for Axiom A + strong 
transversality, but one could also read it as an abbreviation for Anosov
Smale, which seems like a good idea to me. 

The convergence toward WU(p) that we use in Proposition 9.6 was proved 
in [4.2]. In order to make our sketch rigorous, we need Lemma A of [2.3]. 

Proposition 9.8 is there to show that Smale's definition of Axiom A no-cycle 
diffeomorphisms coincide with mine. He only requires that there be no m

cycles, for m ~ 2. 
Exercise 9.2 comes from [1.16]. 
It is sometimes easier to check for transversality than to show that there 

are no cycles. 
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CHAPTER 10 

Markov Partitions 

I. Symbolic Dynamics 

Our last major result will be counting the periodic points in a hyperbolic set 
with local product structure; we will carry this out using the important 
technique of symbolic dynamics. 

Let k be an integer greater than zero. We denote by [k] the set of symbols 
{1, ... , k} with the discrete topology; we denote by L(k) the product space 
[k]L. An element of L(k) is an infinite sequence of symbols in [k], Q = 

... a-1aOa 1···· 
Note that the product topology on L(k) is also induced by the metric 

d(Q, lz) = L:'~-oo 2-(2Inl+l)Jn(Q, lz), where In(Q, lz) is 0 when an = bn , and 1 
otherwise. From this we see that a sequence (Qj)je N converges if and only if, 
for every i, the sequence (a/)je N converges. Notice also that we have d(Q, lz) ~ 
t~ao -# boo L(k) is compact, totally disconnected and has no isolated points, 
hence is a Cantor set. 

We can define a homeomorphism of L(k), the shift (J, by stipulating that 
the shift moves the sequence one place to the left, «(J(Q))i = ai+l. We are now 
ready to define certain zero-dimensional analogues of hyperbolic sets. Denote 
by Mk the set of all k x k matrices all of whose entries are 0 or 1. 

Definition 10.1. Let A = (Ai) E M k • We then define 

LA = {Q E L(k)I'v'iAQ,Q'+l = I} 

LA is a closed (J-invariant subspace of L(k); we denote by (JA and often just 
(J the restriction of (J to LA. The pair (l:A' (JA) is called a sub shift of finite type. 

Example. Encoding a map with a partition. 
Let PI' ... , Pk be a partition of a set E, and let f be a map from E to E. We 
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define a matrix A = (AiJ E Mk by 

Aij = 1 <=> f(PJ n (PJ i= 0· 

To each element x of E we can associate a string Q = r(x) in LA by following 
x's itinerary among the P's: 

ViE71., Pa, contains P(x). 

With this definition, the following diagram commutes: 

E 
t 

LA ~ 

la 
t 

LA' ~ E 

Given A E Mb we say a finite string ao ... an of symbols in [k] is admissible 
for A if and only if Aa,a,+, = 1, i = 0, ... , n - 1. For any two symbols P and q 
in [k] we denote by Nn(p, q, A) the number of admissible strings for A oflength 
n + 1, beginning with p and ending with q. We can readily compute this 
number. 

Lemma 10.2. Nn(p, q, A) = (An)p,q' 

PROOF. For n = 1, this is clear from the definition. Suppose, then, that it is 
true for n = m - 1. The next to last term, r say, of an admissible sequence can 
only be a symbol with Arq = 1. Consequently, 

k 

Nm(p, q, A) = L Nm- 1 (p, r, A)Arq 
r=l 

k 

= L (A m- 1 )p,rArq = (Am)p,q, 
r=l 

and we are done by induction. D 

If f is a continuous map of a topological space to itself we denote by Nn(f) 
the number of isolated fixed points of r. Lemma 10.2 allows us, as a corollary, 
to count the periodic points of a subshift of finite type. 

Proposition 10.3. Nn«(JA) = tr An. 

Subshifts of finite type also have a sort of local product structure. First we 
will define the local stable and unstable sets: 

Wl/3(q) = {QE1:AIVn ~ 0, d«(Jn(q), (In(Q)) :::;; t}, 

W1i3(q) = {QE1:AIVn ~ 0, d«(Jn(q), (In(Q)) :::;; t}. 

The following proposition is the result of simple calculations. 
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Proposition 10.4. For all g in LA' 

W1s/3(g) = {lzlVn ~ 0, an = bn}, 

Wl'h(g) = {QIVn ~ 0, an = bn}. 

If the distance from g to lz is less than or equal to 1, then W1s/3(g) n W1/3(lz) is 
exactly one point ~,for which Cn = an, n ~ ° and Cn = bn, n :s; 0. The shift aA is 
expansive, with constant of expansivity 1. Moreover, a contracts WS and 
expands W U 

Vlz E Wt/3(g), d(a(g), a(lz)) = td(g, lz), 

VlzE W1/3(a), d(a-1(g), a-1(lz» = td(g, lz). 

Let U1/2 be the open neighborhood of the diagonal in LA x LA defined by 

U1/2 = {(g, lz)ELA x LAld(g, lz) < !}. 

We can, then, define a map, the bracket, 

[-,.J: U1/2 ~ LA' 

[g, lz] = f = W1/ 3 (g) n W1s/3(lz). 

Proposition 10.5. Let g be a point of LA. The bracket is a homeomorphism of 
W1/ 3(g) x W1s/3(g) onto the open set U(g) = {lzlao = bo}. 

PROOF. The continuity of [., .] is clear from Proposition 10.4, as is the fact that 

[W1/ 3(g), W1s/3(g)] c U(g). 

Notice that if lz is in U(g) then (g, lz) is in U1/2 , so it makes sense to define a map 

U(g) ~ W1/3(g) x W1/3(g), 

lz ~ ([lz, g], [g, lz]). 

Since [., .] is continuous this map is as well, and it is clear that it is the inverse 
of the bracket. 0 

Next we will develop a handy way of keeping track of the sequence Nn(f), 
the (-function. 

Definition 10.6. Let a = (an)n;" 1 be a sequence of complex numbers. We denote 
by (~ the formal series 

If f is continuous map of a topological space to itself we set 

'J(t) = exp C~l Nn~f) t n). 
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The' -function has some very nice properties: 

(1) C+p(t) = 'a(t)'p(t); and 
(2) if IX = p.n)n~l' then 'a = 1/(1 - At) since log(I/(1 - At» = L~=l (An/nW. 

This allows us to demonstrate the following simple proposition which 
is at the heart of the, -function's usefulness. 

Proposition 10.7. Let A and B be two square matrices. If IX = (tr An - tr Bn)n~ l' 
then 

'a(t) = det(I - tB). 
det(I - tA) 

PROOF. By (1) it is enough to consider the case when B = O. Suppose A is 
k x k and let Ai' ... , Ak be its eigenvalues. 

From (2) we have 

( 
00 tr An ) 

'a(t) = exp nf:1 -n- t n 

= exp C~l (Jl A~)~) 
k 1 1 

= JI 1 - Am t = --:-de-t-(I---tA-) D 

In particular, from Proposition 10.3, we have: 

Corollary IO.S. 'aJt) = l/det(I - tA). 

Proposition 10.9. (1) If A is a k x k complex matrix with eigenvalues Ai' ... , 
.A.k , we have 

. 1 
hmsup-Iogltr Ani = maxloglAJ 

"-++00 n i 

(2) If, moreover, A has integral entries and the quantity in (I) is zero, then 
the .A.'s are either zero or roots of unity. 

PROOF. (1) Set IX = (tr An)n~ l' Since 'a(t) = l/det(I - tA), the radius of conver
gence P('a) is (maxi l.A.d)-l. Since the exponential is an entire function, the 
radius of convergence of L~=l (tr An/n)tn is no greater than P('a)' Therefore 

lim sup n _r_ :$; max I Ad ( /!-An)-l ( )-1 
n-+CO n i 

so 

max log lAd :$; limsup~logltr Ani. 
i "-++00 n 
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On the other hand 

VnEN, 
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Itr A"I ::; k (max IAil)" 
i E [k] 

so we must have the desired equality. 
(2) Since maxi log I Ad = 0, the numbers ,1,1, ... , Ak all lie in the unit disc and 

are roots of a monic integral polynomial of degree k, and the same is true for 
the numbers A~, ... , A;, for every positive integer n. There are only a finite 
number of such polynomials, since the requirement that the roots lie in the 
unit disc imposes bounds on the coefficients of a monic integral polynomial. 
Therefore, there are only a finite number of possible roots, so for each i, the 
set {Ar In;::: I} is fini te and hence Ai is either ° or a root of uni ty. 0 

II. Markov Partitions 

We now proceed to define and construct Markov partitions for closed hyper
bolic invariant sets with local product structure. First we fix our notations 
and assumptions. A will be a closed hyperbolic set for a C diffeomorphism 
(r ;::: 1) of a manifold M. We will assume that A has a local product stucture 

:It;,b > ° such that Vx, YEA, 

d(x, y) < b => [x, y] = W.S(x) rdt;,U(y) E A, 

where (j < t;/2 and t; is a constant of expansivity for f on A. If A is a subset of 
A, we will denote by A its interior as a subspace of A; 8A will be its frontier 
in A. When x is in A, we define 

WS(x, A) = WS(x) n A. 

When Y/ is a constant less than or equal to t; we set 

~S(x) = rYE W.S(x)ld(x, y)::; Y/} 

and 

w"S(x) = rYE W.S(x)ld(x, y) < Y/}. 

If B is a subset of W.S(x) n A we denote by Int(B) its interior as a subset of 
W.S(x) n A and by fr(B) its frontier. We have analogous definitions and 
notations for the unstable manifolds. Notice that with t; and (j as above, it is 
immediate from the stable manifold theorem that the restriction of f to ~S(x) 
is an open mapping to w.s(f(x», for any x in A, and similarly for f- 1 and W U • 

We have the following parallel to Proposition 10.5. 

Proposition 10.10. There is a positive constant p, less than (j/2, such that for all 
x in A, the bracket is a homeomorphism of the product (~U(x) n A) x (~S(x) n 
A) onto an open neighborhood of x in A. 
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PROOF. Let Va(x) = {y E A Id(x, y) < b}. We define two continuous maps on Va. 

ITs: Vtl(x) -+ W.S(x, A), 

YH[X, y], 

ITu: Vtl(x) -+ W.U(x, A), 

yH [y, xl 

Now the bracket is uniformly continuous on a compact neighborhood of the 
diagonal in A x A so 

3p > 0, p < 1'5/2 

such that 

'ix, y, ZEA, 

d(x, y) < p, 

and 

d(x, z) < p = d(x, [y, z]) < b. 

Thus if(y, Z)E(WpU(X) n A) x (W;(x) n A), ITs and ITu are defined and (ITu, ITs) 
is an inverse for [ ., . 1 The bracket is therefore a homeomorphism on the open 
set IT;l(W;(X) n A) n IT~l(WpU(X) n A). D 

Definition 10.11. A subset R of A is called a rectangle if it has a diameter less 
than 1'5 and is closed under the bracket, i.e., 

xER, YER = [X,Y]ER. 

A rectangle R is proper if it is the closure of its interior in A; R = R. 

Using Proposition 10.10, the following is clear. 

Proposition 10.12. If R is a rectangle of diameter less than p and x is a point 

of R, then 

R = [Int WU(x, R), Int WS(x, R)], 

aR = [fr WU(x, R), WS(x, R)] u [WU(x, R), fr WS(x, R)]. 

Corollary 10.13. Let R be a rectangle of diameter less than p. Then: 

(1) x E R if and only if x E Int(WU(x, R» n Int(WS(x, R»; 
(2) for x E R, Int WS(x, R) = WS(x, R) and Int WU(x, R) = WU(x, R); 
(3) if R is closed then aR = as R u au R, where 

aSR = {xERlxtInt WU(x, R)} = {xERI WS(x, R) n R = 0}, 

oUR = {xERlxtInt WS(x, R)} = {xERIWU(x, R)nR = 0}. 
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PROOF. Conclusions (1) and (2) are immediate. For (3), notice that for any z 
inR, 

Therefore 

[z,y]=y 

[y,z] = y 

whenever y E WS(z, R), 

whenever y E WU(z, R). 

[ {z} n Int WU(z, R), Int WS(z, R)] = R n Int WS(z, R) = R n WS(z, R), 

[Int WU(z, R), {z} n WU(z, R)] = Int WU(z, R) n R = WU(z, R) n R, 
and (3) follows. D 

In order to apply Proposition 10.12 and Corollary 10.13 we henceforth 
assume without comment that all small rectangles have diameter less than p. 

Proposition 10.14. Let R be a small closed rectangle and b' a constant between 
o and b. Then the set {x E AI Wo~(x) n as R = 0} is open and dense in A. More
over, if Wo~(x) n as R is empty, then (Wo~(x) n A) - aR is open and dense in 
Wo~(x) n A. Analogous results hold for the unstable manifolds. 

PROOF. The set WS(x, R) depends continuously on x in R; consequently 
as R = {x E RI WS(x, R) n R = 0} is closed. Since Wo~(x) also depends continu
ously on x in A, the set {x EAI Wo~(x) n as R = 0} is open in A. 

We now show that this last is also dense in A. Let y be in as R n Wo~(x). By 
Corollary 10.13, y belongs to the frontier of WU(y, R) in w.,U(y) n A. We have 
[y, x] = x and d(x, y) < b', so by the continuity of the bracket we can find a 
point z in w.,U(y) n (A - R) close enough to y that 

d(x, z) < band d([z, x]), y) < b. 

We then have 

tEWo~([z,x])nR => z= [[z,x],y] = [t,y]ER. 

Therefore Wo~([z, x]) n R is empty. Since [z, x] is arbitrarily close to x when 
z is arbitrarily close to y, we have demonstrated the density of {x E AI Wo~ n 
aSR = 0}. 

Now we attack the second part. Let x be a point of A with Wo~(x) n as R = 
0. If Wa~(x) n au R is also empty, then Wa~(x) n A - aR is clearly dense in 
Wo~(x) n A. If not, assume that y belongs to Wa~(x) nAn (aU R). Corollary 
10.13 implies that y belongs to fr WS(y, R», but Wa~(x) is open in w.,S(x) so 
there are points z, arbitrarily close to y, such that 

z E u-;,~(x) n w.,S(y) n A - WS(y, R). 

These points cannot belong to R. Since aR is closed, this shows that u-;,~(x) n 
A - aR is open and dense in u-;,~(x) n A. 0 
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Definition 10.15. A Markov Partition of A for f is a finite collection R = 
{R I" .• , Rn} of small proper rectangles with disjoint interiors with the prop
erty that if feR;) or f- I (R;) hit R j , then they extend all the way across it. More 
precisely, we require that: 

(i) x d'{i' f(x) E Rj => f(WS(x, R;) c WS(f(x), R); 

(ii) xERi , f-l(x)ER j => f-I(WU(X, R;) c WU(f-I(X), Rj ). 

REMARKS. (1) The R's are implicitly assumed to have diameter less than p; and, 
furthermore, being proper, they are closed. 

(2) By Corollary 10.13 and the above-mentioned openness of f on small 
stable discs, properties (i) and (ii) above are equivalent to: 

(i') 

(ii') 

f(X)ERj => f(WS(x, R;) c WS(f(x), R); 

f(X)ER j => f-I(WU(x, R;) c WU(f-I(X), Rj ). 

Example 10.16. Let A be a k x k matrix of O's and l's and (LA' (TA) the 
associated subshift of finite type. Let Ci = {flELA\aO = i}. Proposition lOA 
says, in effect, that C = {CI , ... , Cd is a Markov partition of LA for (T A- In a 
sense that will become clear later, this example is a universal model of all 
Markov partitions. 

Example 10.17. Recall the Anosov diffeomorphism f of T2 = [R2/1'2 induced 

by the matrix M = G ~) which was introduced in Example 4.6. The 

eigenvalues of Mare 

As = 1(3 - j5) and Au = 1(3 + j5). 
The corresponding stable and unstable manifolds, lifted to [R2, are 

Y - Yo = -1(1 + j5)(x - x o) for WS(xo, Yo), 

y - Yo = -1(j5 - l)(x - x o) 

The torus T2 can be decomposed into two closed sets RI and R2 with disjoint 
interiors, which are covered by two parallelograms in R2 with sides parallel 
to the eigendirections of M; see Figure 10.1. (T2, f) has a local product 
structure and we could calculate the constants G, J, and p for this structure. 

It is an easy, but tedious, exercise then to check that by taking N large 
enough, the collection of rectangles R = {nf= -N P(RE(i)' G(i) E {I, 2}} each 
have diameter less than p and in fact are Markov partitions of T2 for f. 

Let us show that there is always a Markov partition for any hyperbolic set 
A with local product structure. First we supplement the notation we have 
already. 

Let f3 be a constant 0 < f3 < p/2 < b/4 < G/8. Using Proposition 8.21 we 
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Es 

Figure 10.1. 

can find a constant Q( such that 0 < Q( < fJ and every Q(-psuedo-orbit in I\. is 
fJ-shadowed by a unique orbit in 1\.. Furthermore, since I\. is compact, we can 
find a constant ")" 0 < ")' < Q(/2, such that for all x, y E I\. with d(x, y) < ")' we 
have d(f(x), f(y)) < Q(/2, and we can cover I\. with a finite number of open balls 
of radius less than")' and centers PI' ... , Pk' say. We define a matrix A E Mk by 

Aij = 0 otherwise. 

For every g in LA, the sequence (Pa)ieZ is an Q(-psuedo-orbit; it is therefore 
fJ-shadowed by a unique point x = 8(g). This defines a map 8: LA -+ 1\.. 

Proposition 10.18. The mapping 8 is a semiconjugacy of (J A and f; i.e., it is 
continuous, surjective, and makes the following diagram commute: 

LA ~ LA 

PROOF. If x fJ-shadows (Pa), then f(x) fJ-shadows (P(ag»), so the diagram 
commutes. 

If 8 were not continuous, the compactness of I\. would allow us to find two 
sequences c~n) and Ct") with the same limit I in LA whose images under 8 had 
distinct limits sand t in A. However, we know that 

Vi E 71., VnEN, 

so passing to the limit we have 
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Therefore, 

ViElL, 

but I: is a constant of expansivity so we reach the contradiction that s = t. 
To show, finally, that 8 is surjective, let x be a point of A and f! an element 

of ~A such that 

ViElL, 

Then, by the definition of y, we have 

d(f(Pa), Pa,+) ~ d(f(Pa),f(fi(x))) + d(fi+l(X), Pa,+,) ~ rx/2 + y < rx. 

In other words, f! belongs to ~A; since 8(f!) = x, we are done. D 

Proposition 10.19. The map 8 is a morphism of the local product structure. More 
precisely, we have 

8(W1/ 3 (f!» c W.U (8(f!», 

d(f!, lz) <! =:;. d(8(f!), 8(lz» < p ~ <5, 

and 

8( [f!, lz]) = [8(f!), 8(lz)]. 

PROOF. Recall that whenever d(f!, lz) < !. we have ao = boo Hence 

d(8(f!), 8(lz» ~ d(8(f!), Pao) + d(Pao' 8(lz» ~ 2/3 < p, 

so [8(f!), 8(lz)] is defined. 
Let f! be an element of ~A' and .f a point of W1/ 3 (f!). Proposition 10.4 then 

tells us that Ci = ai' for all i ~ 0. Consequently, we have 

Vi ~ 0, 

in other words, 8(.f) E W.S ( 8(f!». 
Similarly, we can show that 8(W1/ 3 (f!» C W.U (8(f!». 

Combining this with the definitions of the brackets, we obtain 

8([f!, lz]) = 8(W1s/3 (f!) n W1/ 3 (lz» C W.S (8(f!» n w.u (8(lz» = [8(a), 8(lz)]. 
o 

Setting Ii = 8(C;), where Ci are as in Example 10.16, we see that the Ii's 
cover A, since 8 is surjective. 

Lemma 10.20. Let i E [k] and f! a point of Ci . Then Ii is a closed rectangle of 
diameter less than p and we have 

8(WS(f!, C i» = WS(8(f!), Ii), 

O(WU(f!, CI» = WU(O(f!), Ii). 
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PROOF. Since Cj is a rectangle of diameter less than t, the previous lemma 
implies that 1'; is a rectangle of diameter less than p; 1'; is closed since Cj is 
compact and 0 is continuous. 

Moreover, from the definition of Cj , we see that W'(Q, Cj ) = WI'/3 (Q) so, by 
10.19 

O(W'(Q, C;) c w.'(O(Q» n 1'; = W'(O(Q), 1';) 

and, similarly, O(WU(Q, C;) must be contained in WU(Q), 1';). 
Conversely, if x belongs to W'(O(Q), 1';), let ~ be a preimage of x under 0 in 

Cj • We have 
O( [Q, ~]) = [O(Q), O(~)] = [ O(Q), x] = x 

and, furthermore, [Q, ~] belongs to W'(Q, CJ, Therefore, 

W'( O(Q), 1';) c O( W'(Q, C;), 

and, likewise 

D 

Proposition 10.21. If ~ belongs to Cj and a(~) belongs to Cj , then setting 
x = O(~), we have 

f[W'(x, 1';)] c W'(f(x), 1j), 

f- I [wu(f(x), 1j)] c WU(x, 1';). 

PROOF. Using Lemma 10.20, we have 

f(W'(x, 1';» = f(WS(O(~), 1';» 

= fO(W'(~, C;) 

= Oa(W'(~, C;) 

c O(W'(a(~), Cj » 

= W'(O(a(s», 1j) 

= W'(f(x), 1j). 

The proof for WU is analogous. 

Corollary 10.22. Let x be a point of 1';. Then: 

(1) 3jE[k] such that 

f(X)E 1j, 

f(W8(X, 1';» c W"(f(x), 1j), 

f-I(wu(f(x), 1j» c WU(x, 7;). 

D 
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(2) 3m E [k] such that 

f-1(x)E Tm , 

f(ws(f-1(x), Tm)) C WS(x, 7;), 

f-1(WU(x, 7;)) C WU(f-1(X), Tm). 

133 

PROOF. Take ~ E Ci such that e(~) = x. We define j and m by Ii(~) E Cj and 
Ii -1 (~) E Cm, and apply the preceding proposition. 0 

The Markov partition we seek is obtained by subdividing the 7;'s. 
When 7; and 1j intersect, we set 

7:& = {xE7;IWS(x, 7;)n 1j"# 0, WU(x, 7;)n 1j"# 0}, 

7:& = {xE7;IWS(x, 7;)n 1j"# 0, WU(x, 7;)n 1j = 0}, 

7:~ = {xE7;IWS(x, 7;)n 1j = 0, WU(x, 7;)n 1j"# 0}, 

7:~ = {xE7;IWS(x, 7;)n 1j = 0, WU(x, 7;)n 1j = 0}, 

Lemma 10.23. The 7:ij(m = 1,2,3,4) form a partition of 7;. Moreover, 
7:i} = 7; n 1j and the sets 7:i}' 7:& U 7:&, and 7:i} U 7:~ are all closed. 

PROOF. The first assertion is obvious, as is the fact that 7; n 1j C 7: i}. One the 
other hand, if x E 7:&, choose y in WS(x, 7;) n 1j and z in WU(x, 7;) n 1j; then 
x = [y, z] and we see XE 1j n 7;. 

Since 7; and 1j are closed, so is their intersection, 7: i}. Moreover, we have 

7:&U7:& = {xE7;IWS (x, 7;)n 1j"# 0} = {xE7;IW.S(x)n(7;n 1j)"# 0}, 

7:& U 7:~ = {XE 7;1 WU(x, 7;) n 1j "# 0} = {XE 7;1 W.U(x) n (7; n 1j) "# 0}. 

Since W.S(x) and W.U(x) depend continuously on x and 7; n 1j is closed, it 
follows that 7:& U 7:& and 7:i} U 7:~ are also closed. 0 

Now let 7;j = 7:;;', m = 1,2, 3, 4. 

Lemma 10.24. The rectangle 7; decomposes as U!=l 7;j, with the following 
properties: 

(1) 7;J = 7; n 1j. 
(2) 1;; n 7;j = 0 if I < m or (I, m) = (3,2); in particular the 7;j's have disjoint 

interiors. 
(3) 7;; C 7:lj U (U!=l iJ7;j). 
(4) The 7;j's and their interiors are small rectangles (see Figure 10.2). 

PROOF. Property (1) is just a restatement of part of Lemma 10.23. We treat 
the various cases of (2) separately: 

I = 1, 1IJ = i& C 7:&. 
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Figure 10.2. 

Therefore, t] n rij = 0 whenever m > 1, so we see 

t l Tm TO 1 ---;;; - 0 
ij n ij = ij n rij - , 

1=2, 

m> 1, 

Consequently, for m > 2: tJ n T;j = T;J n rij = 0. The case I = 3 is treated 
similarly. 

Since, for I # m, tJ n tj is empty, we have 

tJ - ( u 8T;j) C T; - U T;j c rlj 
m;l m#l 

and (3) follows. 
From Proposition 10.12 and the continuity of the bracket it follows that 

the closure of the interior of a rectangle of diameter less than p is also a 
rectangle of diameter less than p. To prove (4) it thus suffices to show that the 
rij's are rectangles. 

Now, if x and y belong to T;, then 

WS([x, y], T;) = WS(x, T;), 

WU([x, y], T;) = WU(y, T;). 

Therefore, when x and y belong to rij, so does their bracket [x, y]. Since diam 
rij < diam T; < p < D, the rij's and, hence, the T;j's and tj's as well, are 
small rectangles. 0 

Set Z = A - UL;l U!;l 8T;j; this is an open dense subset of A. The 
preceding lemma shows that 

VijE [k], VmE[4], Z n T;j = Z n tj = Z n rij, 

a fact which we will constantly use without comment in the rest of our 
argument. 

When x belongs to Z, we set 

K(x) = {T;lxE 'Ii}, 

K*(x) = {1]1 3'IiEK(x) such that 'Ii n 1] # 0}, 

R(x) = n{1;jl'IieK(x), 1]eK*(x), xe 'Iij}. 
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T j 

R(x) .x 

T3 

T2 

Figure 10.3. 

R(x) is clearly a small open rectangle which contains x as shown in Figure 10.3. 

Lemma to.2S. If x and y belong to Z the rectangles R(x) and R(y) are either 
identical or disjoint. 

PROOF. Let z belong to Z 1'1 R(x). We will show that R(z) = R(x), and for this, 
we will first show that K(z) = K(x). 

By the definition of R(x) we see K(x) is contained in K(z). Conversely, if 
1jEK(z) and XE Ii, then 1j belongs to K*(x) and x belongs to some tj. Since 
z belongs to 1;j, by the preceding lemma, we must have m = 1 so that x 
also belongs to Iij thus 1jEK(x). Therefore, K(z) = K(x) and consequently 
K*(x) = K*(z). 

Now, for fixed i and j, the rectangles tj are disjoint; therefore, we have 
R(z) = R(x), whenever z E R(x) 1'1 Z. If x and y belong to Z and R(x) 1'1 R(y) =f. 
0, then this intersection is open and hence contains a point z of Z. Therefore, 
we have R(x) = R(z) = R(y). D 

Lemma 10.26. Let x and y be points of Z nf-I(Z) with R(x) = R(y) and 
yE lv"S(x). Then we have R(f(x» = R(f(y». 

PROOF. We first show that K(f(x» = K(f(y». 
If f(x) belongs to Ii, then there is an ~ in Ci with f(x) = e(~). Let j be L 1 · 

Since x = ea-I(~), and e(WS(a-I(~), Cj » = WS(x, 1j) by Lemma 10.20, the 
point y must have a preimage I under () lying in WS(a-I(~), CJ Therefore, 
tl = So = i. From this we deduce that f(y) = ea(y) belongs to Ii also. Thus 
we have K(f(x» c K(f(y». Since x and y play symmetric roles, this implies 
that K(f(x» = K(f(y» and hence K*(f(x» = K*(f(y». 

Now fix a Ii in K(f(x» and a 1j in K*(f(x». Since WS(f(x), Ii) = 
WS(f(y), Ii), we have 

WS(f(x), Ii) 1'1 1j =f. 0 =:> WS(f(y), Ii) 1'1 1j =f. 0. 

Let us now demonstrate a similar result for the unstable manifolds. By 
Corollary 10.22 we can find a rectangle Tm in K(x) such that 
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Assume that WU(f(x), 7;) n ~ is nonempty and choose a point z in this inter
section. Corollary 10.22 now allows us to find a Tp in K(f-1(Z» such that 

(**) f(WS(f-1(Z), Tp» C WS(z, ~). 

Let t = [z, f(y)]. The point t must belong to 7;, since z and f(y) do, and to 
w.u(f(y» as well. We claim that it also belongs to ~. 

From the choice of z and (*), we know that f- 1 (z) belongs to Tp n 
WU(x, Tm). We deduce, then, using Lemma 10.23, that x belongs to r~p u r!p. 
Therefore, by assumption y belongs to r~p u r!p also, which implies that 

WU(y, Tm) n Tp i= 0. 

For any point u in this intersection we have 

So, (**) gives us 

t = [z, f(y)] = f([f-1(Z), Y])E WS(z, ~) C ~, 

and we have shown that 

WU(f(x), 7;) n ~ i= 0 => WU(f(y), 7;) n ~ i= 0· 

Since x and y play equivalent roles in the proof the converse also holds. All 
together we have, then, 

WS(f(x), 7;) n ~ i= 0 ¢> WS(f(y), 7;) n ~ i= 0, 

WU(f(x), 7;) n ~ i= 0 ¢> WS(f(y), 7;) n ~ i= 0· 

Since f(x) and f(y) are both in Z it follows that R(f(x» = R(f(y)). 0 

The set of distinct R(x)'s for x in Z is finite since there are only finitely many 
7;j's. Let R = {R 1 , ••• ,Rs } = {R(x)lxEZ}. 

Proposition 10.27. R is a Markov partition of A for f. 

PROOF. The R;'s cover A since they are closed and contain the dense set Z. 
They are proper since each is the closure of some open set R(x), and one always 
has: the closure of the interior of the closure of the interior of A equals the 
closure of the interior of A. To see that R;'s have disjoint interiors, consider 
two distinct rectangles R(x) and R(y). Since each is open and they are disjoint 
by Lemma 10.25, we have 

R(x) n R(y) = 0 => R(x) n R(y) = 0 

=> R(x) n R(y) = 0 

=> R(x) n R(y) = 0 
o 0 

=> R(x) n R(y) = 0; 

in other words, the R;'s have disjoint interiors. 
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Finally, to check the Markov conditions 1O.15(i) and (ii), we introduce the 
set Z* 

Z* = {xEZIw./2(x)nc.~lmVI OST;j) = 0}. 
Proposition 10.14 implies that Z* is open and dense in A and that, for XEZ*, 
the set ~/2 (x) n Z is open and dense in WOl2 n A. Since j is a homeomorphism 
on A, the set Z* nj-I(Z*) is open and dense in A. 

Forx EZ* nj-I(Z*), the set Z n ~/2(X) is open and dense in WO/2(f(x» n 
A; therefore, j-I(Z) n ~/2(X) is dense in WO/2(x) n A. Consequently, Z n 
j-I(Z) n ~/2(X) is open and dense in ~/2(X) n A. 
N~suppose that x belongs to Z*nj-I(Z*)nRinj-I(R); thus 

Ri = R(x) and Rj = R(f(x». The above reasoning tells us, in light of 
Proposition 10.10, that 

WS(x, R;) = WS(x, R(x» = WS(x, R(x»nZ nj I(Z). 

Now Lemma 10.26 implies that 

j(WS(x, R(x» n Z nj-I(Z» c R(f(x» c Rj ; 

by the continuity f, we then have j(WS(x, R;) c Rj , so all together we see that 

j(WS(x, R;) c Rj n J¥"s(f(x» = WS(f(x), R). 

If x is an arbitrary point of Ri n j-I (Rj ), then, since Z* n j-I (Z*) is dense and 
Ri n j-I (R) is open, there is a point x* in Z* n j-I (Z*) n Ri n j I (R). Since 
Ri is a rectangle, WS(x, R i) = {[x, z] Iz E WS(x*, R;)}. From this it follows 
that 

j(WS(x, R;) c {[f(x), j(z)] Iz E WS(x*, Rj )}. 

Applying the argument above to x* shows that 

j(WS(x*, R;) c WS(f(x*), R); 

and thus we see, using the closure of Rj under the bracket, that 

j(WS(x*, R;) c {[f(x), w]lwE WS(f(x*), R)} = WS(f(x), RJ 

In other words, we have shown that (i) holds: 

VXERinj-I(R j ), j(WS(x,R;)c WS(f(x),R j ). 

The proof of (ii) is completely analogous. 

In conclusion, we have proved our existence theorem. 

o 

Theorem 10.2S. Let j be a C' diffeomorphism (r ~ 1) oj a manifold M. Let A be 
a closed hyperbolic invariant set jor j with local product structure. Then A has 
a Markov partition jor j. 
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III. Applications of Markov Partitions 

Next we examine the coding associated to our Markov partition; first we 
extend our fixed notations. Let R = {R I, ... , Rk } be a Markov partition of A 
for f by small rectangles (ViE [k], diam R; < p < b/2 < c/4). We define a 
matrix A in Mk by 

otherwise. 

Our immediate goal will be to define and study a canonical semiconjuacy n 
from (~A' O'A) to (A, f). We will then show that the ,-function of f restricted 
to A, '1' is rational by counting the periodic points of(~A' O'A) and estimating 
the redundancy in the encoding of (A, f) by (~A' O'A)' This project is similar 
to our discussion of the horseshoe in Chapter 4. 

Definition 10.29. Let R be a rectangle of A. A subset S of R is called an (un-) 

stable strip of R if, for each x in S, WS(x, R) c S (resp. WU(x, R) c S). 

Proposition 10.30. Let S be a stable strip of a rectangle R. Then S is a rectangle. 
If S is not empty, S intersects every WU(x, R) for x in R. Let x belong to Rand 
y to S, then we have S = [WU(x, R) n S, WS(y, R)]. 

PROOF. Let x be in Rand y in S; then, by definition 

[y, x] E WS(y, R) c S. 

Therefore, S is a rectangle and intersects WU(x, R). 
Now let z belong to S; since we evidently have z = [[z, x], [y, z]], we see 

that 

S c [WU(x, R) n S, WS(y, R)]. 

The opposite inclusion follows from S being a rectangle. o 

Corollary 10.31. If R; n f- I (Rj ) is not empty and if S is a nonempty stable strip 
of Rj (resp. R), then f- I (S) n R; (resp. f- I (S) n RJ is a nonempty stable strip 
of R; (resp. RJ 

PROOF. Let x be a point of R; nj-l(/<). R is a Markov partition, so 

j-I(WU(f(X), R) c WU(x, RJ 

By the preceding proposition S n wu(f(x), R.i) is not empty, so, from above, 
f-I(S) n R; is also not empty. 

Letting y be a point of j-l (S) n R we have 

WS(y, RJ = {[y, z]lZE WS(x, R;)}. 
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Since R is a Markov partition f(WS(x, RJ) c WS(f(x), Rj); thus we see 

f(WS(y, RJ) c {[f(y), W]IWE WS(f(x), Rj )} = WS(f(y), R j ) c S. 

In other words, f -1 (S) n Ri is a stable strip of R i. 
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Using the equivalent formulation of the Markov conditions given in the 
remark after the definition of a Markov partition: 

R.. f-1(R..) {f(WS(X, RJ) c WS(f(x), Rj ), 

XE 1 n J => f-1(WU(f(x), Rj )) c WU(x, Ri ), 

we see that a similar proof gives the result for Ri and Rj • o 

As usual we have an analogous result with f replaced by f- 1 and stable 
strips replaced by unstable strips. 

Corollary 10.32. Let (ao, ... , am) be an admissible sequence for A. Then the 
intersection n;=of-S(Ra) (resp. n~of-S(Ra )) is a nonempty stable strip of 
Ra (resp. Ra ). Likewise, n;=ofm-s(Ra ) (resp~ n;=ofm-s(Ra )) is a nonempty o 0 0 s S 

unstable strip of Ram (resp. Raj. 

PROOF. All the assertions are proved the same way: by induction on musing 
the preceding corollary. We will only prove the first. 

For m = 1 this is just Corollary 10.31. Suppose that it is true for all 
admissible sequences (bo, ... , bn- 1 ), and let (ao, ... , an) be an admissible se
quence. Then (a 1 , ••• , an) is admissible, so the set S = n==lf-s+1 (RaJ is a 
stable strip of Ra " by the induction hypothesis. Applying Corollary 10.31 to 
Rao and S, we are done. 0 

Now let ~ be a point in LA' From the last corollary and the compactness 
of the R;'s, we see that the sequence (F.).EN, where F. = n==-nf-S(RaJ, is a 
decreasing sequence of nonempty compact sets. Therefore, the intersection 
n::"=l F. is nonempty. If x and y were two distinct points in this intersection, 
we would have 

for all i in Z; 

but e is a constant of expansivity for f on A, so the intersection is exactly one 
point. 

It makes sense, then, to define a map n: LA -+ A by 

00 

n(g) = n f-n(RaJ· 
"=-00 

We define a set H by H = n::"=_oof-n(A - U!=l oRs ); by Baire's theorem, H 
is a dense G6 in A. The two following theorems give several useful properties 
ofn. 

Theorem 10.33. The map n from l:A to A is continuous, surjective, and injective 
on n-1(H). It is a morphism of the local product structure, sending Ci into R i , 
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which makes the following diagram commute: 

~A ~ ~A 
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PROOF. II is continuous. Let g belong to ~A' U be a neighborhood of x = ll(g) 
in A, and (l!.")" EN be a sequence in ~A converging to g. Let {F" I n EN} be the 
compact sets defined above; there is an no such that for m > no, Fm C U. Since 
the l!."'s approach l!., there is an n1 , such that 

Vi with Iii < no, 

Therefore, when m is greater than n1 , ll(l!.m) is in F"O' hence in U. Since U and 
(l!.") were arbitrary, II is continuous. 

II is surjective, and injective on ll-l(H). Let x belong to H. For every i,Ji(x) 
belongs to a unique rectangle Rbi and is in the interior of this rectangle. The 
sequence (bJiEZ thus belongs to ~A and is the unique preimage of x under ll. 
Since II is continuous and ~A compact, it follows that ll(~A) is compact and 
contains H, hence is all of A. 

II is a morphism of the local product structure. Clearly ll(CJ c R i. Let g 
belong to Ci, x = ll(g); the image of the stable set WS(g, CJ is contained in 
n::"=of-"(Ra} Let y be a point in this intersection; we then have 

d(f"(x), f"(y)) :::; diam Ran < 6, for all n:?: O. 

In other words, y belongs to WS(x, RJ, so ll(WS(g, CJ) c WS(ll(g), RJ Like
wise, we can show that for any l!. in Ci, ll(WU(l!., CJ) c WU(ll(l!.), RJ; hence 
ll([g, l!.]) = [ll(g), ll(l!.)]. 

The commutativity of the diagram being obvious, we are done. D 

Theorem 10.34. Any point of A has at most k2 preimages under ll, where 
k = cardinality of R. 

The proof depends on the following lemma. 

Lemma 10.35. Let bo, ... , b" and bb, ... , b~ be two admissible sequences with 
bo = bb and b" = b~. If Rbi and Rbi intersect, for all i, then the sequences are 
equal. 

PROOF. Corollary 10.32 allows us to find points x and y in A with P(x) in Rb 

and fi(y) in Rb'i for all i,O :::; i :::; n. By hypothesis, for all i, Rbi and Rbi intersect: 
so we see that 

d(fi(x), P(y)) :::; diam Rbi + diam Rbi < 2p < D. 

Therefore, [r(x), P(y)] is defined, 0 :::; i :::; n. 
Now Rbo = Rbo' so [x, y] belongs to Rbo ' Using the equivalent formulation 
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of the definition of Markov partition, an easy induction gives 

o S; i S; n. 

A similar argument applied to f-1, starting with the observation that 
f"([x, y]) = [f"(x), f"(y)] E Rb~' shows that 

P([x, Y])E WU(fi(y), Rb;), 0 S; i S; n; 

then, since Rbi n Rbi is nonempty, we must have bi = b;. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 10.34. Suppose that a point x of A had k2 + 1 distinct 
preimages under II; ~1, ... , ~k2+1 say. We can then find an n so large that all 
the admissible sequences (x~n' ... ' xh, ... , x~) are distinct. Since there are 
k2 + 1 of them we can find indices i and j such that x~ = x~ and x~n = x~n. 
The lemma then gives a contradiction. 0 

The theorem has an immediate corollary. 

Corollary 10.36. II-1 (Per flA) = Per eTA-

Corollary 10.37. Let ~ and 1.. be two pre images of a periodic point x. If Si = ti 
for some i, then ~ = 1..-

PROOF. Let n be a common period of both ~ and 1... The sequences (Si' ... , Si+n) 
and (ti' ... , ti+n) satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 10.35: Si+n = Si = ti = ti+n 
and fi(x) belongs to Rs n R t , i S;j S; i + n. We must have, then, that 

J J 

~=1... 0 

We say that a collection of rectangles in linked if their intersection is not 
empty. For each r E [k] we denote by Ir the set of subsets K of [k] having r 
elements for which the rectangles (R;)iEK are linked. We write elements of Ir 
as r-tuplets of elements on [k]: (S1> ... , sr) with Sl < S2 < ... < Sr. We denote 
by Sr the group of permutations of [r]. 

For each r in [k] we define two square matrices A(r) and B(r), whose 
coefficients are indexed by elements of I" as follows: for S = (S l' ... , s,) and 
t = (t1' ... , t,), if there is a unique permutation 11 in S, such that ASit,(i) = 1 for 
all i, then A~~) = 1 and B~) = sign(ll) = ± 1; otherwise A~) = B~~) = o. 

Let L be the largest r in [k] for which I, is not empty. We are now ready 
to count the periodic points in A. 

Proposition 10.38. For all positive integers p, 

L 

Np(fIA) = L (_1),-1 tr«B('»)P). 
r=l 

PROOF. (a) Denote by 1:, the set of bi-infinite sequences of elements of Ir and 
by 1:(A('») the subset of sequences 4 = (dn)nez for which A~~a"+1 = 1, for all 
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n E Z. Notice that Lr and L(A(r» are defined from Ir and A(r) just as L and LA 
were defined from [kJ and A. 

We define a shift fir on Lr and L(A(r» in the obvious way: (fir(~»n = an+1. 
Denote by Perp(L(A(r» the set of p-periodic points of fir in L(A(r». 

Given a sequence ~ = (an)neZ in L(A(r» we write 

an = (a~, ... , a~)Elr' 

Let Iln be the unique permutation in Sr which ensures that A~~an+l = 1. Define 
a sequence (vn)neZ as follows: 

Vo = idES" 

Vn = Iln-1 0 Iln-2 0'" 0 110 

Vn = 11;;1 0 1l;;~1 0'" 0 11=1 

We obtain r elements ~1, ... , ~r of LA by setting 

i E [r J, 

if n > 0, 

ifn < O. 

mEZ. 

Now, for each m, the rectangles (Raj).. are linked' therefore for all m in rn I$J5,r , , 

Z, and all i and j in [r J, we have 

d(fm(II(~i»,Jm(II(~j))) < 2 max diam Rn < t:. 
n e [k] 

Since t: is a constant of expansivity for j on A, it follows that II(~i) = II~j), 
for all i and j in [r]. 

We can then define a map fir: L(A(r» -+ A by fir(~) = II~i), which does 
not depend on the choice of i in [r]. 

(b) Suppose that ~ belongs to Perp(L(A(r»)). In other words, am = am+p for 
all m. We have 

n jP-n (n Ra~) 
neil. ie[r] 

= n jP-n (n R; ) an - p 
neil. ie[r]' 

= fir(4). 

Thus we have the inclusion 

fir(Perp(L(A(r»))) c Perp(fIA)' 

(c) Conversely, suppose the x belongs to Perp(fIA)' It has a finite number 
of distinct preimages under II by Theorem 10.34, and they are periodic by 
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Corollary 10.36. Call them ff 1, •.• , ffr. For all m, the rectangles R",A" R",l.."'" R",:;. 
are linked and distinct by Corollary 10.37; thus they define an element am in 
I r • We associate to x the sequence 4 = (am)meZ in ~r' 

Lemma 10.39.4 belongs to ~(A(r»). 

PROOF. It suffices to show that for any given m, the identity is the only 
permutation in Sr for which 

ViE[r]. 

Suppose not; suppose that (*) also holds for m = nand J1 = v =F id. Let 't' be 
the order of v in S" let j be an element moved by v(v(j) =F j), and let q be a 
common period of the ffj'S. Consider the two admissible sequences 

and 

Nj Nj ••• Nj Nj ••• Nj 
""n""n+l ""n+q""n+q+l ""n+(t-l)q+l' 

On the one hand, since we have assumed that v(j) =F j. Corollary, 10.37 tells us 
that 1X:~l =F 1X~+1' On the other hand, Lemma 10.35 implies the two sequences 
are equal, and we have a contradition. 0 

Now, since x has period p for f, the pth power on the shift leaves invariant 
the set of preimages of x under II; from this it follows that 4 belongs to 
Per p(~(A (r»). 

(d) Fix x E Per pUlA)' We wish to understand the preimages of x under fir' 
for 1 ::::;; r ::::;; k, which belong to Per p(~(A(r»)). With ~l, ... , ffr as in (c), let J1 be 
the permutation in Sr defined by 

for all i E [k]. 

The permutation J1 is just the permutation ofthe indices induced by the action 
of (JP on the set of preimages of x. Suppose J1 is the product of the disjoint 
cycles J11' ... , J1s which act on subsets K 1 , ••• , Ks forming a partition of [r]. 

Let b be a preimage of x under fit with 1 ::::;; t ::::;; k. Part (a) shows that b 
gives us t preimages of x under II, so t ::::;; r. We associate to b, the subset J of 
[rJ such that the preimages of x under II given by b are just ~j)jeJ' If we 
further require that b be p-periodic for Ut , then it follows from the definition 
of J1 that J in this case is J1 invariant, hence a union of certain Km's. In summary, 
for each preimage b of x under fit which is of period p for at, there is a subset 
B of [s] such that, setting J = UmeBKm' the preimages of x under II given 
by bare (ffj)jeJ' 

Conversely, for each subset B of [s], letting J = UmeB Km t = card J, we 
can, mimicking (c), construct from the preimages ~j)jeJ of x under II, a 
preimage G of x under fit which is in Perp(~(A(t»)). 

(e) We are finally able to derive the formula for Np(fIA)' Given 4 in 1:(A(r», 
let ff 1, ... , ffr be the elements of 1: ... constructed in (a). Let v be the permutation 
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in Sr which satisfies 

1 ~ i ~ r; 

notice that sgn v is independent of the numbering of the ~i'S, since sgn is a 
conjugacy invariant on Sr. Consider the expression 

The proof of Proposition to.3 also shows that 

L 
Cp = L ( _1)r-l tr(B(r))p). 

r=1 

On the other hand, from (b) and (c) we conclude that 

L ( ) C = L L L ( - 1)r sgn v 
p xePerp(fIA) r=1 ll.(4)=x,QePerp (I:(A"')) 

L <I>(x). 
x e Per p(fIA) 

The considerations in (d) show that for all x in PerpUIA)' 

<I>(x) = L (TI (_1)cardK~ sgn Jim) 
Bels) meB 

= [JJI (1 + ( - 1)cardKrn SgIl Jim)] - 1. 

Now the signature of a cycle of length h is just ( -1 )h+l, so 

<I>(x) = - 1 for all x in Per PUlA)' 

Comparing the two expressions for Cp , we have 

L 
NpUIA) = L (_1)r-l tr((B(r))P) .. 

r=l 

Theorem 10.40. The (-function of flA is rational. 

PROOF. From Theorem 10.38 and Proposition to.7 we calculate 

TI det(/ - tB(r)) 

(fIJt) = rrfdet(I _ tB(r)) . 
rodd 

Corollary 10.41. If Per(f) is hyperbolic, then (1 is rational. 

o 

o 

PROOF. From the definition of the (-function it is clear that (f = 'flp;;ifj' By 
Proposition 8.11. Per (f) has a local product structure, so we can apply the 
preceding theorem. 0 
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Corollary 10.42. Let f be a C diffeomorphism (r ~ 1) of a manifold M. If f 
satisfys Axiom A (resp. R(f) is hyperbolic, resp. L(f) is hyperbolic), then 'f is 
rational. 

PROOF. After Definition 8.9 (resp. Proposition 8.6, resp. Proposition 8.7), 
Corollary 10.40 applies. 0 

EXERCISE. Let f be a diffeomorphism satisfying Axiom A. Show that Q(f) is 
finite if and only if lim sup(l/n) log Nn(f) = O. 

Commentary 

Symbolic dynamics has a long history, which we will not attempt to cover 
here. Propositions 10.2, 10.3, 10.7, and 10.8 are from [10.4]. Artin and Mazur 
[10.2] defined the zeta function of a diffeomorphism and studied some of its 
properties. Smale [1.16] gave the first proof of the rationality of the zeta func
tion for Axiom A, no-cycle diffeomorphisms. Williams [10.15] and Gucken
heimer [10.5] finished the job. Their method was based on the Lefschetz 
formula. Manning [10.9], using Markov partitions, proved the rationality of 
the zeta function for Axiom A diffeomorphisms without assuming the no-cycle 
condition. 

Our treatment of Markov partitions is a rewriting of sections of Bowen's 
book [1.2], which also treats them. We have added some details and formu
lated the theorems for arbitrary hyperbolic sets with local product structure, 
not just a single basic set. The proofs are the same and we gain a little in 
generality, which turns out to be useful. For example, if f: M -+ M is an 
Anosov diffeomorphism, there is a Markov partition even though we do not 
know that M = Per(f). The systematic introduction of Markov partitions is 
due to Sinai [10.12], [10.13], [10.14] for Anosov diffeomorphisms and was 
extended by Bowen [10.3] to Axiom A diffeomorphisms. These Markov 
partitions are the principal tool for analyzing the qualitative behavior of 
Axiom A systems. There is a remarkable collection of theorems due essentially 
to Sinai, Bowen, and Ruslle, see [1.2]. Adler and Weiss [10.1] constructed 
Markov Partitions for linear hyperbolic automorphism of the two-torus. Our 
example on T2 can also be found in Sinai [10.12]. 

Our proof of (10.32) and (10.33) is made to be parallel to the analysis of the 
horseshoe in Chapter 4. That analysis could serve as a model for this chapter. 
Theorem 10.34 was first proved by Bowen [10.3]. Lemma 10.35 is a great 
improvement in the proof; it was communicated to Bowen by Brian Marcus. 
We took it from [1.19], which is an excellent survey. 

The idea of proving the rationality of the zeta function by using the matrices 
B(r) was sketched for me by Bowen in 1975; it is very close to Manning's proof. 
Lebasque and Yoccoz make it coherent here. They have concocted the clearest 
proof I know of the rationality of zeta functions. Fried [10.8] gives a topo
logical proof relying an isolating blocks and the Leftschetz formula. 
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The rationality of the zeta function has been used by many authors to obtain 
qualitative and topological properties of Axiom A systems, see for example 
[10.6], [10.7], [10.10], and [10.11], or [1.21]. 
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